
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

Alexandria Division
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MARIA BOURN, DAVID WATSON,
STEPHEN VERNER, and MARK
SCHUMACHER, on behalf of themselves and
all others similarly situated,

Plaintiffs,

Case No. j'-lftl/

V.

VOLKSWAGEN AG, VOLKSWAGEN OF
AMERICA GROUP, INC., VOLKSWAGEN
OF AMERICA, INC., AUDI OF AMERICA,
LLC, and AUDI AG,

Defendants.

JURY TRL\L DEMANDED

lj0(b\

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs Maria Bourn, David Watson, Steven Vemer, and Mark Schumacher bring this

action on their own behalf and on behalf of a class of similarly situated persons against

Volkswagen AG ("VWAG"), Volkswagen of America Group, Inc. and Volkswagen of America,

Inc. (collectively, "VWoA"), and Audi of America, LLC and Audi AG (collectively, "Audi").'

Plaintiffs seek injunctive relief and to recover damages caused by Volkswagen's violations of

Section 2 of the Sherman Antitrust Act (15 U.S.C. § 2), the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations Act ("RICO") (18 U.S.C. § 1961 et seq.), the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act (15

U.S.C. § 2301 et seq.), the common law of fraud and unjust enrichment, and the statutory laws of

California and Virginia. Plaintiffs make the following allegations upon information and belief.

^Unless otherwise indicated herein, all ofthese defendants will bereferred to collectively as
"Volkswagen."
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except as to those allegations pertaining to the named plaintiffs, which are made on personal

knowledge.

I. NATURE OF THE ACTION.

1. Four years ago, Martin Winterkom ("Winterkom"), Volkswagen's former Chief

Executive Officer ("CEO"), announced Volkswagen's goal to become the world's largest

automaker. "By 2018," he told U.S. politiciansgatheredfor the openingofa Volkswagen plant in

Chattanooga, Tennessee, "we want to take our groupto the verytop of the global car industry."^

With only a relatively small share of the gigantic United States market, Winterkom's ambitious

plan required a dramatic increase in sales in that market. And the way to increase sales here,

Volkswagen decided, was to convince American consumers that its diesel-powered cars were a

superior alternative, with better fiiel efficiency, lower emissions, and uncompromised

performance.

2. Between 2009 and September 18,2015, Volkswagen aggressively marketed its so-

called Clean Diesel Turbocharged Direct Injection ("TDI") light passenger vehicles in the United

States, spending millions of dollars on print, television, internet and point-of-sale advertising

aimed at convincing American consumers that its cars were environmentally-friendly, fuel-

efficient, powerful, and reasonably priced. In order to increase its market share, Volkswagen's

cars needed all those attributes to win over a skeptical American public. Compared with Europe,

with its higher fuel costs, expensive cars and less stringent tailpipe emission standards, the United

States market was a tough sell for diesel-powered passenger cars.

3. Until September 18, 2015, it looked as if Winterkom's ambitious plan had

succeeded. In July of2015, Volkswagen surpassed Toyota Corporation ("Toyota") as the world's

largest automaker, selling 5.04 million vehicles in the first six months of this year, compared to

^ http://www.nvtimes.com/2015/09/27/buslness/as-vw-Dushed-to-be-no-l -ambitions-fueled-a-
scandal.html? r=0.
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Toyota's 5.02million.^

4. As noted above, the United States was a key part ofthis global strategy. As reported

in Automotive News:

Back in 2007, the automaker vowed to crank up U.S. sales of its
VW brand to 800,000 vehicles a year by 2018. It was a dizzying
sum, requiring more than a tripling of its volume at that time.
Many in the industry scoffed.

But with steady precision, VW got the skeptics to take a second
look. It launched a lower-priced, Mexico-made Jetta and built a
plant in Chattanooga that began churning out a new Passat that
better fit American tastes and budgets. VW sales doubled between
2009 and 2012, to nearly 440,000, lifting hopes that 800,000 was
doable."^

By October 1,2015, VWoA had reported sales of264,215 passenger vehicles in the United States

through September 15, indicating that before the scandal that is the subject of this Complaint

surfaced, it was expecting another excellent salesyear.^

5. Unfortunately for American consumers, Volkswagen's success in capturing market

share was based on a lie. On September 18, 2015, the United States Environmental Protection

Agency ("EPA") and the California Air Resources Board ("CARB") both notified Volkswagen

that it had violated federal and state laws and regulations by using a "defeat device"-soflware

specifically intended to circumvent emission test procedures established by the EPA and by

CARB. Those notices are attached as Exhibits 1 and 2 to this complaint.

6. Volkswagen's "defeat device" is a "sophisticated software algorithm"® that detects

^ http://www.usatodav.com/storv/monev/2015/07/28/volkswagen-surpasses-tovota-worlds-
largest-automaker-first-half-2015/30772509/.

^ http://www.autonews.com/article/20150126/RETAILO1/301269949/how-vw-veered"Off-
target.

^ http://media.vw.eom/release/l 080/.

®http://www.theguardian.eom/business/2015/sep/18/epa-califomia-investigate-volkswagen-
clean-air-violations.
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when the car is undergoing emissions testing. Under such laboratory test conditions,

Volkswagen's vehicles pass the EPA and CARB emissions tests with flying colors. Under normal

driving situations, however, the software algorithm turns off the emissions control systems,

allowing the cars to spew as much as 40 times the allowable amount of pollutants-specifically

nitrogen oxides ("NOx")-into the air. Elevated NOx contributes to the creation of ozone and

smog, and is linked to asthma attacks, other respiratory diseases such as emphysema and

bronchitis, and causes premature death. A diagram published in Reuters depicts its operation:

How Volkswagen's defeat
device works

'SWITCH' SOFTWARE
I

r

Software in the car's electronic control module (ECM)
determines where the car is being driven (i.e. highway,

road, testing) by analysing a series of factors.
I

FACTORS ANALYSED
I I

jii
Position of Speed Duration of Baronnetric

steering engine operation pressure, p ,
I MODE OF THE VEHICLE? 1

BEING TESTED NORMAL OPERATION

Mode switches to "dyno Mode switches to "road
calibration," as software recognises calibration." as software recognises

vehicle is taking emission test. vehicle is in normal operation.

I I
RESULT RESULT

I I

EPA compliant Effectiveness of emission control
emission levels produced. system reduced, increasing

Nitrogen oxide levels to lO to 40
times above standards.

Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

J. Wang, 23/09/2015 ^ RGUTBWS
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7. The chart below, published by Agence France Press, provides a useful and concise

primer on the known facts:

Volkswagen's alleged pollution-hiding cars
US Environmental Protec
to cheat emissions tests
USEnvironmental Protection Agency says VW admitted it liad equipped cars wltb-^oftware'I,

Which models?

482,000 diesel-
fueled cars in

tiie United States

Jetta (2009-2015)
Beetle (2009-2015)

Audi A3 (2009-2015)
Golf (2009-2015)

Passat (2014-2015)

Source: USEM/Autonews.com

Whydlesel?

Diesel can

be more
polluting

tiian

gasoline

Pollutants

include

nitrogen
oxides (NOx)

What does the
software do?

Detects when a car

is undergoing
official US

emissions testing

Turns full

emissions controls
for NOxon only
during the test

/

What happens
at other times?

Emissions

controls are

turned off,
vehicle emits

NOx at up to
40 times

standard

What does

NOx do?

Linked to
increased

asthma attact<s,
other respiratory

illnesses and
cardiovascular

related effects

i4FP

8. As noted below, dozens of fatalities in the United States over the last seven years

have been attributed to the illegal use of this "defeat device." The scandal has been popularly

referred to as "Dieselgate."

9. Volkswagen has admitted to installing these "defeat devices" in 11 million diesel

vehicles that have been sold around the world, including the 482,000 in the United States. As

Michael Horn ("Horn"), the President and CEO of VWoA, candidly admitted: "[l]et's be clear

about this. Our company was dishonest. With the EPA, and the California Air Resources

Board, and with all of you. And in my German words, we have totally screwed up."^

(Emphases added). Horn further stated in a video on VWAG's website that "[o]ur company

^ http://www.roadandtrack.com/new-cars/car-technologv/news/a26774/volkswagen-ceo-we-
screwed-up/. A YouTube video ofthis extraordinary concession can be found here:
www.voutube.com/watch?v=06z8uUJE-iE.
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betrayed the trust of you, our customers, our employees, our dealers and the public."^

(Emphases added). And as VWAG has posted on its website: "[gjovemment regulations limit the

use of engine software that reduces the effectiveness of a vehicle's emissions control systems.

Those are the ^defeat device' regulations, and regrettably, VW violated those regulations.

We take full responsibility - and deeply regret that this happened."^ (Emphases added). In a

September 23, 2015 press release available on VWAG's website, the Executive Committee of

VWAG's Supervisory Board ("Board") stated: "[t]he Executive Committee takes this matter

extremely seriously. The Executive Committee recognizes not only the economic damage

caused,but also the lossof trust among manycustomersworldwide."'^ (Emphases added). Or,

as Berthold Huber ("Huber"), Deputy Chairman ofthe Board, was quoted as saying in a September

25 press release, "[t]he test manipulations are a moral and political disaster for Volkswagen.

The unlawful behavior of engineers and technicians involved in engine development shocked

Volkswagen just as much as it shocked the public." (Emphases added).

10. In light of the scandal, VWAG's Board forced Winterkom to resign as CEO of

VWAG on September 23.'^ In doing so, he stated that "I accept responsibility for the

irregularities that have been found in diesel engines." (Emphases added). He further observed

^ https://www.vwdieselinfo.com/.

^ http://www.vwdieselinfo.com/faqs/.

'^http://www.volkswagenag.com/content/vwcorp/info center/en/news/2015/09/AR Erklaerung.h
tml.

II http://www.volkswagenag.com/content/vwcorp/info center/en/news/2015/09/Erklaerung.html.

http://www.spiegel.de/international/business/falsified-emissions-scandal-push-volkswagen-to-

limits-a-1055897.htm1

http://www.nvtimes.eom/2015/09/24/business/international/volkswagen-chief-martin-

wintcrkom-resigns-amid-emissions-scandal.html. Notably, however, Winterkom plans to stay as
the Chairman ofthe Board ofDirectors ofPorsche Automobil Holding SE, which owns a 52%
controlling stake in VWAG; he is also still demanding payment of the ten million Euros owed to
him under his employment contract, which does not expire until 2016.

6
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that "[m]iIlions of people across the world trust our brands, our cars and our technologies. 1

am endlessly sorry that we have disappointed this trust. I apologize in every way to our

customers, to authorities and the whole public for the wrongdoing." (Emphases added). He

professed surprise that "misconduct on such a scale" (emphases added) occurred within the

Volkswagen group, suggesting that he had no knowledge of it.'^ It has been reported that

Winterkom was being investigated for fraud in connection with the conduct at issue here by

prosecutors in Lower Saxony; however, more recently, those prosecutors have stated that any

prosecution will awaitfurther factual information.'̂

11. Volkswagen has ordered its authorized dealers ("Volkswagen Authorized Dealers")

to cease selling the vehicles in which the defeat devices are installed. These include at least the

VW Jetta TDI (Model Years 2009-15), the VW Jetta SportWagen TDI (Model Years 2009-14),

the VW GolfTDI (Model Years 2010-15), the VW GolfSportWagen TDI (Model Year 2015), the

VW Beetle TDI and VW Beetle Convertible TDI (Model Years 2012-15), the VW Passat TDI

(Model Years2012-15) and the Audi A3 TDI (Model Years2010-15).'^ These affected vehicles

will be referred to in this Complaint as the "Class Vehicles."

12. Volkswagen's internal investigation has resulted so far in the suspension of three

httD://www.spiegel.de/international/business/falsiFied-emissions-scandal-push-volkswagen-to-

limits-a-1055897.html.

http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-volkswagen-emissions-scandal-20150922-

storv.html.

15

http://www.salon.eom/2015/09/24/i am stunned that misconduct on such a scale was possi

ble what vou need to know about the Volkswagen mega scandal/.

http://www.autonews.com/article/20151001/COPYO1/310019972/german-prosecutors-

backtrack-on-winterkoms-role-in-vw-probe.

http://www.thetruthaboutcars.com/2015/09/vw-audi-canada-halting-sales-tdi-cars-following-

us-inauirv/: http://www.vwdieselinfo.com/faQs/.
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executives: (a) Heinz-Jakob Neusser("Neusser"); (b) Ulrich Hackenberg ("Hackenberg"); and (c)

Wolfgang Hatz ("Hatz").'̂ Spiegel Online described Hackenberg's departure, which was also

typical of the others: "[h]e received news of his immediate suspension from the personnel

department and was asked to turn in his company phone and leave his office. He has also been told

not to set foot on company premises."^^

13. None ofthese people are mereobscure midlevel engineers.Hackenberg is a VWAG

Board member for Technical Development.^® The same Spiegel Online article described

Hackenberg as "a long-time confidant of Winterkom and, up until just a few days ago, one ofthe

most powerful men at VW." Hatz is a Porsche AG ("Porsche") Board ofManagement member in

charge of Research and Development and is additionally Head of Engines and Transmissions

Development for the Volkswagen Group.^^ Neusser was responsible for engine development at

Porsche commencing in 1998 and drivetrain development commencing in 2011; in October of

2012, he succeeded Hatzas Head of Powertrain Development at the Volkswagen Group.^^

14. The same Spiegel Online article notes that Hans-Dieter Putsch ("Putsch"), the

VWAG Finance Chief and Board Chairman of VWAG, may also be under investigation by

regulatory authorities. As discussed below, Volkswagen told the EPA about the use of a defeat

device on September 3, but disclosed it publicly only on September 20. "[T]he finance chief

httD://uk.reuters.com/article/2015/09/29/uk-volkswagen-emissions-

idUKKCN0RS0U620150929.

httD://www.sDiegel.de/intemational/business/falsified-emissions-scandal-Dush-volkswagen-to-

limits-a-1055897.html.

httD://www.audi.com/corDorate/en/companv/corDorate-management/members-of-the-

board/ulrich-hackenberg.html.

http://press.Porsche.com/more about/executives/pag/hatz.php.

22

http://www.volkswagenag.com/content/vwcorp/info center/en/news/2012/09/Dr Heinz Jakob
Neusser.html.
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remained silent for 17 days. Duringthese 17days, hundredsofthousandsof investorsbought VW

stock. When the scandal was finally made public on Sept. 20, the price ofVW shares plunged by

40 percent, costing stockholders €35 billion."^^ VWAG's shares have been on a steady decline

ever since, as reflected in this graphic from the Telegraph in the United Kingdom:

SBl.-.v.

• ' (;ri ' • ; " I

15. According to an October 3 article from Reuters, "[a]t an internal company meeting

this week at the VW headquarters in Wolfsburg, Potsch described the situation as an 'existence-

threatening crisis for the company', Germany's Welt am Sonntag reported in a release ahead of

Sunday's publication." '̂̂

http://www.sDiegel.de/international/business/falsified-emissions-scandal-Dush-volkswagen-to-
limits-a-1055 897.html.

httD://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKCNORXOG020151004. Potsch's accession to the

VWAG Board has been criticized. Hans-Christoph Hirt, a director ofHermes Equity Ownership
Services, an adviser to pension fund investors in companies including Volkswagen, said the
appointment created a "serious conflict of interest": "[POtsch] was a key VW executive for more
than a decade and under German law the management board has a collective
responsibility... The lawyers will surely demand that he recuse himself from any supervisory
board meetings when management's role is discussed."
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16. As explained below, and contrary to the suggestions of some of Volkswagen's

spokespersons, the unlawful conduct here was not the action of renegade lower-level employees.

It was instead the product of a concerted scheme by top executives at Volkswagen to save costs

through use of the TDI technology, break into the United States diesel passenger car market by

concealing from regulators and the public the inability ofcars using that technology to meet federal

and state emissions standards, market the TDI cars through an elaborate seven-year long campaign

of false advertising and lying to state and federal officials, and thereby obtain a monopoly share

ofthe United States Clean Diesel passenger car market.

17. The German periodical Bild am Sonntag revealed that Robert Bosch GmbH

("Bosch"), the supplier ofsome components ofthe emissions control system, used by Volkswagen

in TDI diesel vehicles, also supplied Volkswagen with diesel software for test purposes. Bosch

reportedly told VWAG in 2007that usingthat software in vehicles on the roadwouldbe illegal.^^

Similarly, Suddeutsche Zeitung has reported that Neusser had ignored least one Volkswagen

engineer's warnings over "possibly illegal" practices in 2011 Spiegel Online reported that groups

within Volkswagen knew of potential issues as far back as 2005 or 2006.^^ Olaf Lies, a VWAG

Board member, has stated publicly that "[t]hose people who allowed this to happen, or who

made the decision to install this software—they acted criminally. They must take personal

responsibility."^^ (Emphases added).

httD://www.cnbc.com/2015/10/04/volkswagens-uniquelv-awful-governance-at-fault-in-

emissions-scandal.html.

http://www.autonews.com/artlcle/20150927/COPYO1 /309279989/bosch-warned-vw-about-

illegal-software-use-in-diesel-cars-report-savs.

http://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/abgas-affacre-vw-topmanager-schwer-belastet-l.2669920.

http://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/unternehmen/volkswagen-aufsichtsrat-lies-macht-managern-
vorwuerfe-a-1055381 .html.

http://www.bbc.com/news/business-3439.7426.

10
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18. As discussed in further detail below, Volkswagen has set aside the inadequate sum

of6.5 billion Euros (approximately $7.2 billion) to deal with the fallout from this fraud. Numerous

countries across the world are investigating the matter and here, in the United States, probes are

beingconducted by the United States Department ofJustice ("DOJ"), a coalition ofstateattorneys

general ("AGs"), and members of the United States House of Representatives. The EPA has

ordered a recall.

11. THE PARTIES.

A. Plaintiffs.

19. Plaintiffs Maria Bourn ("Bourn") and David Watson ("Watson") are residents of

South San Francisco, California. Bourn is a lawyer in San Francisco. Watson is a teacher. In

2015, Bourn and Watson, who are married, purchased a certified, pre-owned 2010 Model Year

Jetta SportsWagen from Stevens Creek Volkswagen in San Jose, California. Stevens Creek

Volkswagen is a Volkswagen Authorized Dealer. Plaintiffs purchased the SportsWagen in

reliance on Volkswagen's representations that the car was an environmentally-friendly "clean

diesel" vehicle that was highly efficient, high-performance, and fun to drive. They would not have

purchased the vehicle in the absence of Volkswagen's misrepresentations about the car's

environmental impact, its fuel efficiency, and performance.

20. Plaintiff Mark Schumacher ("Schumacher") resides in Gainesville, Virginia. In

2012, he purchased a 2012 Model Year Volkswagen Passat SE TDI. Schumacher purchased the

Passat from Lindsay Volkswagen in Sterling, Virginia. That company is a Volkswagen Authorized

Dealer.Plaintiff Schumacher purchased the Passat in reliance on Volkswagen's representations

that the car was an environmentally-friendly "clean diesel" vehicle that was highly efficient, high-

performance, and fun to drive. He would not have purchased the vehicle in the absence of

Volkswagen's misrepresentations about the car's environmental impact, its fuel efficiency, and

performance.

21. Plaintiff Stephen Vemer ("Vemer") is an architect and resident of Oakland,

11
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California. In 2013, he purchased a TDI Golf four door from Royal Motor Sales in San Francisco,

California. Royal Motor Sales is an Authorized Volkswagen Dealer. Vemer purchased the Golf

in reliance on Volkswagen's representations that the car was an environmentally friendly "clean

diesel" vehicle that was highly efficient, high-performance, and fun to drive. He would not have

purchased the vehicle in the absence of Volkswagen's misrepresentations about the car's

environmental impact, its fuel efficiency, and performance.

B. Defendants.

22. Defendant VWAG is a car corporation organized and existing under German law,

with its principal place of business in Wolfsburg, Germany. VWAG is the parent company of

Defendants VWoA and Audi.

23. Defendant Audi AG is a car corporation organized and existing under German law,

with its principal place of business in Ingolstadt, Germany. Audi was created when VWAG

merged two of its companies. Auto Union and NSU Motorenwerke AG. Audi is a 99.55%-owned

subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group. Audi is now Volkswagen's luxury vehicle brand, and uses

the slogan "Truth in Engineering".

24. Defendant the Volkswagen Group ofAmerica, Inc. is a corporation organized and

existing under New Jersey law. Its headquarters are in Hemdon, Virginia. The Volkswagen Group

ofAmerica, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary ofVWAG. It is one ofthe world's largest producers

of passenger cars. It sells the Beetle, Beetle Convertible, CC, Eos, e-Golf, Golf, Golf GTI, Golf

SportWagen, Jetta, Passat, Tiguan, and Touareg vehicles through Volkswagen Authorized Dealers

located in the United States. Volkswagen Group ofAmerica, Inc.'s operations in the United States

include research and development; parts and vehicle processing; parts distribution; sales,

marketing and service offices; financial service centers; and manufacturing,

25. Defendant Volkswagen ofAmerica, Inc. is owned and operated by the Volkswagen

Group of America, Inc. and sells Volkswagen vehicles in the United States. Its United States

headquarters are at the same address as Volkswagen Group ofAmerica, Inc. in Herndon, Virginia.

12
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26. Defendant Audi of America, LLC is a subsidiary of Audi AG that sells Audi

vehicles in theUnited States. ItsUnited States headquarters areat thesameaddress as Volkswagen

Group ofAmerica, Inc. in Hemdon, Virginia.

in. JURISDICTION AND VENUE.

27. This Court has jurisdictionover this actionpursuantto 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1332(d),

1337(a) and 1367. This court also has supplemental jurisdictionpursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1367(a).

28. Venue is proper in this judicial district and in the Alexandria Division thereof

pursuant to 15 U.S.C. §§ 15 and 22, and 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) and (c), in that at least one of the

Defendants resides in this judicial district, is licensed to do business or is doing business in this

judicial district.

IV. TRADE AND COMMERCE.

29. Approximately 482,000 Class Vehicles have been sold or leased in the United

States in a continuous and uninterrupted flow ofinterstate commerce and foreign commerce during

the last seven years, including through and into this judicial district. The business activities ofthe

Defendants substantially affected interstate trade and commerce in the United States and caused

antitrust injury in the United States.

V. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS.

A. Automobile Emissions Regulations in the United States.

30. Congress enacted the first major Clean Air Act ("CAA") and established the EPA

in 1970. The CAA, amended in 1975 and 1990, requires vehicle manufacturers to certify to the

EPA that their cars and trucks will meet applicable federal emission standards.^^ The EPA

administers a certification program to ensure that every vehicle complies with its emission

standards. EPA-issued certificates ofconformity are required for every vehicle sold in the United

States, and the EPA must approve every vehicle entering United States commerce. In these

http://www2.epa.gov/laws-regulations/summarv-clean-air-act.

13
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certification efforts, the EPA relies on test data submitted by automobile manufacturers, which

submit the vehiclesto the agency's testing procedures in their own laboratories. The EPA audits a

smallfraction of the new vehicles each yearto ensure compliance.^®

31. The Class Vehicles, like any other car sold in the United States, were required to

satisfy emission standards forcertain air pollutants, including NOx. 40 C.F.R. §86.1811-4; Clean

Air Act §101(b)(l) - (2), 42 U.S.C. §7401(b)(l)(2).

32. Section 203(a)(3)(b) of the CAA prohibits the manufacture, selling, or installation

of any device that bypasses, defeats or renders inoperative a required element of a vehicle's

emissions control system. 42 U.S.C. §7522(a)(3)(b). Section 203(a)(10 of the same statute also

prohibits the sale of motor vehicles or engines that are not covered by valid certificates of

conformity with applicable emissions standards. 42 U.S.C. §7522(a)(l). The regulatory

requirements for defeat devices are set forth in 40 C.F.R. Part 86.

33. The EPA has been rigorous in punishing automobile manufacturers or engine

makers that utilize defeat devices. For example, in late 1995, it entered into a $45 million dollar

settlement with General Motors Corporation regarding the use of defeat devices on 470,000

Cadillac cars.^^ Likewise, in August of 1998, it fined Honda $267 million and Ford $7.8 million

for selling vehicles equipped with defeat devices that prevented emission control systems from

working properly Similarly, in October ofthat year, it and the DOJ fined seven truck and heavy

dutyequipment manufacturers $83.4 million for engaging in similar conduct.^^

http://www.autonews.com/article/20151004/OEMI1/310059955/vw-emissions-violations-put-
self-certification-under-new-scrutinv.

^^http://www.autosafetv.org/sites/default/files/imce staff uploads/Cadillac%20%2445%20Millio
n%20Defeat%20Device%20Penaltv%20l 1-31 -95.pdf

32 http://www.autosafetv.org/sites/default/files/imce staff uploads/defeat.pdf

http://www2.epa.gov/enforcement/cummins-engine-companv-diesel-engine-clean-air-act-
settlement.

14
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34. Volkswagen was or should have been aware of these precedents. Indeed, the

company itself is a recidivist violator of the CAA. In July of 1973, the EPA referred to DOJ for

legalactiona claimthat defeatdeviceswere installedon 1973 Volkswagens. A copy ofthat referral

is attachedas Exhibit 3 to this complaint. The matterwas settled for $120,000 in Marchof 1974.^^^

Similarly, in June of2005, Volkswagen entered into a consent decree with DOJ whereby it paid a

$1.1 million penalty concerning its failure to notify the EPA of emissions defects in certain

vehicles manufactured at its facility in Mexico.^^ A copy of thatdecree is attached as Exhibit 4 to

this Complaint.

35. CARB is a department ofthe California Environmental Protection Agency. It was

created in 1967. California is the only state permitted to have such a regulatory agency, because it

was created prior to the enactment of the CAA. CARB's mission is to "[t]o promote and protect

public health, welfare and ecological resources through the effective and efficient reduction ofair

pollutants whilerecognizing andconsidering the effects on the economy of the state."^®

36. The EPA introduced phased in Tier 2 emissions standards from 2004 to 2009.

California has similar standards in its CA LEV II standard. The Tier 2 Bin rating system applied

to all passenger vehicles regardless of fuel type. Tier 2 Bin 5 standards-the ones applicable to the

Class Vehicles—imposed an emission rate forNOxof 0.07 grams permile. '̂

37. New cars that are sold bear stickers indicating that they are EPA-and/or CARB

compliant. Here is a photograph ofsuch a sticker on the inside ofthe hood ofa TDI Audi A3, one

ofthe Class Vehicles.

^%ttD://www.autosafetv.org/sites/default/files/imce staff uploads/VW%20Defeat%20Device%2
0%24120%2C00%20fme%203-12-74%20Pr.Ddf.

http://www.autosafctv.org/sitcs/default/files/imce staff uploads/volkswagen-cd.pdf.

http://www.arb.ca.gov/html/mission.htm.

http://www.nctcog.org/TRANS/air/vehicles/tech/compliance/index.asp.
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And here is a similar sticker for a 2013 TDI Volkswagen Golf:
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Through these types ofnotice, Volkswagen was representing to customers that the Class Vehicles

complied with federal and state emissions laws. This was an outright lie.

B. Diesel Cars And Control of NOx Emissions.

38. Diesel-powered cars, like gasoline-powered cars, must also meet the emissions

standards established by the EPA and CARB. With diesel-powered engines, car manufacturers

must use different~and more expensive-emission control systems than are used in gasoline-

powered cars.

39. Diesel fuel has a greater energy density than gasoline. It converts heat into energy

more efficiently than gasoline, sending less heat out of the tailpipe than gas-powered vehicles.

Because it has greater energy density, diesel also is more efficient: diesel vehicles can get up to

30% more miles per gallon than similar gasoline-powered cars. In addition, because oftheir higher

compression, diesel engines can generate a lot of torque, providing strong acceleration and

additional power needed for towing.

40. While diesel vehicles have certain advantages over gasoline, they also have some

disadvantages. Because diesel fuel is heavier and oilier than gasoline, it can generate more

pollution. While diesel engines emit lower amounts of carbon monoxide than gasoline-powered

engines, they emit more NOx.

41. Diesel ftiel exhaust has been recognized by the World Health Organization to be a

carcinogen for humans.^®

42. Automakers have faced significant challenges in controlling NOx emissions

sufficiently to meet environmental standards, particularly with smaller vehicles, and particularly

in the United States, which has some of the strictest emission controls in the world. The website

ofgreencongress.com explains the two types ofapproaches diesel automobile manufacturers have

used to deal with NOx emissions:

httD://www.iarc.fr/en/media-centre/pr/2012/Ddfs/pr213 E.pdf.
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Broadly, there have been two catalytic approaches used to reduce
exhaust NOx: urea-based selective catalytic reduction (SCR) and
lean NOx trap (LNT) catalysts,

-The urea-SCR (urea=AdBlue) approach requires on-board
storage ofthe reductant fluid which is introduced into the exhaust
upstream ofthe SCR catalyst. It is then converted to ammonia
which interacts with NOx on the SCR catalyst to form water and
nitrogen.

—LNTtechnology utilizes fuel from the vehicle and advanced
engine controls to enable periodic operation ofthe engine at rich
air-to-fuel ratios to produce oxygen-depleted exhaust suitable for
reducing NOx stored on the LNTcatalyst surface,^^

43. The article indicates that Volkswagen had planned to use both technologies as of

2007, but elected to go with the LNT approach (which it referred to as TDI). As explained below,

the deciding factor was apparently cost. Because of the extra equipment (including a urea tank)

and technology required to clean the NOx emissions from the diesel exhaust, SCRs can add

significantly to the cost of producing the engine. They also make diesel cars heavier than they

otherwise would be, thus potentially decreasing fuel efficiency, torque and power.

44. Honda, which sells diesel cars in markets other than the United States, never tried

to sell them here. That is because, according to Honda's research, "[t]he market would not bear

the costs of doing diesel correctly." In order to meet the stringent United States emissions

standards, Honda would have had to add costly emissions controls to every diesel model, which

would make them more expensive than gasoline-powered competitors. "At such a high premium,

customers simply wouldn't buythem.'"^°

C. Volkswagen's Decision To Use TDI Technology.

45. Volkswagen has been selling cars in the United States since 1949, when it

introduced the iconic Volkswagen Beetle. Although it was for many years the top-selling imported

car in the United States, Japanese imports overtook Volkswagen and other European imports in

http://www.greencarcongress.com/2015/09/20150921 -vw21.html.

http://mashable.com/2015/09/27/vw-dieselgate/#2VosDbcL7iaT.
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the 1990s.

46. The decisive factor in the decision to use TDI technology in 2007-08 was the

appointment of Winterkom as CEO of VWAG in January of 2007. Winterkom was involved in

overseeing research and development andhadthat responsibility at the timehe resigned as CEO.

In 1995, he took overas the headof Volkswagen Group Product management and a year later, he

assumed the role of Member of the Board of Management for "Technical Development" at the

Volkswagen brand. He assumed a similar role when he became Chairman of the Board of

Management at Audi."*'

47. Before Winterkom took over as VWAG's CEO on January in 2007, Volkswagen

had partnered with Bosch and Daimler to explore the use of a diesel emissions control system

called BlueTec."^^ BlueTec was a technology developed by the latter two companies and

championed by Wolfgang Bemhard ("Bemhard"), former head of the Volkswagen brand and a

former Daimler executive. BlueTec was an SCR technology; it required the use of a liquid urea

tank, so that urea could be sprayed onto the emissions in order to neutralize the NOx. The urea

tank not only takes up space and adds weight (disadvantages that are especially acute in the market

for small, fiiel-efficient cars), but also requires the owner to refill the tank, making the diesel engine

more inconvenient than a traditional gasoline-powered car. When Bemhard left the company after

Winterkom took control, the BlueTec technology was scrapped for smaller vehicles. Volkswagen

only began using a form of SCR technology on a few of its smaller vehicles in 2012.

48. Automotive News describes the sequence ofevents:

Bildam Somtag said the roots ofthe crisis were planted in 2005
when then-VW brand Chief Wolfgang Bemhard wanted VW to

^^See
httD://www.volkswagenag.com/content/vwcorp/content/en/the group/senior management/winter
kom.html.

For the source ofthis information, see http://www.nvtimes.com/2015/09/27/business/as-vw-
pushed-to-be-no-l-ambitions-fueled-a-scandal.html? r=0.
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develop a new diesel engine for the U.S. market. Bernhard
recruitedAudi engineer RudolfKrebs who developed a prototype
that performed well in tests in South Africa in 2006, the paper said.

Bernhardand Krebs arguedthat the only way to make the engine
meet U.S. emission standards was to employ in the engine system
an AdBlue urea solution used on larger diesel models such as the
Passat and Touareg, according to the report.

This would have added a cost of 300 euros ($335 in today's U.S.
dollars) per vehicle - a sum that VW finance officials said was too
much at a time when a companywide cost-cutting exercise was
under way.

Bernhard left VW in January 2007 before the diesel engine went
into production. Krebs was moved to another role when Martin
Winterkom became VW Group and brand CEO in 2007.

Winterkom, Audi's former CEO, asked Audi development boss
Ulrich Hackenberg and Audi engine boss Wolfgang Hatz to move
to VW's Wolfsburg headquarters and continue development work
on the engine, Bildam Sonntag said.

The engine then ended up in VW Group diesels with its engine
software manipulated to fool diesel emissions tests in the U.S."^^

Hatz and Hackenberg, as noted above, were two of the executives whom VWAG recently

suspended.

49. Engineers at Volkswagen had been looking at an alternative to BlueTec technology,

an alternative that ultimately evolved into the TDI "Common Rail" system. In 2006, Richard

Dorenkamp, head of Volkswagen's diesel engine development, gave a presentation in Detroit. He

described the TDI system Volkswagen engineers developed and how it could be used in small cars

andmeetincreasing USdemands forfewer emissions.'̂ '̂ Volkswagen's TDIClean Diesel pollution

http://www.autonews.com/article/20150927/COPYO l/309279989/bosch-wamed-vw-about-

illegal-software-use-in-diesel-cars-report-savs. Winterkom was generally very concerned about
the costs associated with developing eco-friendly automotive engines. As he said at the 2014
Paris auto show, "[c]limate protection is not available free ofcharge. Every gram ofreduction in
[tailpipe] C02 costs us 100 million euros. Every gram!" http://blog.caranddriver.com/vws-
winterkorn-to-greens-so-get-ofF-our-backs-alreadv/.

'^http://wwwl.eere.energv.gov/vehiclesandfuels/pdfs/deer 2006/session7/2006 deer dorenkamp
•pdf.
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control technology differed from the SCRtechnology usedbyothermanufacturers to control NOx

emissions. The greencarcongress.com article cited earlier describes it in detail. Instead of having

a urea tank, the TDI Clean Diesel cars technology used a trap to collect NOx. While saving the

space, weight and cost required by the urea tank in the SCRs, Volkswagen's TDI Clean Diesel

technology-when it was operational-required additional use of fuel, thus degrading both gas

mileage and performance. The trap was controlled by a computer module that could save fuel by

allowingmore pollutantsto pass through the exhaust system.

50. In June of 2007, six months after Winterkom took over as CEO of VWAG,

Volkswagen issued a reportentitled "PowerTrainand Fuel Strategy~The PathTo The Future."^^

It stated:

In the first stage on the path to this independence, it will be
important to utilize existing fossil fiiels as efficiently as technically
possible. Volkswagen is putting its stamp on this phase with
vehicles such as the BlueMotion models, a universally fuel-
efficient fleet ofTDI engines, highly efficient and unique TSI
engines, successful natural gas vehicles (EcoFuel) and a lineup of
models that still leaves room for automotive dreams. Very soon
these fundamental technologies will be further refined. New
powertrains, including an engine concept developed for use in
the USA, under the working title "BIueTDI", are already in the
prototype stage. These engines will fulfill the toughest
emissions laws in the world - even the so-called *Tier2 Bin5''
in California, one of the most stringent emissions standards in
the world. (Emphases added)."*^

51. Volkswagen had planned to introduce the Jetta TDI Clean Diesel in the United

States earlier than it eventually did. In November of2007, it was reported as follows:

It can be found at

http://www.volkswagenag.com/content/vwcorp/info center/en/themes/2007/06/Dowertrain and

fuel strategv.html.

In 2008, five VWAG engineers published a two-part article in the May and June issues ofMTZ
magazine saying they had resolved the issue ofhow to best control emissions and could now
meet California standards through the use in part ofa new on-board diagnostics system.
Similarly, Achim Freitag, a testing engineer in Volkswagen's diesel development department,
touted the new engine in a speech given later that year. See
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/next/tech/volkswagen-diesel-emissions/.
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A problem with the emissions system in Volkswagen's new Jetta
TDI will delay the launch ofthe diesel sedan for about six months.
The car is critical to VW's plans to get back on track in the United
States.

VW spokesman Keith Price confirmed that the delay will be
announced this week at the Los Angeles auto show. Price would
not give specifics about the technical problem, but he said it has
been fixed.

The technical changes engineers made to solve the problem mean
the car must go through emissions testing and validation again,
Price said.

VW dealers have been without a new diesel car to sell since last
spring. Production ofthe new model, which will be sold in all 50
states, was scheduled to start in January. The car will be built in
Puebla, Mexico.

U.S. sales originally were expected to begin in early spring, Price
said. Now sales won't start until later in the summer."

"Sure, they're disappointed," Price said ofdealers who have
learned of the delay.

Price said there is a lot ofpent-up demand from loyal VW diesel
buyers for the next- generation Jetta, which has a new engine built
in Germany and a new diesel fuel injection system.

"They're disappointed, but they see the point that this car has to be
perfect," Price said of the dealers, adding, "They recognize the
importance of this not only for their stores, but for the VW brand."

A fleet ofabout 40 Jetta TDIs is undergoing testing as part ofthe
validation procedure."^^

52. What apparently happened is that the TDI technology failed initially to withstand

United States emissions testing. The decision was made to delay the launch of the vehicle and

activate the algorithm that functioned as a defeat device in the software management system. This

is consistent with the timing of the letter from Bosch described above that raised the illegality of

such a tactic. It is also consistent with recent revelations that appeared in the October 4 issue of

Bildam Sonntag:

47
http://www.cleanmDg.com/forums/showthread.DhD?t=7254.
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An internal review at Volkswagen AG shows the decision to install
softwarethat reducesdiesel emissions in testing was madejust
before serial production ofthe company's EA 189 engine [used in
many ofthe Class Vehicles], German tabloid Bild am Sonntag
said.

Bild said the software was first installed in its diesel engines in
2008, shortly before the EA 189 was mass produced. The move
was taken because there was no way at the time to reconcile
meeting emission standards within the targeted cost ofthe engine,
the tabloid said in an advance release ofthe article to be published
Sunday. Otherwise the company would have had to abandon the
introduction ofthe engine, development ofwhich was begun in
2005, the newspaper said."^®

53. The 2009 Model Year TDI Jetta was introduced and passed the Tier 2 Bin 5

emissions test with flying colors. A Reuters article describes its successful launch:

Volkswagen had heavily marketed what it called "clean diesel"
engines starting in 2008 with the 2009-model Jetta TDI. It
appeared to have found a sweet spot between high-performance
and fiiel-efFiciency with a zippy, fun-to-drive car that topped 40
miles per gallon in highway driving. Named "Green Car ofthe
Year" at the Los Angeles auto show in 2008, the Jetta TDI was
seen as a breakthrough in a country where diesel passenger cars
occupy a tiny niche compared with Europe, where they are about
half ofthe market.

"It's not your grandfather's diesel," Krause said in a September
2008 presentation to U.S. regulators, according to a video ofthe
remarks.

[Norbert] Krause [head ofVWoA's environmental office until
2009] and other VW officials promised a diesel that would meet
pollution laws in all states, including California where diesel
engines had long been associated with smog and cancer-causing
soot.

By that point, VW and other automakers had lobbied for almost a
decade for regulators to give diesel another chance. In 2000, VW
and other companies with an interest in promoting diesel, including
Mazda, formed the Diesel Technology Forum to lobby for
increased use in the United States as a way to reduce reliance on
imported oil. In 2005, an energy bill signed by President George
W. Bush offered tax credits for diesel buyers. That gave the first
wave ofdiesel Jetta buyers an income tax credit of$1,300 each.

http://www.marketwatch.eom/storv/vw-began-using-emissions-software-in-2008-report-2015-
10-04.
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In 2009, after the new Jetta went on sale, VW dealers initially sold
out, including in California where regulations had effectively shut
the market to diesels earlier in the decade.'*®

54. As noted in the article, Green Car Journal gave it the 2009 Green Car ofthe Year

award and gave the TDI Audi A3 the 2010 Green Car of the Year Award.^® Those awards have

been rescinded in light ofthepresent scandal. '̂ The TDI Clean Diesels were a resounding success

andVWoA sold many units.^^ As recently as its 2014 sustainability report, VWAG crowed about

how "[t]he Volkswagen Group has a long tradition of resolute commitment to environmental

protection" and how it intended to "put our creative powers to good use for the benefit of the

people andthe environment."^^

55. At conferences and in published papers, Volkswagen extolled the efficiency and

low emissions of its Clean Diesel technology.^"* And commentators agreed. One stated that

Volkswagen was "the only company to have mastered the new emissions regulations using a

compact, inexpensive treatment system. It allowed them to roll out diesel engines in one small car

after another at relatively low prices."^^ Volkswagen's competitors had long wondered how

Volkswagen could produce a clean diesel engine at such an affordable price. As Robert Lutz,

httD://uk.reuters.com/article/2015/09/24/uk-usa-volkswagen-deceDtion-insight-

idUKKCN0RO2J720150924.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green Car of the Year.

http://www.autoblog.eom/2015/09/30/vw-stripped-of-green-car-of-the-vear-awards-for-ietta-

a3-diesel/.

" The chronicle of its United States sales is found here: http://www.ibtimes.com/volkswagen-

diesel-scandal-heres-how-bad-volkswagen-sales-were-companv-was-caught-2114603.

http://www.autoblog.eom/2015/09/30/vw-stripped-of-green-car-of-the-vear-awards-for-ietta-

a3-diesel/.

See, e.g., http://www.sae.org/events/gim/presentations/2009/norbertkrause.pdf:
http://cleandieseldelivers.com/media/Douglas-Skorupski-VWoA DTF March2015.pdf

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/next/tech/volkswagen-diesel-emissions.
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former vice chairman of General Motors Corporation, recounted: "I kept asking our engineers:

'What's wrong with you guys? VW seems able to do it.' I said, 'Are they magicians or

something?' The engineers said they couldn't answer that question."^^ Now, they have their

answer. Volkswagen cheated.

56. The competitive advantages of cheating on emissions have now become clear.

"Manipulating emissions results allowed Volkswagen to keep down engine costs in a 'clean diesel'

strategy that was popular in Europe and at the heart of a drive to improve U.S. results."^^ As an

article in the New York Timesput it, "[djisabling the emissions controls brought major advantages,

including much better mileage~a big selling point in Volkswagen's push to dominate m

America."^® These sales were partof the reason VWAG wasable to surpass Toyota as theworld's

biggest automaker in 2015, as noted above. And they were sales built upon lies.

57. This systemic attitude of winning at all costs in spite of noncompliance with

national environmental regulations is part of the corporate culture of Volkswagen, as explained at

length ina September 24, 2015 New York Times article:^^

There is a long tradition ofscandal and skulduggery in the auto
industry, but few schemes appear as premeditated as Volkswagen's
brazen move to use sophisticated sotoare to circumvent United
States emissions standards.

That such a thing could happen at Volkswagen, Germany's largest
company and the world's largest automaker by sales — 202.5
billion euros last year — has mystified consumers and regulators
around the world. But given Volkswagen's history, culture and

http://www.freep.com/storv/monev/cars/2015/09/26/vw-cheat-emissions-die$el- engine-
fallout/72612616/.

httD://www.reuters.com/article/2015/09/30/us-volkswagen-emissions-plan-
idUSKCN0RT0OL20150930.

http://mobile.nvtimes.com/2015/09/27/business/as-vw-Dushed-to-be-no-1 -ambitions-fueled-a-

scandal.htm1?referer.

http://www.nvtimes.eom/2015/09/25/business/international/problems-at-volkswagen-start-in-
the-boardroom.html? r=l.
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corporate structure, the real mystery may be why something like
this didn't happen sooner.

"The governance ofVolkswagen was a breeding ground for
scandal," said Charles M. Elson, professor of finance and director
ofthe John L. Weinberg Center for Corporate Governance at the
University ofDelaware. "It was an accident waiting to happen."
The company, founded by the Nazis before World War II, is
governed through an unusual hybrid of family control, government
ownership and labor influence. Even by German standards,
"Volkswagen stands apart," said Markus Roth, a professor at
Philipps-University Marburg and an expert in European corporate
governance. "It's been a soap opera ever since it started."

»***

I spoke this week to a longtime former senior Volkswagen
executive, who agreed that a scandal, especially one involving
emissions, was all but inevitable at Volkswagen. He cited the
company's isolation, its clannish board and a deep-rooted hostility
to environmental regulations among its engineers.

The former executive, who spoke on the condition of anonymity
because he now works at a competing global automaker, said that
Wolfsburg, where Volkswagen is based in Lower Saxony and the
city with the highest per capita income in Germany, is even more
remote and isolated than Detroit was in its heyday. "The entire
economy is automotive," he said. "People have a completely
uncritical view ofcars and their impact on the environment
because they all make a living from the industry."

****

The Volkswagen board has been especially slow to move on
environmental issues, investing less in electric and hybrid engine
technology than industry leaders.

"There's an attitude among the German public that it's very unfair
for the U.S. to target the auto industry over emissions," Professor
Roth said. "Ifyou have electric cars and a coal-fired plant
producing the electricity, you gain nothing."

The former Volkswagen executive said Volkswagen's engineer-
driven culture takes the notion even further. He said the engineers
felt that the politicians were guilty of rank hypocrisy, especially in
the United States, also grumbling that electric cars make no sense
as long as power plants are burning fossil fuels.

"There's an attitude of moral superiority there," he said. "The
engineers think they know best."

That Volkswagen is nonetheless obliged to obey applicable
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environmental laws, he said, is a notion likelyto fall on deafears
in Wolfsburg, especially compared to demands to be No. 1 in sales.
(The motive for the softwareevasion is widely believedto have
beento increase salesof diesel-powered cars in the United States.)

Thus, executives and engineers at Volkswagen were clearly unhappy with United States

automotive emissions standards and were all too willing to sacrifice those standards (and their

obligations under United States antitrust laws) in order to ensure that their company became the

number oneautomaker in the world. Thecurrent scandal involving Volkswagen CleanDiesel TDI

vehicles is a direct result ofthat arrogant intention to flout United States environmental laws. It is

also a direct result of what has been described by one German executive as Volkswagen's

"uniquely awful"corporate governance.^®

D. The Clean Diesel Car Market.

58. Volkswagen's illegal conduct in this country occurred in the Clean Diesel

passenger car market in the United States (the "Clean Diesel Car Market"), which can be viewed

as a market of its own or as a submarket of passenger cars sold in this country. This fact was

confirmed in a presentation by Douglas Skorupski ("Skorupski"), Manager of Power Train

Strategy for VWoA, given to the Diesel Technology Forum ("DTF") in March of2015:

httD://www.cnbc.com/2015/10/04/volk$wagens-uniauelv-awful-governance-at-fault-in-
emissions-scandal.html.
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59. Thus, VWoA clearly views clean diesel cars as a distinct market and Volkswagen's

TDI technology as a factor that allowed it to obtain a monopoly share of that market. '̂ It

distinguished CleanDieselcars from gasoline/electric hybridcars basedon superiorperformance:

The presentation can be found at http://cleandieseldelivers.com/media/Douglas-Skorupski-
VWoA DTF March2015.pdf. Bosch has similarly identified a distinct Clean Diesel car
category: http://www.low-
carbonfiiels.com/pdfs/acte2011 presentations/Day1/Breakout 1/LightDutv/ACT2Q 11-Breakout1-
FreitagAlexPresentation150.pdf And the EPA has noted that "Clean diesel" refers to a three-part
emissions control system that combines cleaner diesel fuel, advanced engines and effective
emissions control technology.
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"[o]ne wayVolkswagen aimed to achieve its loftygoal was by betting on diesel-powered cars—

instead of hybrid-electric vehicles like the Toyota Prius-promising high mileage and low

emissions without sacrificing performance."^^ Similarly, a survey conducted by Strategic Vision

for Volkswagen found that customersofdiesel and hybrid vehicles are very different and there is

"very little crossover from one to the other." The same article noted that Clean Diesel TDI and

hybrid buyers differed demographically; the latterwere"werejust 51 percent male, 78 percent of

themweremarried, 89 percenthad no kids in the household, and their average age was 61", while

the former "included far more men than women[,] [f]ewer ofthem were married, but more ofthem

had children in the house, and they were fully 17 years younger, with an average age of 44."

Likewise, a Volkswagen Clean Diesel IQ survey found that diesel car customersare highly aware

of the benefits of clean diesel technology in contrast to hybrid and gasoline car customers.

Furthermore, 94% of diesel customers will purchase clean diesel cars again while only 26% of

hybrid andgasoline car customers will consider clean diesel carsfor theirnextpurchase.^"* All of

this indicates little cross-elasticity ofdemand between hybrid vehicles and Clean Diesel vehicles.

60. Indeed, the major European competitors of Volkswagen in the Clean Diesel Car

Market belong, along with Volkswagen, to an organization that is devoted to extolling the benefits

ofClean Diesel cars.®^

61. BloombergBusiness noted that consumers are willing to pay a substantial premium

http://mobile.nvtimes.com/2015/09/27/business/as-vw-Dushed-to-be-no-l -ambitions-fueled-a-

scandal.html?referer.

http://www.greencarreports.eom/news/l 080201 vw-diesel-buvers-hvbrid-buvers-both-want-

fuel-economv-but-bevond-that.

^ http://www.autosphere.ca/fleetdigest/2013/04/01/volkswagen-survevs-diesel-drivers/. Seealso
http://www.cmu.edu/gdi/docs/diesel-and.pdf (noting many key differences between diesel and
hybrid car customers).

http://www.clearlvbetterdiesel.Org/index.html#cleanDiesel.
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for Clean Dieselvehicles overthoseof its competitors.^^

Diesel Power

Relative to gas models, Volkswagen's dirty diesels were sold for large premiums.

Mercedes E-class

BMW 328

Porsche Cayenne

BMWxS

Jeep Grand Cherokee

Audi A3*

Jetta*

Golf

Beetle'

Passat*

-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

% premium over gasoline models

* VW models targeted by the EPA

Source: BMW, Daimler. Fiat-Chrysler. Volkswagen
Bloomberg QB

62. As the BloombergBusiness article goes on to explain:

The math on diesel has never been tidy. The additional mileage is
great, but unless one drives a lot, it doesn't really cover the
added expense for the engine and for the fuel itself. At current gas
prices, the diesel premium on the Passat—some $5,755—^would
buy enough gas to drive the gas-burning model for about 88,000
miles. For the majority ofdiesel drivers, the factor that
probably swung the decision was the apparent environmental
benefit. The green aspect was the fulcrum. (Emphases added).

Thus, Volkswagen's false claims about its TDI technology were a driving factor in the premium

prices it charged consumers for such technology. As noted above, VWAG has taken full

responsibility for the "economic damage" caused by its illegal conduct.

^ http://www.bloomberg.eom/news/articles/2015-09-23/volkswagen-s-other-diesel-ruse-
premium-pricing.
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63. A chart contained in a presentation made by CMW Research at the March 2015

DTF conference^^ underscores the differences intake rates between Volkswagen Clean Diesel cars

and those made by its competitors:

100%

80%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

U'.S. (Canada Clean Diesel Passenger Car Take Rates

Mainstream PC

Nav-12 Dee-12 J8n-13 Feb-13 Mar-13 Apr-13 May-13 JUn-13 JuM3 Aug-13 Sep-13 Oct-13 Ncv-13 Dec-13

^^^•ChovyCruzo ••••••wVGolf

^AvorogoToko Roto»VWJotta •VWPaaftot

Aveiage Trike Rate Deceiiiber 2013= 34% Sourco: Polk

64. The price premium for Clean Diesel vehicles is also reflected in this chart showing

the price differentials between gasoline-powered models and Clean Diesel models of

Volkswagen's own cars:

Qean Diesel P^ice il^ireimum
Mode Base Mid-Level Top-Level Average

VWJetta $2,860.00 $1,570.00 $1,030.00 $1,820.00
VW SportWagen $5,570.00 $1,680.00 $0.00 $2,416.67
VW Golf $2,400.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,466.67
VWGolf $2,950.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,650.00
VW Beetle $4,635.00 $4,920.00 $0.00 $3,185.00
VW Beetle $4,080.00 $530.00 $700.00 $1,770.00
VW Passat $5,755.00 $2,845.00 $2,135.00 $3,578.33

httD://cleandieseldelivers.com/mediaA^ake-Rate-Slides-March-2014.pdf.
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Audi A3 $2,300.00 $2,300.00 $2,300.00 $2,300.00
Averaae $3,818.75 $1,980.63 $1,020.63 $2,273.33

E. Volkswagen's False Advertising.

65. Volkswagen, as part of its plan to increases sales and market share in the United

States, increased its emphasis on diesel-powered cars and beganmarketing these cars heavily to

the United States public beginning in 2008. It emphasized the TDI Clean Diesel cars'

environment-friendly engine, excellent gas mileage, and high-quality performance. In one

advertisement (which, as ofthis writing, was available on Audi's website after the scandal surfaced

and is attached as Exhibit 5 to theComplaint),^® for example, Volkswagen claimed:

Getting more from less. Audi pioneered TDI® clean diesel engines
to deliver more torque, lower fuel consumption and reduce C02
emissions, compared to equivalent gasoline engines. The result of
this revolutionary engineering delivers remarkable performance,
while achieving increased fiiel economy.

66. Another advertisement by VWAG for Clean Diesel cars asserts that

This ain't your daddy's diesel. Stinky, smoky, and sluggish. These
old diesel realities no longer apply. Enter TDI Clean diesel. Ultra-
low-sulfur fuel, direct injection technology, and extreme
efficiency. We'veushered ina neweraof diesel.^^

This internet advertisement is attached as Exhibit 6 to the Complaint.

67. Volkswagen's advertising relentlessly touted the supposed fuel efficiency and

environmental features of its Clean Diesel TDI vehicles. In 2009, Volkswagen introduced its

"Meet the Volkswagens" campaign, which promoted "fuel efficiency, green credentials, cost of

ownership and safety," and compared Volkswagen's diesel passenger cars to its competitors.

According to Tim Ellis, Volkswagen's marketing chief, the goal ofthis advertising campaign was

to "grow thebrand in the U.S."^° Thiscampaign, among otherthings, included social media links

68

httDs://web.archive.org/web/20150928180733/httD://www.audiusa.com/technologv/efficiencv/tdi

httDs://web.archive.org/web/2015033011030 l/httD://www.vw.com/features/clean-diesel/.

http://abcnews.go.com/Business/storv?id=7493781.
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to a blog (tdi.vw.com/tdi), which focused onVolkswagen's TDIclean diesel model.

68. Between 2011 and 2013, Volkswagen spent more than $2.9 billion annually on

advertising world-wide; many of those advertising dollars were directed at the United States

public. Volkswagen issued hugely popular videos featuring the Golden Sisters, who purported to

debunk the myths about polluting diesel cars.'̂ Other videos that were highly successful included

a "Truth or Dare" effort started in 2009 that wasabout "debunking the myths on clean diesel and

fueling the passion of existing diesel owners"; a 2009 Audi video that proclaimed "diesel, no

longer a dirty word"; and a Passat "being a Mom" video, all ofwhich can be viewed on the New

York magazine website.^^ Another well-known video showed German engineers of TDI Clean

Diesel vehicles earning their"angel'swings.""

69. Volkswagen alsousedpoint-of-purchase displays at the showrooms of Volkswagen

Authorized Dealers such as the one depicted below:

http://blog.caranddriver.com/vws-hilarious-new-tdi-diesel-ads-return-excellent-viral-mileage/.

http://nvmag.eom/dailv/intelligencer/2015/09/vws-clean-diesel-ads-now-make-us-feel-
dirtv.html.

" https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=fwkPEza9FPw.
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70. As VWoA's Mark Barnes put it, the TDI Clean Diesel cars were "fantastic power

train[s]" with "very good fuel economy." Yet "[i]fs also good for the environment because it puts

out 25% less greenhouse gas emission than what a gasoline engine would. And thanks to the

uniqueness of the TDI motor, it cuts out the particulate emissions by 90% and the emissions of

nitrous oxide arecutby95%. So a very very clean running engine. Clean enough to becertified in

all 50 states."^"^

71. In television and print advertisements and in social media, Volkswagen strived to

present its Clean Diesel TDIs as the environmentally-friendly, fuel-efficient, fun-to-drive and

reasonably priced passenger car. As notedabove, Volkswagen's sham advertising campaign was

a success. Unfortunately, all of these accolades were basedon a shamperpetrated by Volkswagen

for seven years.

F. Volkswagen's Defeat Device.

72. As noted above, Volkswagen's defeat device is described as a "sophisticated

softwarealgorithm"that detectswhen the car is undergoing emissionstesting. The algorithmused

information about how the car was being steered, how long the engine ran and atmospheric

pressureto "preciselytrack" the conditionsthat corresponded to a federal emissionstest, according

to the EPA. During emissions testing, the software "turns on" the car's full emissions control

system in order to pass the test. Under normal driving situations, however, these emissions control

systems are turned off allowing the cars to spew as much as 40 times the allowable amount of

NOx into the air. As an EPA spokesman noted, the defeat device was "particularlydifficult for us

to detect."^^ This ruse went undetected for seven years, although as noted above, Bosch and one

http://www.businessinsider.eom/volkswagen-DreDS-for-a-diesel-revolution-2009-10.

httD://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonkblog/wD/2015/09/22/anatomv-of-volkswagons-
deception-the-recall-that-never-fixed-anv-cars/. A useful timeline of how the scandal came to
light is provided on the website ofCars.com: httDs://www.cars.com/articles/vw-diesel-crisis-
timeline-of-events-1420681251993/.
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of VWAG'S own engineers complained about it to the company.

73. One technologyblog has described Volkswagen's defeat device as follows:

The method by which Volkswagen diesel cars were able to thwart
emissions tests and spewupto 40Xthe nitrogen oxide levels set by
the Environmental ProtectionAgency was relativelysimple. It was
more likely no more than a single line ofcode used to detect when
an emissions test was being performed and place the emissions
systemin an alternatemode — somethingas simple as a software
"on/off" switch. Volkswagen AG CEO Martin Winterkom, who
stepping down as the resuh ofhis company's scandal, has said he
had no knowledge ofthe emissions cheat, but software dev/test
audit trails are almost certain to pinpoint who embedded the code
and who authorized it. You can actually see who asked the
developer to write that code," said Nikhil Kaul, a product manager
at test/dev software maker SmartBear Software. "Then if you go
upstream you can see who that person's boss was...and see if
testing happened...and, if testing didn't happen. So you can go from
the bottom up to nail everyone.

74. As also noted above, 482,000 vehicles were described as affected, with over 50,000

in the state of Califomia.^^

75. In 2013 and again in 2014, the International Council for Clean Transportation

("ICCT") published studies showing serious discrepancies between laboratory and in-use

emissions of certain cars, including VW TDI Diesel cars used in Europe.'^ A decision was made

to test American Clean Diesel cars to show that they were success stories; the opposite turned out

to be the case. The ICCT, in conjunctionwith researchersat and West Virginia University's Center

for Alternative Fuels, Engines and Emissions ("CAFEE") conducted on-road emissions tests on

three vehicles sold in the United States: a 2013 TDI Passat, a 2012 TDI Jetta, and a BMW X5

http://develoDers.slashdot.org/storv/15/09/24/1423225/how-did-volkswagen-cheat-emissions-
tests-and-who-authorized-it.

http://www.latimes.com/business/autos/la-fi-hv-california-dmv-vw-diesel-20150921 -
storv.html. This number excludes unregistered vehicles.

http://theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/ICCT LabToRoad 20130527.pdf:
http://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/ICCT LaboratorvToRoad 2014 Report E
nglish.pdf)
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SUV. These researchers found that for the Passat and Jetta, emissions were far higher than the

emissionsgeneratedin the laboratory by CARB. The Jetta exceededUnited StatesNOx emissions

standard by 15 to 35 times, and the Passat byfive to 20 times. In laboratory testing by CARB, in

contrast, these same vehicles complied with United States NOx emissions standards. The CAFEE

report is attached as Exhibit7 to the Complaint. ICCTbrought the information to the attention of

CARB and the EPA, who commenced their own investigations and contacted Volkswagen.

Volkswagen chalked the discrepancies up to "various technical issues and unexpected in-use

conditions", but agreed in December of 2014to recall approximately 500,000 vehicles in orderto

applya "software patch."^^

76. After the remediation, CARB in May of2015 tested a 2012 TDI Passat on the road

and in the laboratory. It found some improvement in in-useNOx emissions, but not enough. An

article in the Philly Voice describes what happened next.

On July 8, CARB shared its results with VW, but there was no
change in Volkswagen's position. Some officials privately
questioned whether Volkswagen was deliberately violating the
federal Clean Air Act by installing defeat devices - software
programmed to switch engines to a cleaner mode during official
emissions testing, according to a person involved in the process.

During normal driving, the software then shuts off, enabling cars to
emit as much as 40 times the legal limit of pollutants.

In early August, Oliver Schmidt, who followed [Norbert] Krause
and preceded [Stuart] Johnson in VW's U.S. engineering and
environmental office, attended a conference in Traverse City,
Michigan and told regulators Volkswagen stood by its conclusions
that the problem was technical, peopleinvolved said.^°

77. Then, on August 21, there was a complete reversal. The Philly Voice article goes

on to describe what happened:

After more than a year ofstonewalling investigators, Volkswagen
stunned two senior officials with the U.S. Environmental
Protective Agency and California's environmental watchdog by
admitting the automaker hacked its own cars to deceive U.S.

httD://www.cnbc.com/2015/09/247.

http://www.Dhillvvoice.com/vear-stonewalling-volkswagen-stunned-regulators/.
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regulators abouthow muchtheir dieselenginespollute.
Thatdisclosure onAug.21, confirmed by twopeople with
knowledge of the exchange, showsVolkswagen buckled to
pressure from environmental regulators almost a month earlier than
the scandal was madepublic. The admission to regulators came
aftera yearduring which VWofficials insisted to regulators that
tests on its diesel cars showing a spike in pollution levels on the
road were in error.

At first, regulatorswere surprisedthat Volkswagen would make its
confession at the conference, held in Pacific Grove, California.
Minutes before Christopher Grundler, director of the EPA's
transportation and air quality office, was to deliver a 9 a.m. speech
to the conference, a Volkswagen representative told him about the
deception. At the same meeting, representatives ofthe Califomia
Air Resources Board, a stateagencythat had been pushing VW
hard,were also givena verbalnoticeof the deception, peoplewith
knowledge of the events said.

Volkswagen declined to comment on the sequence ofevents
described to Reuters. It isn't clear which VW representative
delivered the news ofthe deception to Grundler and the CARB,
Stuart Johnson, head ofVW's engineering and environmental
office in the United States, was registered to attend the Aug. 21
conference, which was organized by the University ofCalifomia,
Davis. Johnson, who still works for VW in Auburn Hills,
Michigan, did not respond immediatelyto a request for comment.

78. Volkswagen was faced with the threat that the EPA it would not certify any of its

2016 models for sale in the United States until the questions surrounding the emissions

discrepancies were answered. Volkswagen admitted that it relied upon a "second calibration" in

the vehicles that was intended to run only duringcertification testing. This second calibration was

triggered whena highly sophisticated software algorithm determined - aftermeasuring factors like

the position of the steering wheel, the vehicle's speed, pedal movement, and even barometric

pressure- that the car was being tested. Then it would configurethe engine to reduce emissions

ofNOx.As David Clegern of CARB explained, "[w]emetwithVWon several occasions andthey

continued to dispute our data, so we'd return to the lab.Overtime, VWhad no otherexplanations

left, and it was our lab staff who actually got VW to admit that there was, in fact, a defeat device."^'

http://www.foxnews.eom/leisure/2015/09/22/for-7-vears-vw-software-thwarted-Dollution-
regulations/.
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As another CARB spokesperson toldthe Washington Post, "[t]hey basically ranoutof excuses."®^

79. The scandal surfaced on September 18,2015, when CARB and the EPA announced

that VWAG, Audi and VWoA had illegally installed emissions testing "defeat devices" in the

aforementioned vehicles. See Appendices 1 and 2. The EPA found violations of 42 U.S.C.

§§7522(a), 7522(a)(1) and 7522(a)(3)(B), as well as 40 C.F.R. §§86.1854-12(a)(3)(ii) and

86.1854-12(a). The EPA identified the following affected vehicles:

Model Year EPA Test Group Make and Model(s)

2009 9VWXV02.035N VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen
2009 9VWXV02.0U5N VW Jetta. VW Jetta Sportw'agen
2010 AVWXV02.0U5N VW Golf, VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen^ Audi A3
2011 BVWXV02.0U5N VW Golf, VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi A3
2012 CVWXV02.0U5N VW Beetle. VW Beetle Convertible, VW Golf, VW

Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen. Audi A3
2012 CVWXV02.0U4S VW Passat

2013 DVWXV02.0U5N VW Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, VW Golf, VW
Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi A3

2013 DVWXV02.0U4S VW Passat

2014 EVWXV02.0U5N VW Beetle. VW Beetle Convertible, VW Golf, VW
Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi A3

2014 EVWXV02.0U4S VW Passat

2015 FVGAV02.0VAL VW Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible. VW Golf, VW
Golf Sportwagen. VW Jetta, VW Passat, Audi A3

80. As noted above, Horn ofVWoA admitted that Volkswagen was dishonest with both

customers and regulators and Huber of VWAG called the matter a "moral and political disaster."

http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonkblog/wD/2015/09/22/anatomv-of-
volkswagonsdeception-

the-recal1-that-never-fixed-anv-cars/.
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81. Volkswagen hasordered itsdealers to ceaseselling the ClassVehicles^^ andhasset

aside a minimum of 6.5 billion Euros ($7.2 billion) to dealwiththe fallout from this catastrophe,

which it now concedes involved 11 million vehicles worldwide. An internal memorandum issued

on September 22 details this:

Wo-'tsbura * '2

Volkswagen AG has issued the following
information:

Voltcsw^en is working at ftili speed to clarify Irregularities concerning a
particular softwmm t^^d in diesei englfies. New vettldes from tlie Volkswagen
Group witft EtI 6 diesel engines curren^ available in the European Union
comjHy with legal miufrements and en^ronmental standards. The software in
que^on does not affect handling, consumptfon or emissions. This gives
clarity to customers and dealers.

Furtl^ imemai investigations conducted to date have estai>iished that the reSevam
ermine management software^ also stalled jn other Volkswagen Group vehtctes
with dlesel engines. For the maionty of trmse engines the software does not have
any effect.

Oriscrepandes relate to vehicles with Type EA 189 engines, tnvotving some eieven
million vehicles worldwide. A not^abie devtatfon tsetween bench test results and
a^al road use was established sc^y for shfest^e of engine. Volkswagen is
working intensely to enimtnate these devotions thmugh technicar measures. The
cpmpahy Is thefeiore in contact with the relevam authorities and the German
Federal Motor Transport Authority CKBA - Kraftfahrtbundesamt).

To cover the f^cessary service measure and other efforts to win back the trust of

S^BOue tothe bngoSng inves|[gafk»» the amoimts estimated may be siib|ect to
revaiuatton.

Earnings targets for the Group for 2015 wiQ be adjusted accofdingly.

Volkswas^ does rK>t tolerate any kind of viofation of taws wtiatsoever. It is and
remains the top priority ctf the Board of Mai>agemem to win bacA lost trust and to
avert damage to our customers. The Group wOr cnform the pubUc on the further
progress of the investigations constancy and transparently.

82. Volkswagen has indicated it will initiate a recall and remediation of the Class

Vehicles, but there is no "fix" that can be achieved that would not result in lesser mileage per

gallon or degraded performance, two of the key attributes on which TDI Clean Diesel cars were

sold.

See http://Dics3.tdiclub.com/data/3209/stop-sale-note3.odf.
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Experts Reuters spoke to indicate that two potential fixes could be
needed for the two types ofemissions control systems featured on
482,000 cars in the U.S., complicating the recall and refit process.
Some experts opined that just a software solution could make the
affected vehicles compliant with EPA regulations, reducing the
performance characteristics ofthe engines in the process, while
others suspect that a hardware solution may be needed for older
vehicles without the urea injection system.

A couple ofexperts warned that the potential solution could
involve significantly increased consumption of urea, necessitating
fill-ups at more frequent intervals such as every 5,000 miles, in
addition to reducing the performance of the engines.^"*

The same point was made by the West Virginia AG in a complaint filed on October 2 against

Volkswagen for civil penalties. It is attached as Exhibit 8, In that complaint, the West Virginia AG

notes that "Volkswagen will not be able to comply with the EPA [recall] order to make the

Affected Vehicles comply with emissions standards without substantially degrading their

performance and fiiel efficiency to a level below that advertised by Volkswagen, and below that

experienced by consumers prior to, or when they purchased their vehicles." Thus, there is no valid

"cure" for Volkswagen's conduct.

83. Nor can any recall cure the tarnished reputation ofVolkswagen's TDI Clean Diesel

vehicles and the substantial diminution of their resale value. The Kelley Bluebook has reported

that prices for used Volkswagen diesel cars have declined by 21% in the last few weeks, reflecting

the aftermath of Dieselgate.^^ Thus, customers not only overpaid when they bought the Class

Vehicles, but have suffered a significant diminution ofthe resale value oftheir vehicles. Indeed, a

survey of 460 fleet buyers in the United Kingdom revealed that 49% ofthem were reconsidering

theircontracts withVolkswagen in theaftermath of the Dieselgate revelations.®^

84. As noted above, the Executive Committee ofthe Board that accepted his retirement

^ httD://autoweek.com/article/car-news/vw-diesel-emissions-fix-mav-reQuire-2-solutions.

http://www.latimes.com/business/autos/la-fi-hv-auto-sales-20151001 -storv.html.

http://www.dailvmail.co.uk/monev/news/article-3258793/VW-scandal-deeDens-revealed-half-

companv-car-buvers-ditch-embattled-firm.html.
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said that it "recognizes the economic damage caused" as well as the "loss of trust" among

customers. No recall and supposed remediation can correct that.

85. A survey of vehicle owners conducted by AutoPacific^^ further reveals consumer

disgust with Volkswagen. Only one in four have a positive opinion of Volkswagen, compared to

three in four before the scandal. The corresponding figures for Audi were 29%, as opposed to 69%.

Sixty-four percent ofthe survey respondents say they do not trust Volkswagen.

86. But the illegal conduct by Volkswagen has not just resulted in economic damage

and loss ofconsumer trust. It has caused the death ofdozens of people in the United States over

the last seven years and degraded the health of many more. On October 3, Associated Press

("AP") laid out the facts. AP calculated exhaust pollution year by year, starting with the ten to

40 times emissions level estimate by the EPA and then factored in mileage and car number totals

from the Kelley Blue Book. It came up with a range ofNOx pollution caused by the Class Vehicles

and then took it to scientists who modeled mortality rates, which were confirmed by a dozen

experts in emissions, risk and public health, none of whom were environmental advocates or

representatives ofautomobile manufacturers. The resuhs are depicted in the chart that follows.

httD://www.autoDacific.com/news-aDD/storv.248/title.volkswagen-s-reputation-takes-big-hit-

with-vehicle-owners-autopacific-predicts-tough-road-ahead.

http://bigstorv.ap.org/article/a6925fDaf82e44aaal al ed4b55d030f6/ap-analvsis-dozens-deaths-

likelv-vw-pollution-dodge.
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87. As the AP article notes, the Class Vehicles spewed enough NOx over the course of

seven years to significantly degrade the environment in urban areas. Eric Schneiderman, the New

York AG has said that "[t]he stakes could not be higher for the health and safety of our

communities who, if Volkswagen's own admissions are true, have for years been breathing air

containing excess pollution from their vehicles."^^ Harris County Texas (where the City of

Houston is located) hasalready sued Volkswagen for $100 million in harm to air quality,^®

88. As noted in the Minneapolis Star-Tribune in a follow-up piece on the AP story:

Computer software allowed VW diesel cars to spew between 10 to
40 times more nitrogen oxides (NOx) than allowed by regulation,
making this "clearly a concern for air quality and public health,"
said Janet McCabe, acting air quality chief for the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.

Nitrogen oxides mostly form smog — that murky, dirty air that
makes it hard to see and for some people to breathe — but also
amplify a deadlier, larger problem: tiny particles of soot.
Numerous medical studies show those tiny particles cause about
50,000 deaths a year in the United States, mostly fi-om heart
problems.

Nitrogen oxides can travel hundreds of miles, so pollution spewed
in Pittsburgh can be felt on the East Coast, [Carnegie Mellon
environmentalengineerProfessorPeter] Adams said.

Experts calculate how much pollution costs society by looking at
the value of lost lives. In this case, Adams and other said the lost
lives — valued at $8.6 million apiece — overwhelm other costs
such as lost work days or hospital costs. The overall annual cost of
the extra pollutants from the VW diesels ranged from $40 million
to $170 million, environmental engineering professors calculated.
"Even the small increase in NOx from VW diesel emissions is
likely to have worsened pollution along the roadways where they
have traveled, and affected the lives ofhundreds of thousands of
people," said Dan Greenbaum, president ofthe Health Effects
Institute in Boston.

http://mobilc.nvtimes.com/2015/10/03/busincss/us-states-iumping-into-investigation-of-vw-
emissions-deception.html? r=0&referer=https://www.google.com/.

http://www.wsi.com/articles/u-s-iustice-dcpartment-conducts-criminal-Drobe-of-volkswagen-

sources-sav-1442869059.
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"To say millions of people ofpeople are breathing poor air as the
result ofthat is not off the mark," said Greenbaum, who runs the
institute that is funded by both the EPA and the auto industry to
serve as an independent arbiter of the science. '̂

89. The revelation of the scandal has led to numerous consequences in the United

States. TheDOJ is conducting a criminal probe of Volkswagen.^^ AGs in 30 states have initiated

their own investigation.^^ A Texas judge has issued a temporary restraining order preventing the

Class Vehicles from being sold within the state. See Exhibit 9 to the Complaint. The Subcommittee

of Oversight & Investigations ofthe Energy & Commerce Committee ofthe United States House

of Representatives has initiated an investigation and sent letters to Volkswagen and the EPA.^"*

Horn hassaidhewill testify before thecommittee onOctober 8.^^ Fred Upton, thechairman ofthe

full committee, has stated that "[t]he very notion of a carmaker intentionally violating our

environmental laws is beyond belief....[R]eports of Volkswagen selling cars with devices aimed

at skirting the law cannot, and will not be tolerated. Attempting to deceive regulators and

customers is a double whammy of betrayal."^^ Nearly 200 private lawsuits have been filed, many

of them class actions. Among those class actions, most involve class claims for individual

statewide classes, as opposed to federal claims for nationwide classes.

90. Outside the United States, several countries are investigating Volkswagen's

http://www.startribune.com/ap-analvsis-dozens-of-deaths-likelv-from-vw-pollution-

dodge/330512421/.

http://www.wsi.com/articles/u-s-iustice-department-conducts-criminal-probe-of-volkswagen-
sources-sav-1442869059.

http://www.law360.eom/articles/707229/volkswagen-faces-multistate-probe-over-emissions-
fraud.

http://energvcommerce.house.gov/press-release/committee-leaders-request-documents-
volkswagen-investigation-continues.

95 http://www.detroitnews.com/storv/business/autos/foreign/2015/10/01 /vw-congress/73159518/.

http://energvcommerce.house.gov/press-release/suboversight-schedules-volkswagcn-hearing-
october-8.
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conduct.^^ Switzerland has banned the sale within its borders of certain Volkswagen TDI Diesel

cars sold in Europe.^^ Prosecutors in Paris have launched an investigation for suspected

"aggravated" deception of affected vehicles sold in France; French Environment Minister

Segolene Royal called Volkswagen's conduct "a form of theft from the taxpayer and the state."^^

The Italian antitrust authority has also commenced an investigation, saying"Volkswagen's claims

about emissions and certifications in advertising campaigns and informationbrochuresdistributed

by dealers might have induced consumers to make an error in their choice."^®®

91. As noted above, Volkswagen has set aside $7.2 billion to deal with the costs ofthe

scandal. That will not be nearly enough. James E. Tiemey, a former AG in Maine, has been quoted

as saying that the costs to Volkswagen might be "'incalculable,' with each false advertisement to

consumers, for example, carrying a potential penalty. This product was designed to operate

illegally, and that is very serious.'"^®'

//

//

97 https://en.m.wikiDedia.org/wikiA^olkswagen emissions violations.

http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/sep/26/volkswagen-emissions-scandal-
switzerland-bans-sale-of-some-models.

http://www.dailvmail.co.uk/news/article-3257720/Paris-prosecutors-latest-launch-

investigation-potential-fraud-Volkswagen-emissions-cheating-scam.html.

http://www.momingstar.com/news/dow-iones/TDJNDN 201510023140/italv-antitrust-bodv-

opens-case-against-volkswagen-over-emissions.htm 1.

http://mobile.nvtimes.com/2015/10/03^usiness/us-states-iumping-into-investigation-of-vw-

emissions-deception.html? r=0&referer=https://www.google.com/.
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92. Nonetheless, some attempts at calculation have been made. On October 2, Credit

Suisse disseminated an analysis showing Volkswagen's anticipated costs in a "bull" scenario

(where events turned out favorably to it), a "base" scenario, and a "bear" scenario (where events

turned out unfavorably).The "bull" scenario was $25.6 billion in costs, while the "bear"

scenario was$87.1 billion. Theanalysis is summarized in the following chart:

Figure 17: Breakdown of potential cost impactfor VW
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Source: Credit Suisse estimates

As can be seen, costs associated with criminal and civil penalties make up a significant portion of

the differing amounts. Credit Suisse also predicts that Volkswagen's stock may decline another

20%.

VI. CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS.

93. Plaintiffs bring this action both on behalf of themselves, and as a class action

pursuant to Federal Rules ofCivil Procedure 23(a) and (b)(3), on behalfofthe following class (the

httD://www.businessinsider.com/credit-suisse-volkswagen-shares-could-fall-another-20-2015-
10?r=UK&lR=T.
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"Class").
All persons and entitieswho purchased or leaseda Class Vehicle
from a Volkswagen Authorized Dealer in the United States.
Excluded from the Class areDefendants, theirparent companies,
subsidiaries andaflfiliates, anyco-conspirators, all governmental
entities, andanyjudgesorjustices assigned to hear anyaspect of
this action.

TheClass includes subclasses ofpersons located inCalifornia andVirginia. These will bereferred

to herein as the "California Subclass" and the "Virginia Subclass."

94. Plaintiffs do not know the exact number ofClass and Subclass members but believe

based on published reports that there are more than 482,000 Class members, geographically

dispersed throughout the United States such that joinder of all class members is impracticable.

The identity of Class members canbe determined from the internal records of Volkswagen.

95. Plaintiffs' claims are typical of the claims of the Class and Subclasses in that

Plaintiffspurchased or leaseda Class Vehiclefroma Volkswagen AuthorizedDealer in the United

States. All Class and Subclass members were damaged by the same wrongful conduct of

Defendants and their co-conspirators as alleged herein, and the relief sought is common to the

class.

96. Common questions of law and fact predominate over any individual questions.

These questions include, but are not limited to:

• Whether Volkswagen unlawfully acquired a monopoly in the Clean Diesel Car

Market;

• Whether the Clean Diesel Car Market is a properly defined product market for

purposes of Section 2 of the Sherman Act;

• Whether Volkswagen's acquisition and/or maintenance ofa monopoly in the Clean

Diesel Car Market had the effect of increasing to supracompetitive levels the retail

prices ofClass Vehicles;

• Whether Volkswagen violated the CAA and applicable regulations;

• Whether Volkswagen violated California Pollution Control laws and applicable
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regulations;

• WhetherVolkswagen's conduct violatedRICO;

• Whether theVolkswagen RICO Enterprise as defined herein isa cognizable RICO

enterprise;

• Whether Volkswagen committed federal mail and wire fraud, thus establishing

predicate acts under RICO:

• Whether Volkswagen engaged in a pattern of racketeering activity;

• Whether Plaintiffs and Class members were injured in their business or property,

and, if so, what is the appropriate measureoftheir damages;

• Whether Volkswagen misrepresented the environmental impact of its Class

Vehicles;

• Whether Volkswagen misrepresented the Class Vehicles' emission standards

compliance, fuel efficiency or performance;

• Whether Volkswagen violated the Magnuson-Moss WarrantyAct;

• Whether Volkswagen violated California's Consumer Legal Remedies Act;

• Whether Volkswagen violated California's Unfair Competition Law;

• Whether Volkswagen violated California's False Advertising Law;

• Whether Volkswagen violated Virginia's Consumer Protection Law;

• Whether Volkswagen committed fraudulent concealment;

• Whether Volkswagen was unjustly enriched;

• WhetherPlaintiffsand the other membersofthe Class and Subclasses were injured

by Defendants' conduct, and, if so, the appropriate classwide measure ofdamages

for Class members; and

• The scope of any injunctive and other equitable relief to which Plaintiffs and the

other members ofthe Class and Subclasses are entitled.

97. These and other questions of law and fact are common to the Class and Subclasses
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predominate over any questions affecting only individual Class members.

98. Plaintiffs' claims are typical of the claims of the Class and Subclasses because

Plaintiffs purchased a ClassVehicle from a Volkswagen Authorized Dealer in the United States.

99. Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately represent the interests of the Class and

Subclasses in that they have no conflict with any other members of the Class and Subclasses.

Furthermore, Plaintiffs haveretained competent counsel experienced in antitrust, classaction, and

other complex litigation.

100. Defendants have acted on grounds generally applicable to the Class, thereby

making final injunctive relief appropriate with respect to the Class and Subclasses as a whole.

101. This class action is superior to the alternatives, if any, for the fair and efficient

adjudication of this controversy. Prosecution as a class action will eliminate the possibility of

repetitive litigation. There will be no material difficulty in the management of this action as a

class action. The prosecution ofseparate actions by individual Class and Subclass members would

create the risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications, establishing incompatible standards of

conduct for Defendants.

CAUSES OF ACTION

FIRST CLAIM

Violation of the Section 2 of the Sherman Antitrust Act (Monopolization)
(15 U.S.C. § 2).

102. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference each preceding and succeeding paragraph.

103. The relevant product market for purposes of Plaintiffs' claims under Section 2 of

the ShermanAct is the CleanDieselCar Market,which,as notedabove,consistsof: (a) the product

market ofClean Diesel passenger cars and (b) a geographic market consisting ofthe United States.

All diesel fuel sold in the United States duringthe relevantperiod is "clean diesel fuel", with 97%

less sulfur than the diesel sold in the 1970s. Similarly, all diesel cars sold in the United States

since 2007 (which have had to meet the same emission standards as gasoline engines) have

advanced engines and emissions control technology that make the diesel engines cleaner than in
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the past, are able to take advantage of the clean diesel fuel, and use exhaust systems that further

reduce diesel engine emissions.

104. As Volkswagen's own market research and market research by others described

above have demonstrated, clean diesel cars are not inthe same relevant market asgasoline oreven

hybrid cars of similar size and class. Diesel engines require the use of a different and more

expensive fuel than gasoline-powered engines, can travel much greater distances ona single tank

of fuel, zind are more expensive. Unlike hybrid or electric vehicles, diesel-powered vehicles do

not have to be plugged in, can travel greater distances without refueling or plugging in, and ~

particularly withmore recent compression technology like the Volkswagen's TDIengines - have

greater torque, acceleration, and towing power. In addition, the demographics ofthe clean diesel

buyers aredistinct from thoseof hybrid buyers; they are more likely to be male, younger, and less

likely to have children.

105. At all relevant times, Volkswagen has been a competitor in the Clean Diesel Car

Market, and has maintained significant market share. As the chart presented by Skorupski of

VWoA depicted above demonstrates, Volkswagen's share of the Clean Diesel Car Market has

been 70% or more during the entire relevant period.

106. Barriers to entry in the Clean Diesel Car Market are high. In addition to the barriers

to entry and expansion posed by Volkswagen's anticompetitive conduct, as described in this

Complaint, other barriers to entry include: high research and development costs, high costs of

making diesel engines that are EPA- and CARB-compliant, and high capital costs.

107. Consumers, experts and commentators in the automotive industry, and the

automobile manufacturers themselves, including Volkswagen, all recognize the Clean Diesel Car

market as distinct from markets including gasoline, hybrid, or electric cars.

108. Volkswagen has monopoly power in the Clean Diesel Car Market.

109. Through the anticompetitive use ofthe defeat device and its deception of the EPA,

CARB, Plaintiffs, and the Class, Volkswagen has willfully acquired and/or maintained its
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monopoly of the Clean Diesel CarMarket. Thisconduct has harmed competition in thatmarket,

and has caused injury to every person that purchased or leased a Class Vehicle. The purchase or

lease price was higher than it would have been in a competitive market; thesupply and selection

ofproducts waslower thanitwould havebeen ina competitive market; innovation hasbeen stifled;

and the number andeffectiveness of competitors in that Market has been diminished byunlawful

means.

110. As a result of this violation of law, the price of Class Vehicles was higher than it

otherwise would have been.

111. There is no legitimate business justification for the conduct described in this

Complaint which has facilitated Volkswagen's monopolization ofthe Clean Diesel Car Market.

112. The anticompetitive conduct described in this Complaint has caused injury to the

business or property ofPlaintiffs and members of the Class and is in violation of section two the

Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. §2).

113. Plaintiffs are buyers ofClass Vehicles in the Clean Diesel Car Market; they are thus

direct participants in the monopolized market. Volkswagen issues warranties directly to Class

Vehicle buyers. TheVolkswagen Authorized Dealers'®^ obtain Class Vehicles from Volkswagen

(through its American subsidiaries) that are certified to be EPA- and/or CARB-compliant and, as

noted above, have visible stickers to that effect. The emissions testing that is used to justify those

certifications is undertaken by VWoA in the United States.Class Vehicles so labeled are

In a recent recall notice unrelated to Dieselgate, Volkswagen has indicated that it has 652
authorized dealers in the United States.

https://media.vw.com/doc/1456/volkswagen issues voluntary recall-

tiguan label recall release-17883691505565fDlccc4bb.pdf. Their names and addresses can be

identified through Volkswagen's records. The Volkswagen Authorized Dealers have a 12-person
National Dealer Advisory Council that interacts closely with VWoA on such issues as company
management.

http://www.manufacturing.net/news/2015/10/vw-pollution-test-site-under-scrutinv-amid-
emissions-cheating-scandal.
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displayed on the showroom floors ofVolkswagen Authorized Dealers. The false certifications by

Volkswagen were one of the critical elements of its unlawful scheme of monopolization. The

Volkswagen Authorized Dealers were agents of Volkswagen for the purpose of disseminating

thesefalse certifications and representations by Volkswagen to customers in orderto induce them

to purchase TDI Clean Diesel vehicles. In addition, Volkswagen (through its American

subsidiaries) sets the Manufacturer's Suggested RetailPrice ("MSRP") for Class Vehicles, which

includes the premium for the TDIClean Diesel technology described herein. While Volkswagen

Authorized Dealers couldcharge customers a price lessthantheMSRP (suchaswhenVolkswagen

provides rebates or short-term retail promotions), that lesser price is nonetheless keyed off the

MSRP and still containsa portionofthe premiumfor the shamTDI Clean Diesel technology. This

case involvesretailprices for ClassVehiclespaid by consumers likeplaintiffs,who are participants

in the relevant market and who pay more for those vehicles because of Volkswagen's illegal

monopolistic practices.

SECOND CLAIM

Violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Antitrust Act (Attempted Monopolization)
(15 U.S.C. § 2).

114. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference each preceding and succeeding paragraph.

115. Volkswagen has acted with specific intent to monopolize the Clean Diesel Car

Market as described above through the anticompetitive use of the defeat device and its deception

ofthe EPA, CARB, Plaintiffs, and the Class.

116. There was and is a dangerous probability that Volkswagen will succeed in its

attempt to monopolize the Clean Diesel Car Market because Volkswagen controls a large

percentage of that market and has the ability to and actually did exclude competitors through the

anticompetitive conduct described in this Complaint.

117. Volkswagen's conduct has harmed competition in the Clean Diesel Car Market,

making the supply and selection of available Clean Diesel Cars lower than it would be in a

competitive market.
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118. There is no legitimate business justification for the conduct described in this

Complaint which has facilitated Volkswagen's monopolization of the CleanDiesel Car Market.

119. The anticompetitive conduct described in this Complaint has caused injury to the

business or property ofPlaintiffs and members ofthe Class and is in violation ofthe Sherman Act

(15 U.S.C. § 2).

THIRP CLAIM

Violation of the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act ("RICO")
(18 U.S.C. §§ 1962(c), 1964).

120. Plaintiffs incorporate by referenceeach precedingand succeeding paragraph.

121. Each Plaintiff is a "person" within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c),and each

has sustained injury to his or her business or property as a result of Volkswagen's conduct

described in this Complaint.

122. Each Defendant is a "person" within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 1961(3).

123. Defendants violated 18 U.S.C. §1962(c) by participating in or conducting the

affairs of the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise through a pattern ofracketeering activity.

124. For the past seven years, Volkswagen has engaged in a deliberate, pre-meditated

and continuous effort to deceive Plaintiffs, members of the Class, and federal and state regulators

into believing that the Class Vehicles are environmentally-friendly, fuel-efficient, and EPA- and

CARB-compliant. Unknown to Plaintiffs, Class members and federal and state regulators,

Volkswagen installed pollution control defeat devices into the Class vehicles that turned off the

pollution controls when the cars were in normal operating mode.

125. Plaintiffs and Class members had no way of knowing that these systems were

disabled by Volkswagen. Pursuant to the CAA, Volkswagen was required to equip its cars with

on-board diagnostic systems that trigger a dashboard "check engine" light that alerts the driver of

a possible pollution control device malfunction. The Class Vehicles' diagnostic systems did not

trigger this "check engine light," because the defeat device was designed to evade EPA and CARB

pollution controls.
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126. In dozens ofadvertising campaigns and statements and in certifications ofEPA and

CARB compliance Volkswagen has falsely represented the Class Vehicles' "green credentials"

and performance.

127. Volkswagen engaged in a common course of conduct and conspiracy with the

commonpurposeofdefraudingPlaintiffsand membersofthe Class intopurchasing ClassVehicles

at artificially inflated prices.

The Volkswagen RICO Enterprise.

128. Volkswagen conducted the affairs of an association-in-fact enterprise (the

"Volkswagen RICO Enterprise") through a pattern of racketeering activity, in violation of 18

U.S.C. § 1962(c).

129. The enterprise engaged in and continues to engage in interstate commerce, and its

activities affect interstate commerce.

130. The Volkswagen RICO Enterprise is an association-in-fact enterprise comprised of

the Defendants and Volkswagen Authorized Dealers in the United States. Each participant in the

Enterprise played a designated, well-defined role in the affairs of the Volkswagen RICO

Enterprise.

131. Volkswagen designed, manufactured, and sold to Volkswagen Authorized Dealers

the Class Vehicles containing the defeat devices that are the subject of this Complaint.

Volkswagen developed the advertising campaigns that misrepresented to Plaintiffs and Class

members the true nature of the Class Vehicles, which were not, contrary to Defendants'

misrepresentations, environmentally-friendly, fuel-efficient, or EPA- or CARB-compliant.

Volkswagen deceptively certified the Class Vehicles as EPA- and CARB-compliant, And

Volkswagen lied to CARB and EPA officials about the full nature and extent ofthe problem.

132. The Volkswagen Authorized Dealers that sold and leased the Class Vehicles to

Plaintiffs and members of the Class were a critical element of the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise.

Volkswagen sold the Class Vehicles to Volkswagen Authorized Dealers, who then sold or leased
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them to Plaintiffs andmembers of the Class. Whether or not the Volkswagen Authorized Dealers

knew that the Class Vehicles contained defeat devices that made Volkswagen's advertisements

and representations false, the Volkswagen Authorized Dealersdisplayed thoseadvertisements and

repeatedthosemisrepresentations. Indeed, Volkswagen required Volkswagen AuthorizedDealers

to display and repeat those misrepresentations in the Volkswagen and Audi Standard Dealer

Agreements.

133. The Volkswagen RICO Enterprise has an ascertainable structure and purpose

beyondthe scope and commission ofVolkswagens' predicateacts and conspiracyto commit such

acts. The Enterprise is separate and distinct from Defendants, and functions as a continuing unit.

The members ofthe Enterprise have distinct and separate roles and responsibilities.

134. At all relevant times, Volkswagen operated, controlled or managed the Volkswagen

RICO Enterprise. Volkswagen's participation was critical for the success ofthe scheme to defraud

because Volkswagen manufactured the Class Vehicles, designed and installed the defeat devices,

and concealed those devices from Plaintiffs, Class members and regulatory authorities.

135. Section 1961(1)(B) of RICO defines "racketeering activity" as any act indictable

under 18 U.S.C. §§1341 (mail fraud) and 1343 (wire fraud), among other statutes. As described

in this Complaint, Volkswagen's conduct violated both ofthese laws.

136. Volkswagen conducted the affairs of the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise through a

"pattern of racketeering activity," as defined by 18 U.S.C. §1961(5) by committing at least two

acts of racketeering activity, i.e., indictable violations of 18 U.S.C. §§1341 and 1343, within the

past ten years. In fact, Volkswagen has committed dozens of acts of racketeering activity. Each

racketeering act was related, had a similar purpose, involved the same or similar participants and

method of commission, had similar results and impacted similar victims, including the Plaintiffs

and members ofthe Class.

137. Defendants' multiple acts of racketeering activity were related to each other and

amount to continued racketeering activity, and therefore constitute a "pattern of racketeering
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activity" as defined in 18 U.S.C. §1961(5).

Predicate Act Violations of 18 U.S.C. SS1341 and 1343.

138. For the purpose of executing the fraudulent scheme described in this Complaint,

Volkswagen, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §1341 (mail fraud), placed in post offices and/or in

authorized repositories,matter and things to be sent or delivered by the U.S. Postal Service,caused

matterand thingsto be delivered by commercial interstate carriers, and received matterandthings

from the U.S. Postal Service and/or commercial interstate carriers, including, but not limited to,

advertising materials, marketing and sales materials, correspondence, contracts, sales and leasing

documents. Certificates of Compliance, communications with the EPA, CARB and other

regulatory officials, and other materials relating to the Class Vehicles sold and leased to Plaintiffs

and Class members.

139. For the purpose of executing the fraudulent scheme described in this Complaint,

Volkswagen, in violation of18U.S.C. §1343(wire fraud), transmitted and received by wire, matter

and things, which include, but are not limited to, advertising materials, marketing and sales

materials, correspondence, contracts, sales and leasing documents. Certificates of Compliance,

communications with the EPA, CARB, and other regulatory officials, and other materials relating

to the Class Vehicles sold and leased to Plaintiffs and Class members.

140. For the purpose of executing the fraudulent scheme described in this Complaint,

Volkswagen, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§1341 and 1343, made numerous material

misrepresentations about the Class Vehicles' environmental impact, fuel efficiency, and EPA- and

CARB-compliance, and made many material omissions of fact, including concealing that the cars

contained defeat devices that rendered them non-compliant with applicable emissions standards.

Volkswagen made these misrepresentations and omissions with the intent and effect of inducing

Plaintiffs to rely on such misrepresentations and omissions.

141. Defendants' misrepresentations, omissions of material facts, acts of concealment,

and failures to disclose, were knowing and intentional, and made for the purpose of deceiving
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Plaintiffs andMembers of the Class into purchasing and leasing Class Vehicles.

142. Defendants either knew or recklessly disregarded the fact that the

misrepresentations and omissions described above and incorporated herein were material, and

Plaintiffs and Classmembers reliedon the misrepresentations and omissions as set forthabove.

143. Volkswagen's affirmative and deliberate misrepresentations regarding the Class

Vehicles' environmental friendliness, fuel efficiency and performance, and omission of the true

facts, were material factors in inducing Plaintiffs and Class members to purchase and lease the

Class Vehicles. Plaintiffs and Class members relied on those misrepresentations and omissions

and would have not purchased or leased the vehicles in their absence, or, at a minimum, would

have paid significantly less than they did.

144. Each act of deception, as described in this Complaint, constitutes a violation of 18

U.S.C. §§1341 (mail fraud) or 1343 (wire fi-aud), and constitutes an act of"racketeering activity"

as defined in 18 U.S.C. §1961(5).

145. As a result. Plaintiffs and Class members have been injured in their business and

property within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. §1964(c). Plaintiffs' and Class members' damages

include, but are not limited to: purchasing or leasing Class Vehicles that they would not otherwise

have purchased or leased; paying more for Class Vehicles than they would have otherwise paid if

they had known the true facts concerning the defeat devices; and purchasing Class Vehicles, the

value ofwhich has been severely diminished, thus reducing their residual and/or resale value.

146. Volkswagen's RICO violations directly and proximately caused injury to the

business and property of Plaintiffs and Class members, and Plaintiffs and Class members are

entitled to three times their actual damages, as well as injunctive and other equitable relief, plus

their costs and reasonable attorneys' fees.

FOURTH CLAIM

Violation of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act
(15 U.S.C.§ 15netseq.)

147. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference each preceding and succeeding paragraph.
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148. Plaintiffs and the Class bring this claim under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act,

15U.S.C. §2301 e/je^.

149. TheClassVehicles are consumer products as defined in 15U.S.C. §2301(1).

150. Volkswagen is a supplier andwarrantor as defined in 15 U.S.C. §2301(4), (5).

151. Plaintiffs and the Class received written warranties as defined in 15 U.S.C.

§2301(6)(A) and/or (B), which Volkswagen has breached.

152. Plaintiffs and the Class are "consumers" as defined in 15 U.S.C. §2301(3). They

are consumers because they bought a Class Vehicle and are entitled to enforce both written and

implied warranties.

153. Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 2310(e), Plaintiffs and the Class are not required to provide

Defendants notice ofthis class action and an opportunity to cure until the time the Court determines

the representative capacity ofPlaintiffs pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 23.

154. Volkswagen is liable to Plaintiffs and the Class pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 2310(d)(1)

because it breached its written warranties.

155. Further, in connection with the sale of the Class Vehicles, Volkswagen gave an

implied warranty under the Act. As part ofthat implied warranty, Volkswagen warranted that the

Class Vehicle complied with all applicable federal and state regulations, including emission

regulations. Volkswagen breached the implied warranty of merchantability.

156. Plaintiffs and the Class are entitled to damages caused by Volkswagen's breaches

of the warranties, including economic damages based upon either a return ofPlaintiffs' and Class

Members purchase price; and/or the difference between the price paid for the Class Vehicle as

warranted and the actual value ofthe Class Vehicle as delivered, and consequential damages.

157. In addition. Plaintiffs and the Class are entitled to reasonable attorneys' fees and

costs as determined by the Court.
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FIFTH CLAIM

Violations of the Consumers Legal Remedies Act
(California Civil Code § 1750 et seq.)

158. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference each preceding and succeeding paragraph.

159. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Vemer bring this Claim on behalfof the California

Subclass.

160. This cause of action is brought pursuant to the California Consumers Legal

Remedies Act("CLRA"), Civil Code§1750, et seq.Plaintiffs bring this action ontheirownbehalf

and on behalfof the California Subclass, allofwhom are similarly situated consumers within the

meaning ofCivil Code §1781,

161. The acts and practices described in this Complaint were intended to result in the

sale of goods, specifically a motor vehicle, in consumer transactions. Volkswagen has violated,

and continue to violateCalifornia CivilCode§ 1770, subdivisions (a)(9), (a)(7), (a)(16), and (a)(5)

by:

• Representing to consumers purchasing the Class Vehicles that these vehicles'

emissions, fuel efficiency and high performance are as advertised and publicized.

• Representing in their advertising emissions, environmental, fuel efficiency and

performance characteristics for the Class Vehicles that are false.

162. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Vemer and the California Subclass members have

suffered harm as a result of these violations.

163. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Verner and California Subclass members have

suffered harm as a result of Volkswagen's unlawful conduct because they purchased the Class

Vehicles believing, based on Volkswagen's representations, that the Class Vehicles had certain

characteristics thatmadethemenvironmentally friendly, fiiel efficientand highperformance, when

in fact these vehicles cannot have these fuel efficient and performance standards because their

emissions do not comply with federal and state laws and regulations. These misrepresentations

also resulted in higher purchase prices for the Class Vehicles and the subsequent revelation
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concerning the "defeat devices" will result in lower resale value.

164. Volkswagen concealed from Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Verner accurate

information concerning the emissions standards, fuel efficiency and performance ofthe California

Subclass Vehicles.

165. Volkswagen's misrepresentations and omissions described in the preceding

paragraphs were intentional, or alternatively, made without the use of reasonable procedures

adopted to avoid such errors.

166. Volkswagen, directly or indirectly, has engaged in substantially similar conduct

with respect to Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Verner and to each member of the California

Subclass.

167. Unless Volkswagen is enjoined from engaging in such wrongful actions and

conduct in the future, members of the consuming public will be further damaged by Volkswagen's

conduct.

168. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Verner and the Class are entitled to equitable relief

on behalfofthe membersofthe California Subclass in the form of an order, pursuant to Civil Code

§1780, subdivision (a)(2)-(5), prohibiting Volkswagen from continuing to engage in the above-

described violations of the CLRA. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Verner and the California

Subclass further seek reasonable attorneys' fees under Civil Code §1780(e).

SIXTH CLAIM

Violation of California Unfair Competition Law
(Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200, etseq.)

169. PlaintiffsBourn, Watson, and Verner incorporate by referenceeach precedingand

succeeding paragraph.

170. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Verner bring this Claim on behalf of the California

Subclass.

171. California Business & Professions Code §17200, et seq. prohibits acts of "unfair

competition" which is defined by California Business & Professions Code § 17200 as including
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any "anyunlawful, unfairor fraudulent business act or practice

172. Volkswagen has violated and continues to violate California Business &

Professions Code §17200's prohibition against engaging in "unlawful" business acts or practices,

by, inter alia, the following:

• Violatingthe CAA and applicableregulations;

• ViolatingCalifornia's Air Pollution Control laws and applicable regulations;

• Violating the Sherman Act;

• Violating RICO;

• Violating the Magnuson-Moss Act;

• Violating the CLRA; and

• Violating California's False Advertising Law.

173. Volkswagen also acted fraudulently and unfairly for purposes of section 17200.

Volkswagen's misrepresentations and omissions regarding the Class Vehicles' emissions,

environmental standards, fuel efficiency, and performance in their advertising, public statements

and marketing were a material factor in inducing Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Vemer to

purchase their Class Vehicle. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Verner suffered injury in fact and

lost money and/or property as a result of Volkswagen's unlawful business acts and practices

and California Subclass members have suffered harm when each was required to pay a purchase

price for their Class Vehicles which they never would have purchased if the true facts were

known; or paid a price in excess of what a California Subclass member would have paid if

Volkswagen had accurately disclosed the Class Vehicles' characteristics and in the form of

decreased resale value of the Vehicles.

174. As a result of Volkswagen's violations of the California Business & Professions

Code §17200, et seq.. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Vemer and California Subclass members

are entitled to equitable relief in the form of full restitution for the inflated sale price of the

Vehicles.
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175. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Vemer and California Subclass members also seek

an orderenjoining Volkswagen from continuingtheir unlawful business practices and from such

future conduct.

SEVENTH CLAIM

Violation of the California False Advertising Law
(Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17500, etseq,)

176. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Vemer incorporate by reference each preceding

and succeeding paragraph.

177. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Vemer bring this Claim on behalfof the California

Subclass.

178. Volkswagen violated California's False Advertising Law, Business &

Professions Code §17500, et seq.hy using false and misleading messages regarding the

environmental friendliness, emissions, fuel efficiency and performance of the Class Vehicles in

television, print, and Internet advertising.

179. These representations and/or omissions have deceived and are likely to deceive

Plaintiffs Boum, Watson, and Vemer, the Califomia Subclass, and consumers across the country

in connection with their decision to purchase Class Vehicles. Volkswagen's representations

and/or omissions were material and constituted a substantial and material factor in Plaintiffs

Boum and Watson's decision to purchase their Class Vehicle. Had Plaintiffs Boum, Watson,

and Vemer known the actual facts, they would not have purchased the Class Vehicles and/or

paid more than they would have had Volkswagen accurately disclosed the Class Vehicles' true

characteristics,

180. Volkswagen directly and indirectly, has engaged in substantially similar conduct

with respect to each Plaintiff and to each member ofthe Califomia Subclass.

181. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Verner suffered injury in fact and lost money and/or

property as a result of Volkswagen's false and misleading advertising and Califomia Subclass

members suffered harm when each was required to pay a purchase price in excess of what a
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California Subclass member would have paid if Volkswagen had accurately disclosed the Class

Vehicles'characteristics and in the form ofdecreasedresale value ofthe Class Vehicles.

182. As a result of Volkswagen's violations. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Vemerand

California Subclass members are entitled to equitable relief in the form of full restitution of all

monies paid for the sales price of the Vehicles, diminished value of the Class Vehicles, and/or

disgorgement ofthe profits derived from Volkswagen's false and misleading advertising.

183. Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Vemer also seek an order enjoining Volkswagen

from such future conduct.

EIGHTH CLAIM

Violation of the Virginia Consumer Protection Act
(Va. Code Ann. §§59.1-196, et seq.)

184. Plaintiff Schumacher incorporates by reference each preceding and succeeding

paragraph.

185. PlaintiffSchumacher brings this Claim on behalfofthe Virginia Subclass, which is

cognizable in this Court pursuant to Shady Grove Orthopedic Assocs., P.A. v.AUstate Ins. Co., 559

U.S. 393 (2010).

186. Defendants are "persons" within the meaning ofVa. Code Ann. §59.1-200(A).

187. Volkswagen violatedthe VirginiaConsumerProtectionAct, whichprohibits "...(5)

misrepresenting that goods or services have certain quantities, characteristics, ingredients, uses, or

benefits; (6) misrepresenting that goods or services are of a particular standard, quality, grade,

style, or model; ... (8) advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised ...;

[and] (14) usinganyother deception, fraud, false pretense, false promise, or misrepresentation in

connection with a consumer transaction[.]" Va. Code Ann. §59.1-200(A).

188. These representations and/or omissions have deceived and are likely to deceive

PlaintiffSchumacher, the Virginia Subclass, and consumers acrossthe countryin connection with

their decision to purchase Class Vehicles. Volkswagen's representations and/or omissions were

material and constituted a substantial and material factor in Plaintiff Schumacher's decision to
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purchase their Class Vehicle. Had Plaintiff Schumacher and Virginia Subclass members known

the actual facts, they would not have purchased the Class Vehicles and/or would have paid less for

them.

189. Volkswagen, directly and indirectly, has engaged in substantially similar conduct

withrespect to eachPlaintiffandto eachmember of the Virginia Subclass,

190. Plaintiff Schumacher and Virginia Subclass members suffered injury in fact and

lost money and/or property as a result of Volkswagen's Violations of the Virginia Consumer

ProtectionAct. Plaintiff Schumacher and Virginia Subclass members suffered harm when each

was required to pay a purchase price in excess of what they would have paid if Volkswagen had

accurately disclosed the Class Vehicles' characteristics; they also suffered harm in the form of

decreased resale value ofthe Class Vehicles.

191. As a result ofVolkswagen'sviolations, PlaintiffSchumacherand Virginia Subclass

membersare entitled to three times the amountofactual damages or $1000, whichever is greater,

as well as costs and attorneys' fees. Va. Code Ann. §§59.1-204(a), (b).

NINTH CLAIM

Unjust Enrichment

192. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference each preceding and succeeding paragraph.

193. Plaintiffs bring this claim for unjust enrichment on behalfof the nationwide Class

under the common law of unjust enrichment, as there are no true conflicts (case-dispositive

differences) among various states' laws ofunjust enrichment.

194. In the alternative, Plaintiffs bring this claim on behalfofthe nationwide Class under

Virginia law, because the Defendants' United States operationsare headquartered in Virginiaand

Virginia has the most significant relationship to the issues and facts relevant to this claim.

195. Volkswagen received and retained a benefit from the Plaintiffs and inequity has

resulted.

196. Volkswagenbenefittedthrough its unjust conduct, by selling Class Vehicles subject
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to the misrepresentation that they were EPA- and/or CARB-compliant and by failing to disclose

its use ofa defeat device in these vehicles.

197. Plaintiffs, were charged a premium based on this misrepresentation, overpaid for

these vehicles as a result, and/or would not have purchased these vehicles at all had their

noncompliance with federal and state emissions laws been disclosed.

198. It is inequitable for Volkswagen to retain these benefits.

199. Plaintiffs do not have an adequate remedy at law.

200. As a resuh of Volkswagen's conduct, the amount of its unjust enrichment should

be disgorged, in an amount to be proven at trial.

TENTH CLAIM

Unjust Enrichment

201. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference each preceding and succeeding paragraph.

202. Plaintiffs bring this claim for unjust enrichment on behalfof the nationwide Class

under the common law of fraudulent concealment, as there are no true conflicts (case-dispositive

differences) among various states' laws of fraudulent concealment,

203. In the alternative. Plaintiffs brmg this claim on behalfofthe nationwide Class under

Virginia law, because the Defendants' United States operations are headquartered in Virginia and

Virginia has the most significant relationship to the issues and facts relevant to this claim.

204. Volkswagen concealed and suppressed the material facts that the Class Vehicles

did not comply with federal and state emissions laws and were spewing illegal amounts of NOx

whenthey were represented to be EPA- and/orCARB-compliant. It also concealedand suppressed

the material fact that the Class Vehicles were equipped with a defeat device that prevented their

proper testing under laboratory conditions for compliance with federal and state emissions laws

and regulations.

205. Volkswagen took the various steps described herein to effectuate that concealment,

such as false advertising and in false statements of compliance with federal and state emissions
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laws and regulations affixed to each ofthe Class Vehicles

206. Volkswagen took steps to ensurethat its employees did not reveal these concealed

facts to federal and stateenvironmental regulators.

207. Volkswagen had a duty to disclose the concealed information because it:

• Had exclusive and/or far superior knowledge and access to the facts than

Plaintiffs and Class Members, and it knew the facts were not known to or

reasonably discoverable by Plaintiffs and the Class;

• Intentionally concealed the foregoing from Plaintiffs; and

• Made incomplete representations about the compliance ofthe Class Vehicles with

federal and state emissions laws and regulations, while purposefully withholding

material facts from Plaintiffs that contradicted these representations.

208. These omitted and concealed facts were material because they would be relied on

by a reasonable person purchasing, leasing or retaining the Class Vehicles, and because they

directly impact the price paid for the Class Vehicles and their resale value. Whether the Class

Vehicles comply with federal and state emissions laws and regulations is a material concern to a

consumer. Plaintiffs and Class Members trusted Volkswagen not to sell or lease them vehicles that

were non-compliant.

209. Volkswagen concealed and suppressed these material facts to falsely assure

purchasers and consumers that the Class Vehicles complied with federal and state emissions laws

and regulations, as represented by Volkswagen and reasonably expected by consumers.

210. Volkswagen actively concealed and/or suppressed these material facts, in whole or

in part, to protect its profits and to avoid recalls that would hurt the brand image of the Class

Vehicles and cost Volkswagen money. Volkswagen concealed these facts at the expense of

Plaintiffs and the Class.

211. Plaintiffs and the Class were unaware of these omitted material facts, and would

not have acted as they did if they had known ofthe concealed and/or suppressed information.
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212. Had they been aware ofthe non-compliance ofthe Class Vehicles with federal and

state emissions laws and regulations and Volkswagen's callous disregard for those laws and

regulations, Plaintiffs and the Class either would have paid less for their Class Vehiclesor would

not havepurchased or leased themat all. Plaintiffs did not receive the benefit of their bargain as a

resuh ofVolkswagen's fraudulent concealment.

213. Because ofthe concealment and/or suppression ofthe facts, Plaintiffs and the Class

sustained damage because they own vehicles that diminished in valueas a resultof Volkswagen's

concealment of, and failure to timely disclose, the non-compliance of the Class Vehicles with

federal and state emissions laws and regulations.

214. The value of all Class members' Class Vehicles has diminished as a result of

Volkswagen's fraudulent concealment of the non-compliance of the Class Vehicles with federal

and state emissions laws and regulations and has made any reasonable consumer reluctant to

purchase any of the Class Vehicles, let alone pay what otherwise would have been fair market

value for the vehicles.

215. Accordingly, Volkswagen is liable to the Class for their damages in an amount to

be proven at trial.

216. Volkswagen's acts were done maliciously, oppressively, deliberately, with intent to

defraud, and in reckless disregard ofPlaintiffs' and the Class's rights and well-being, and with the

aim of enriching Volkswagen. Volkswagen's conduct, which exhibits the highest degree of

reprehensibility, being intentional, continuous, placing others at risk of death and injury, and

affecting public safety, warrants an assessment of punitive damages in an amount sufficient to

deter such conduct in the future, which amount is to be determined according to proof.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray that the Court enter judgment on their behalf and on behalf

ofthe Class and the California and Virginia Subclasses, and:

A. Order the appointment ofan independentExternal ComplianceMonitor to monitor
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Volkswagen's compliance with federal and state environmental laws;

B. Order Volkswagen to pay a portion of its annual net profits into an independent

fund administered by third partiesapprovedby the Court who can disburse the funds to non-profit

organizations that seek to monitor, educate people about, and/or remediate the deleterious

environmental effects of vehicular diesel fuel emissions;

C. Orderthat this actionmay proceedas a classaction,with Plaintiffsas the designated

Class representatives for the Class; Plaintiffs Bourn, Watson, and Vemer as designated Class

representatives for the California Subclass; Plaintiff Schumacher as designated Class

representative for the Virginia Subclass, and Plaintiffs' counsel as Class and Subclass Counsel;

D. Adjudge and decree that Volkswagen has violated the CAA, California Pollution

Control laws, the Sherman Act, RICO, the Magnuson-Moss Act, the CLRA, California's Unfair

Competition Law, California's False Advertising Law; the Virginia Consumer Protection Act, and

the common law of unjust enrichment and fraudulent concealment and that Plaintiffs and the

members of the Class and the California and Virginia Subclasses have been injured in their

business and property as a result of Volkswagen's violations;

E. Order that Plaintiffs and the members ofthe National Class and California Subclass

recover damages sustained by them, to the extent provided by law, and that a judgment in favor of

Plaintiffs and the Class and the California and Virginia Subclasses be entered against Volkswagen

in an amount to be trebled in accordance with such laws;

F. To the extent provided by law, enjoin and restrain Volkswagen, its subsidiaries,

affiliates, successors, transferees, assignees and the respective officers, directors, partners, agents,

and employees thereof and all other persons acting or claiming to act on their behalf from

continuing to violate the CAA, California Pollution Control laws, the Sherman Act, RICO, the

Magnuson-Moss Act, CLRA, California's Unfair Competition Law, California's False

Advertising Law, the Virginia Consumer Protection Act, and the common law of unjust

enrichment and fraudulent concealment;
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G. Order Volkswagen to pay restitution or damages to Plaintiffs and members of the

Class andthe California and Virginia Subclasses andto disgorge the profits unlawfully acquired

and retained by Volkswagen;

H. Award Plaintiffs and members of the Class and the California and Virginia

Subclasses pre-judgment and post-judgment interest, and order that such interest be awarded at the

highest legal rate from and afterthe date of service ofthe initial complaint in this action;

L Award Plaintiffs and members of the Class and the California and Virginia

Subclasses their costs ofthis suit, including reasonableattorneys'fees as provided by law; and

J. Order such other or further reliefas may be just and proper.

IX. JURY TRIAL DEMAND.

Pursuant to Federal Rule ofCivil Procedure 38(b), Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury ofall

ofthe claims asserted in this Complaint so triable.

DATED: October 6, 2015 Respectfully submitted,

By:

Bernard J,DiMurb (VSB No. 18784)
Harvey B. Cohen (VSB No. 06440)
DMUROGINSBERG, P.C.
1101 King Street, Suite 610
Alexandria, Virginia 23314
Telephone: (703) 684-4333
Facsimile: (703) 548-3181
Email: bdimuro@dimuro.com
Email: hcohen@dimuro.com

Michael D. Hausfeld
Walter D. Kelley, Jr.
James Pizzirusso
HAUSFELD LLP
1700 K Street NW, Suite 650
Washington, DC 20006
Telephone: (202) 540-7200
Facsimile: (202) 540-7201
Email: mhausfeld@hausfeld.com
Email: wkellev@.hausfeld.com
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Email: jpizzirusso@hausfeld.com

Michael P. Lehmann
Bonny E. Sweeney
Christopher L. Lebsock
HAUSFELD LLP

600 Montgomery Street, Suite 3200
San Francisco, CA 94111
Telephone: 415-633-1908
Facsimile: 415-217-6813
Email: mlehmann@.hausfeldllp.com
Email: bswecnev@hausfeldllp.com
Email: clebsock@hausfeldllp.com

Lesley E. Weaver (Cal. Bar No. 191305)
Whitney E. Street (Cal. Bar No. 223870)
BLOCK & LEVITON LLP
520 Third Street, Suite 108
Oakland, CA 94607
Office: (415) 968-8999
Cell: (415) 797-2617
Email: lweaver@,blockesq.com
Email: wstreet@blockesa.com

Counselfor Plaintiffs and the Putative Class and
Subclasses
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\ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

4 ^ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

SEP ] 8 2015
ENFORCEMENT AND

COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Volkswagen AG
Audi AG

Volkswagen Group of America, Inc.
Thru:

David Geanacopoulos
Executive Vice President Public Affairs and General Counsel
Volkswagen Group ofAmerica, Inc.
2200 Ferdinand Porsche Drive

Herndon, VA 20171

Stuart Johnson

General Manager
Engineering and Environmental Office
Volkswagen Group of America, Inc.
3800 Hamlin Road

Auburn Hills, 48326

Re: Notice of Violation

Dear Mr. Geanacopoulos and Mr. Johnson:

Ihe United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has investigated and continues to
investigate Volkswagen AG, Audi AG, and Volkswagen Group of America (collectively, VW)
torcompliance with theClean AirAct (CAA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401-767Iq, and its implementing
regulations. As detailed in this Noticeof Violation (NOV), the EPA has determined that VW
manufactured and installed defeat devices incertain model year 2009 through 2015 diesel light-
duty vehicles equipped with 2.0 liter engines. These defeat devices bypass, defeat, or render
inoperative elements of the vehicles' emission control system that exist tocomply with CAA
emission standards. Therefore, VW violated section 203(a)(3)(B) of the CAA, 42 U.S.C.
§ 7522(a)(3)(B). Additionally, the EPA has determined that, due to the existence of the defeat
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devices in these vehicles, these vehicles do not conform in all material respects to the vehicle
specifications described in the applications for the certificates ofconformity that purportedly
cover them. Therefore, VW also violated section 203(a)(1) ofthe CAA, 42 U.S.C. §7522(a)(1),
by selling, offering for sale, introducing into commerce, delivering for introduction into
commerce, or importing these vehicles, orfor causing any ofthe foregoing acts.

Law Governing Alleged Violations

This NOV arises under Part AofTitle II of the CAA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7521-7554, and the
regulations promulgated thereunder. In creating the tAA, Congr^s found, in part, that "the
increasing use ofmotor vehicles ... has resulted in mounting dangers to the public health and
welfare.'' CAA § 101(a)(2), 42 U.S.C. §7401(a)(2). Congress' purpose in creating the CAA, in
part, was ''to protect and enhance the quality of the Nation's air resources soas to promote the
public health and welfare and the productive capacity of its population,'' and "to initiate and
accelerate a national research and development program to achieve the prevention and control of
air pollution." CAA § 101(b)(l)-(2), 42 U.S.C. §7401(b)(l)-(2). The CAA and the regulations
promulgated thereunder aim to protect human health and the environment by reducing emissions
ofnitrogen oxides (NOx) and other pollutants from mobile sources ofair pollution. Nitrogen
oxides are a family ofhighly reactive gases that play a major role in the atmospheric reactions
with volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that produce ozone (smog) on hot summer days.
Breathing ozone can trigger a variety ofhealth problems including chest pain, coughing, throat
irritation, and congestion. Breathing ozone can also worsen bronchitis, emphysema, and asthma.
Children are atgreatest risk ofexperiencing negative health impacts from exposure to ozone.

rhe EPA's allegations here concern light-duty motor vehicles for which 40 C.F.R. Part86 sets
emission standards and test procedures and section 203 of the CAA, 42 U.S.C. § 7522, sets
compliance provisions. Light-duty vehicles must satisfy emission standards for certain air
pollutants, including NOx. 40 C.F.R. § 86.1811-04. The EPA administers a certification program
to ensure that every vehicle introduced into United States commerce satisfies applicable emission
standards. Under this program, the EPA issues certificates ofconformity (COCs), and thereby
approves the introduction of vehicles into United States commerce.

To obtain a COC, a light-duty vehicle manufacturer must submit a COC application to the EPA
for each test group of vehiclesthat it intendsto enter into United States commerce. 40 C.F.R.
§86.1843-01. The COC application must include, among other things, a list ofall auxiliary
emission control devices (AECDs) installed on the vehicles. 40C.F.R. §86.1844-0l(d)(l I). An
AECD is "any element ofdesign which senses temperature, vehicle speed, engine RPM,
transmission gear, manifold vacuum, orany other parameter for the purpose ofactivating,
modulating, delaying, ordeactivating the operation ofany part of the emission control system."
40 C.F.R. § 86.1803-01. The COC application must also include "ajustification for each AECD,
the parameters they sense andcontrol, a detailed justification of each AECD that results in a
reduction in effectiveness of the emission control system, and [a] rationale for whv it is not a
defeat device." 40 C.F.R. § 86.l844-0l(d)(l 1).

Adefeat device isan AECD "that reduces the effectiveness of the emission control system under
conditions which may reasonably be expected to be encountered in normal vehicle operation and
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use. unless: (1) Such conditions are substantially included in the Federal emission test procedure;
(2) l^he need for the AECD is justified in terms ofprotecting the vehicle against damage or
accident; (3) The AECD does not go beyond the requirements ofengine starting; or (4) The
AECD applies only for emergency vehicles " 40C.F.R. § 86.1803-01.

Motor vehicles equipped with defeat devices, such as those at issue here, cannot be certified.
EPA, Advisory Circular Number 24: Prohibition onuse ofEmission Control Defeat Device
(Dec. 11, 1972); see also 40 C.F.R. §§ 86-1809-01, 86-1809-10, 86-1809-12. Electronic control
systems which may receive inputs from multiple sensors and control multiple actuators that
affect the emission control system's performance are AECDs. EPA, Advisory Circular Number
24-2: Prohibition ofEmission Control Defeat Devices ~ Optional Objective Criteria (Dec. 6,
1978). "Such elements ofdesign could be control system logic (i.e., computer software), and/or
calibrations, and/'or hardware items." Id.

"Vehicles are covered by a certificate ofconformity only if they are in all material respects as
described in the manufacturer's application for certification .. .'/* 40 C.F.R. §86.1848-10(c)(6).
Similarly, a COC issued by EPA, including those issued to VW, state expressly, "[t]his
certificate covers only those new motor vehicles or vehicle engines which conform, inall
material respects, to the design specifications" described in the application for that COC. See
also 40 C.F.R. §§ 86.1844-01 (listing required content for COC applications), 86.1848-01 (b)
(authorizing the EPA to issue COCs on any terms that are necessary orappropriate to assure that
new motor vehicles satisfy therequirements of the CAA and its regulations).

The CAA makes it a violation "forany person to manufacture or sell, oroffer to sell, or install,
any peirt or component intended for use with, or as part of, any motor vehicle or motor vehicle
engine, where a principal effect of the part orcomponent is to bypass, defeat, or render
inoperative any device or element of design installed on or in a motorvehicle or motorvehicle
engine incompliance with regulations under this subchapter, and where the person knows or
should know that such part orcomponent is being offered for sale orinstalled for such use orput
to such use.'' CAA §203(a)(3)(B), 42 U.S.C. § 7522(a)(3)(B); 40 C.F.R. § 86.1854-12(a)(3)(ii).
Additionally, manufacturers are prohibited from selling, offering for sale, introducing into
commerce, delivering for introduction into commerce, or importing, anynew motor vehicle
unless that vehicle is covered byan EPA-issued COC. CAA § 203(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7522(a)(1);
40C.F.R. § 86.1854-12(a)(1). Itis also a violation to cause any of the foregoing acts. CAA
§ 203(a), 42U.S.C. § 7522(a); 40 C.F.R. § 86-1854-12(a).

Alleged Violations

Each VW vehicle identified by the table below has AECDs that were not described in the
application for the COC thatpurportedly covers the vehicle. Specifically, VW manufactured and
installed software in theelectronic control module (ECM) of these vehicles thatsensed when the
vehiclewas being tested for compliance v^^ith EPA emission standards. For ease of reference, the
EPA iscalling this the '"switch. The "switch'' senses whether the vehicle is being tested ornot
based onvarious inputs including the position ofthe steering wheel, vehicle speed, theduration
ofthe engine's operation, and barometric pressure. These inputs precisely track the parameters of
the federal test procedure used for emission testing for EPA certification purposes. During EPA
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emission testing, the vehicles' ECM ran software which produced compliant emission results
under an ECM calibration that VW referred to as the "dyno calibration" (referring to the
equipment used in emissions testing, called a dynamometer). At all other times during normal
vehicle operation, the "switch" was activated and the vehicle ECM software ran a separate "road
calibration" which reduced the effectiveness ofthe emission control system (specifically the
selective catalytic reduction or the lean NOx trap). As a result, emissions ofNOx increased by a
factor of 10 to40 times above the EPA compliant levels, depending on the type ofdrive cycle
(e.g., cityv highway).

The Calitbmia Air Resources Board (CARB) and the EPA were alerted to emissions problems
with these vehicles inMay 2014 when the West Virginia University's (WVU) Center for
Alternative Fuels, Engines &Emissions published results ofa study commissioned by the
International Council on Clean Transportation that found significantly higher in-use emissions
Irom two light duty diesel vehicles (a2012 .letta and a 2013 Passat). Over the course of the year
following the publication of the WVU study,VW continued to assert to CARBand the EPA that
the increased emissions from these vehicles could be attributed to various technical issues and
unexpected in-use conditions. VW issued a voluntaryrecall in December2014 to address the
issue. CARB, incoordination with the EPA, conducted follow up testing of these vehicles both
in the laboratory and during normal road operation toconfirm the efficacy of the recall. When
the testing showed only a limited benefit totherecall, CARB broadened the testing to pinpoint
theexact technical nature of the vehicles' poor perfonnance, and to investigate why the vehicles'
onboard diagnostic system was not detecting the increased emissions. None of the potential
technical issues suggested by VW explained the higher test results consistently confirmed during
CARB's testing. It became clear that CARB and theEPA v^^ould not approve certificates of
conformity for VW's 2016 model year diesel vehicles until VW could adequately explain the
anomalous emissions andensure the agencies that the 2016 model yearvehicles would not have
similar issues. Only then did VWadmit it haddesigned and installed a defeat device in these
vehicles in the form of a sophisticated software algorithm thatdetected when a vehicle was
undergoing emissions testing.

VW knew or should have known that its"road calibration" and "switch"' together bypass, defeat,
or render inoperative elements of thevehicle design related to compliance with the CAA
emission standards. This is apptirent given the design of thesedefeat devices. As described
above, the software was designed to track the parameters of the federal test procedure and cause
emission control systems to underperform when the software determined that the vehicle was not
undergoing the federal test procedure.

VW's ''road calibration" and "switch" are AECDs' that were neither described nor justified in
the applicable COCapplications, and are illegal defeatdevices. Therefore each vehicle identified
bythe table below does notconform in a material respect to the vehicle specifications described
in the COC application. As such, VW violated section203(a)(1) of the CAA, 42 U.S.C.
§ 7522(a)(l), each time it sold, offered for sale, introduced into commerce, delivered for
introduction into commerce, or imported (orcaused any ofthe foregoing with respect to) one of
the hundreds of thousands of new motor vehicles within these test groups. Additionally, VW

' There may be numerous engine maps associated with VW's "road calibration" that are AECDs. and that may also
bedefeat devices. For ease ofdescription, the EPA is referring tothese maps collectively asthe "road calibration."
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violated section 203(a)(3)(B) of theCAA, 42 U.S.C. § 7522(a)(3)(B), each time it manufactured
and installed into these vehicles an ECMequippedwith the "switclv' and "road calibration."

The vehicles are identified by the table below. All vehicles are equipped with 2.0 liter diesel
engines.

Model Year EPA Test Group Make and Model(s)

2009 9VWXV02.035N VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen
2009 9VWXV02.0U5N VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen
2010 AVWXV02.0U5N VW Golf, VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi A3
2011 BVWX'V02.0U5N VW Golf, VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen,Audi A3
2012 CVWXV02.0U5N VW Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, VW Golf, VW

Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi A3
2012 CVWXV02.0U4S VW Passat

2013 DVWXV02.0U5N VW Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, VW Golf, VW
Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi A3

2013 DVWXV02.0U4S VW Passat

2014 EVWXV02.0U5N VW Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, VW GolT VW
Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi A3

2014 EVWXV02.0U4S VW Passat

2015 FVGAV02.0VAL VW Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, VW Golf, VW
Golf Sportwagen, VW Jetta, VW Passat. Audi A3

Enforcement

The EPA's investigation into this matter is continuing. The above table represents specific
violations that the EPA believes, at this point, are sufficiently supported by evidence to warrant
the allegations inthis NOV. The EPA may fmd additional violations as the investigation
continues.

The EPA is authorized to refer this matter to the United States Department of Justice for
initiation ofappropriate enforcement action. Among other things, persons who violate section
203(a)(3)(B) ol the CAA, 42 U.S.C. § 7522(a)(3)(B), are subject to a civil penalty of upto
$3,750 for each violation that occurred onor after Januarv- 13, 2009;''' CAA § 205(a), 42U.S.C.
§ 7524(a); 40 C.F.R. § 19.4. In addition, any manufacturer who, onor after January 13, 2009,
sold,oftered for sale, introduced intocommerce, delivered for introduction into commerce,
imported, or caused any of the foregoing actswithrespect to any newmotor vehicle thatwas not
covered by an EPA-issued COC is subject, among other things, to a civil penalty of upto
S37,500 Ibr each violation.'-' CAA §205(a), 42 U.S.C. § 7524(a); 40C.F.R. § 19.4. The EPA
may seek, anddistrict courts may order, equitable remedies to further address these alleged
violations. CAA § 204(a),42 U.S.C. § 7523(a).

f S2,750 for violations occurring prior to Januar>' 13, 2009.
S32,500 forviolations occurring priorto January 13,2009.
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The EPA is available to discuss this matter withyou. Please contactMeetuKauK the EPA
attorney assigned to this matter, to discuss this NOV. Ms. Kaul can be reached as follows:

Meetu Kaul

U.S. EPA, Air Enforcement Division
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
William Jefferson Clinton Federal Building
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-5472
kaul.meetu@epa.gov

Sincerely,

Phillip
Director

Air Enforcement Division

Office of Civil Enforcement

Copy;
Todd Sax, California Air Resources Board
Walter Benjamin Fisherow, United States Department of Justice
Stuart Drake, Kirkland & Ellis LLP
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ARB LETTER TO VW

Air Resources Board
Mary D. Nichols, Chair
9480 T^lstar Avenue. Suite 4

MatthBw R0<lrt,u» a California 91731 •v««.arb.ca.gov Edmund^^^ Jr.
Secretary for

gfrvwrwienJa/ Brofecttort

Reference No. IUC-2015-007

September 18, 2015

Volkswagen AG
Audi AG
Volkswagen Group of America, Inc.
Through:

David Geanacopoulos
Executive Vice President and General Counsel, Government Affairs
Volkswagen Group of America
2200 Ferdinand Porsche Drive
Herndon. VA 20171

Stuart Johnson

General Manager
Engineering and Environmental Office
Volkswagen Group of America
3800 Hamlin Road

Auburn Hills. Ml 48326

Re: Admission of Defeat Device and California Air Resources Board's Requests

Dear Mr. Geanacopoulos and Mr. Johnson:

In order to protect public health and the environmentfrom hamiful pollutants, the
Calrfornia Air Resources Board (CARS) rigorously implements its vehicle regulations
through its certification, in use compliance, and enforcement programs. In addition to
the new vehicle certification process, CARS regulariy tests automobiles to ensure their
emissions performance is as expected throughout their useful life, and performs
investigative testing ifwarranted. CARB was engaged in dialogue with our European
counterparts concerning high in use emissions from light duty diesels. CARB deployed
a number of efforts using portable measurement systems and other approaches to
increase our understanding for the California fleet. In2014, the International Council for
Clean Transportation (ICCT) and West Virginia University (WVU) identified through their
test program,and broughtto the CARB's and the United States Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA) attention, concerns of elevated oxides of nitrogen (NOx)
emissions over rea^worid driving. The ICCTactions were consistent and
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complementery to ouractivrtles. This prompted CARS tostart an investigation and
discussions with the Volkswagen Group of America (VW) on the reasons behind these
high NOx emissions observed ontheir 2.0 liter diesel vehicles over real world driving
conditions. Asyou know, these discussions overseveral months culminated in WV's
admission in early September2015that ithas, sincemodel year2009, employed a
defeat device to circumvent GARB and the EPA emission test procedures,

VW initiated testing to replicate the ICCT/VWU testing and identify the technical reasons
for the high on-road emissions. VW shared the results ofthis testing and a proposed
recalibration fix for the Gen1 (Lean NOx Trap technology) and Gen2 (Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR) technology) with CARB staffon December 2,2014. Basedon this
meeting, CARB and EPA at that time agreed thatVW could implement the software
recall; however, CARB cautionedVW that rf our confirmatory testing showed that the fix
did not address the on-road NOx issues, they would have to conduct another recall.
Based on this meeting, VW initiated a voluntary recall in December 2014 which,
according to VW, affected approximately 500,000 vehicles in the United States (-^50,000
inCalifornia). The recall affected all2009 to 2014model-year dieselfueled vehicles
equipped with Geni and Gen2 technology. This recall was claimed to have fixed
among other things, the increased real world driving NOxissue,

CARB commenced confirmatory testing on May 6,2015 to determine the efficacy of the
recall on both the Geni and Gen2 vehicles. CARB confinmatory testing was completed
on a 2012 model-year Gen2 VW, test groupCVWX02.0y4S, to be followed with Geni
testing. GARB stafftested this vehicle on required certification cycles (FTP, US06 and
HWFET) and over-the-road using a Portable Emission Measurement Systems (PEMS).
On some certification cycles, the recall calibration resulted inthe vehicle failing the NOx
standard. Over-the-road PEMS testing showed that the recall calibration did reduce the
emissions to some degree but NOx emissions were still significantly higherthan
expected.

To have a more controlled evaluation of the high NOx observed over the road, CARB
developed a special dynamometercyclewhich consisted of driving the Phase 2 portion
of the FTP repeatedly. This special cycle revealed that VWs recall calibration did
increase DieselExhaust Fluid (DEF) dosing upon initial startup; however, dosing was
not sufficient to keep NOx emission levels from rising throughout the cycle. This
resulted in uncontrolled NOx emissions despite the SCR reaching sufficientoperating
temperatures.

CARB shared its test results with VW on July 8,2015, CARB also shared its results
with the EPA, Several technical meetings with VWfollowed where VW disclosed that
Geni, Gen2 and the 2015 model-year improved SCR vehicle (known as the Gen3) had
a second calibration intended to run only during certification testing. Duringa meeting
on September 3, 2015, VW admitted to CARB and EPA staff that these vehicleswere
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designed and manufactured with a defeat device to bypass, defeat, or render
inoperative elements of the vehicles' emission control system. This defeat device was
neither described nor justified in the certification applications submitted to EPA and
CARB. Therefore, each vehicle so equipped would not be covered by a valid federal
Certificate of Conformity (COC) or CARB Executive Order (EO) and would be in
violation of federal and state law.

Based upon our testing and discussions with VW, CARB has determined that the
previous recall did not address the high on-road NOx emissions, and also resulted in
the vehicle failing certification standards. Therefore, the recall is deemed ineffective
and is deemed unapproved. WV must immediately initiate discussions with CARB to
determine the appropriate corrective action to rectifythe emission non-compliance and
return these vehicles to the claimed certifred configuration. CARB program and
enforcement staff is prepared to work closely with VW to find corrective actions to bring
these vehicles into compliance.

CARB has also initiated an enforcement investigation of WV regarding all model-year
2009 through 2015 light-duty diesel vehicles equipped with2.0 literengines. We expect
WVs full cooperation in this investigation so this issue can be addressed expeditiously
and appropriately.

Sincerely, /] j

Annette Hebert, Chief
Emissions Compliance. Automotive Regulations and Science Division

cc: Mr. Byron Bunker, Director
Compliance Division
Office of Transportation and Air Quality
Office of Air and Radiation

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Mr. Line Wehrly, Director
Environmental Protection Agency
Light-Duty Vehicle Center
2000 Travem^ood Drive
Ann Artjor, Ml 48105

Dr. Todd P. Sax. Chief
Enforcement Division
California Air Resources Board
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UNITED STATES
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHiNCTON, D.C. 30460

OrPICIAU BUSINESS
PENAUTV fon PRIVATS USE $300

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

POSTAGE ANO FEES PAID
U.S. EMVIRONMENTAl. PROTECTION AGENCY

CPA-339

09 A H
niTLO,CLARENCE
PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GRP
2000 P ST,NW
WASHINGTON oc 20036

^a^Environmental News
Holmes (202) 755-0710

Fitzwater <202) 755-0344

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE MONDAY, JULY 23, 19.73

EPA REFERS INVESTIGATION OF VOLKSWAGEN TO JUSTICE

The Enviroranentai Protection-^ Agency has referred to ,

the Justice Department for appropriate legal action its

investigation of the existence of unauthorized emission

control "defeat devices" on certain 1973 Volkswagens.

On July 12, 1972, EPA informed all auto manufacturers
selling cars in the U.S. that any defeat devices not ade
quately described in the 1973 auto certification applications
should be reported to EPA, and that any cars produced with
unidentified devices would not be considered certified.
Volkswagen did not respond to the July 12 letter.

Volkswagen did, however, list the existence of such
devices in its application for Federal certification of
1974 cars. EPA certifies all cars sold in the United States
as conforming to Federal.auto emission standards. No new cars
can be sold in the U.S. without that certification.

(more)
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EPA rejected the Volkswagen application for 1974
certification because of the listing of the "defeat de-

, Following that rejection, Volkswagen notified EPAon March 7, 1973, that similar devices had been installed
on certain 1973 models.

Volkswagen subsequently agreed to remove the devices
from 1973 production cars as of May 1, 1973.

In his July 16# 1973, letter of referral to Attorney
General Elliot L. Richardson, EPA Acting Assistant Adminis
trator for Enforcement and General Counsel-Alan G. Kirk, states;
"VJe believe that Volkswagen's .failure to report the existence
and description of the defeat devices, as requested by the •
Adjninistrator*s July letter, and its sale of vehicles equipped
vjith such devices may be inconsistent with the terms of the
certificate and in violation of provisions of the Clean Air Act."

The "defeat devices" consist of two temperature sensing
switches which deactivate part of the emissions control sys
tem. One cuts out the exhaust gas recirculation system at •
low temperatures on some VW squareback and fastback models.
The other overrides the transmission controlled spark ad
vance system at low temperatures on some bus-type station
wagons.

Prior to their removal, Volkswagen sold approximately
25,000 vehicles equipped with the defeat devices.

Section 203 of the Clean Air Act provides civil penalties
for failing to provide information as required by EPA, and
for the sale of uncertified vehicles.

Section 205 of the Act provides for a civil penalty of
not more than $10,000 for each vehicle in violation of the
Section 203 provisions.

# # #
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Dear Mr.

environmental protection agency
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20450

OFFICEOF THE
administrator '

It has been brought to my attention that for the 1973 model year
some autornobile manufacturers intend to install on new cars certain
devices the purpose of which is- to wholly or partially disable portions
of the emission control systems. .The purpose of this letter is to
advise you of the course of action that we will pursue to assure that the
use Oi such devices- is not inconsistent with the Clean Air Act.

• To put this Riattsr into context, we fully realize that the control
or emissions on a rnodern autouiobile is a highly coniplex matter/ It
frequently involves the use of sophisticated devices that modulate
spar.c advance, throttle setting, or exhaust gas recirculatlon to assure
that vehicle emissions are adequately controlled under varying operating
conditioPG and throughout the vehicle's usefiil life. To the Extent th-Tt
siich devices operate 1n qn essentially siniilar manner when the orotot^^e
ye.'iiicle is btfijic cestea ror co;*'/iicrice with 0;"niss1on standards and whsii
die vemcle is being operated under cypicd;! urbcai driving conditfFn=;,
their use may be appropriate, iheir use n;ay also be aopropriate to the
extent that such devices are used to protect the vehicle or the
emission control system against damage th=t n-ay occur under unusual
circumstances, or are needed to assure safe vehicle operation under
unusual and short-term circumstances,

. . ^wo general classes of devices that some manufacturers are planningto install in 1973 vehicles warrant special scrutiny. I am referring
ambienc Lemoerature related devices v/hich are designed so that the

entire emission control system is operative when the car is tested under
the Standard 6S^-8So F, test conditions, but which modify or disable .
such control systems when the vehicle is outside of that range; and to
accessory related devices which do the scrne thing when accessories that
are not operative during the official test are turned on.
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/ The purpose and effect of these kinds of devices require careful
you know, manufacturers applying for certification of

1973 model vehicles are presently required to'supply detailed data'V "
control related sensors, devices, switches, and. • . -

related components. I have directecTour'tecfinical staff to make a '
review of all Final Applications for. 1973- model year certification for
the purpose of evaluating the justification for all sensors, switches,
and related devices that are planned, to be installed on new 1973 model
year cars. On the basis of this review, you v/i'Jl be notified if the
Agency concludes that the use of any such siansor or device is inconsistent
with the intent of the Clean Air Act. ; Fifteen days after such notifica
tion» any new vehicles leaving your assembly 1fines v/ill not be allov/ed
to be equipped v/ith any operative sensors or. devices specifically

.disallowed. Accordingly, if your company plans to use sensors or devices
in 1973 model vehicles which.may adversely affect emission control .
under conditions or during operations likely toyoccur in actual use,. I
strongly urge that you promptly undertake the necessary technical work .
that v/ill apow you to remove such sensors or dayices ,from production
vehicles, or to render them inoperative to.the satisfaction of the. ' '
Administrator if they cannot be physically removed after the 15-day
period following notification expires..? ' . -

To effectuate this procedure..fojr.^reyiew,"of, s^ emission
control' related devices used bn 1973^modet'^'al 1^^c^rtinHtes' of
ccnfcmiity issued with respect to 1.973; vehicles VJill b^ subject: to the <4-
terms and conditions set forth as Appendix A to ciiis.letter. .

You may wish to review the material that you have already submitted
to our technical staff in supjDort of your Final Application for Certi- •
fication of 1973 model vehicles in order to make certain that such data
is complete as to the identification of all eir.Usion control related
sensors or devices or in terms of a justification for their use. If.
you conclude that data previously submitted is incomplete, Z urge you
to supply the Director of the Division of Certification and Surveillance
in Ann Arbor," Michigan, with such supplemental wiaterial as you wish to
have considered in our evaluation of this matter :"is it affects, your
vehicles. Such additional information should reach us v/ithin 30 days
of the date of this letter, to be effectively considered in this
review. No certificate of conformity issued by this Agency will be
deemed to c'o/er any vehicle or class of vehicles viin'ch have installed
on them devices of this type which were not described in your Final
Application, or the function of which was so inadequately described as
not to allow us to ascertain their true purpose or operational
characteristics.
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To control such practices in the future, we intend shortly to
propose new regulations which will provide that, beginning with 1974
model year vehicles, emission control related sensors or devices can
be installed in new vehicles only with the advance approval of the
Environmental Protection Agency^ The burden of proof will be on the
manufacturer to demonstrate in each instance that any such sensors,
switches, or devices do not adversely affect emission control under
conditions or during operations likely to occur in actual use.

• ••••.•

Sincerely yours.

Wil3iani D. Ruckelshaus
Administrator

Enclosure
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APPENDIX A I
I ••
i

conditions^^*^^^^ of conformity Is Issued subject to the fonowing
soon as practlcable after Issuance of this certificate the

Administrator will undertake an examination of the purpose and effect
system, device, or scheme employed by the menufac-urer which

wholly or partially disables any portion of the emission control system
in . u 2? veh*icle(s) or engines(s) covered by this certificateor v/hich othewise adversely affects the emission control performance
of such veiiicle{s) or engines(s) during any driving or operating
condition likely to occur in actual use,

♦

2. Upon completion of the examination, the Administrator may
issua a notice to the manufacturer that the use of any such system,
device, or scheme is inconsistent with the intent of the Clean Air Act.

I ' . - •
vehicle or engine manufactured after the 15th day after

the Q3te of issuance of the notice by the Administrator (or such other
day as the Administrator may prescribe in such notice) shall be deemed
to be covered by this certificate of conformity, if it employs any system,
device, or schema the use of v/hich the-Auniinlotrator has. determined to
be inconsistent with the intent of the Clean Air Act under paragraph 2.

4. -K-o vehicle or engine manufactured at any time shall be deemed
to be.covered by this certificate of conformity if it employs any
system, device, or scheme which (a) wholly or partially disables
any portion of the emission control system installed on the vehicle
or the engine or which otherwise affects the emission control performance
of such vehicle(s) or engine{s) during any driving or operating
condition likely to occur in actual use, and (b) has not been included
in the manufacturer's Part II application for certification. "
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m THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

United States ofAmerica,

Plaintiff,

V.

Volkswagen ofAmerica, Inc.,

Defendant

Civil Action No.

CONSENT DECREE
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A. Plaintiff, the United States ofAmerica, at the request of the Administrator of the

United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") and by the authority ofthe Attorney

General, filed aComplaint against defendant Volkswagen ofAmerica, Inc., a New Jersey

corporation ("VWoA") alleging that defendant violated Section 208 ofthe Clean Air Act (the

"Act"), 42U.S.C. § 7542, and 40C.F.R. § 85.1903, byfailing to timely file anEmissions Defect

Information Report ("EDIR") with EPA as required by40 C.F.R. § 85.1903, regarding a defect

with anemission-related component known as the"front heated oxygen sensor** in model year

("MY") 1999 to2001 2.0L engines incertain light duty vehicles manufactured byVolkswagen

de MexicoSA. De C. V. and imported andsold by VWoAin the UnitedStates (the "Subject

Vehicles*').

B. VWoA submitted an EDIR for the Subject Vehicles to EPA dated June 15,2001,

and soon thereafter implemented a voluntary recall to correct the emissions-related defect in the

Subject Vehicles to: (a) reprogram the engine control module on all Subject Vehicles with

updated Front Heated Oxygen Sensor control software at no charge to the Subject Vehicle

Owner; and (b) inspect all Subject Vehicles and replace the defective Front Heated Oxygen

Sensor ifneeded at no charge to the Subject Vehicle Owner. VWoA's voluntary recall program

was successfully completed.

C. VWOA has agreed to implement enhancements, not now required by 40 C.F.R. §

85.1903, to its procedures for investigating possible defects in emissions-related components of

vehicles VWoA imports for sale in the United States and commensurate reporting requirements.

D. VWoA does not admit the violations alleged in the Complaint and nothing herein

shall constitute an admission of liability.

E. The United States and VWoA have consented to the entry ofthis Consent Decree
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without the trial ofany issues.

F. The United States and VWoA assert, and the Court by entering this Consent

Decree finds, that this Consent Decree has been negotiated bythe United States and VWoA in

good faith, that the implementation ofthis Consent Decree will avoid prolonged and

complicated litigation, and that this Consent Decree is fair, reasonable, and inthe public

interest.

NOW THEREFORE, it is hereby ORDERED AND DECREED as follows:

I. JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter ofthis action and the Parties

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331,1345, 1355, and Sections 203,204,205, and 208 ofthe Act, 42

U.S.C. §§ 7522,7523,7524, and 7527. Venue in this District is proper pursuant to Sections 204

and 205 ofthe Act, 42, U.S.C. § 7523 and 7524.

2. For purposes ofthis Consent Decree, VWOA agrees that the Complaint states a

claim upon which reliefmay be granted pursuant to Sections 203, 204, and 205 of the Act, 42

U.S.C. §§ 7522, 7523, and 7524.

II. DEFINITIONS

3. Terms which are defined in this Section (Definitions) shall have the following

meanings for purposes of this Consent Decree and its Appendices. Terms which are not defined

below or elsewhere in this Consent Decree or its Appendices shall have the meanings currently

set forth in the Sections 202,216, and 302 ofthe Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7521, 7550, and 7602, and

any regulations promulgated under Title II of the Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7521-7590.

a. "Act" means the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401 et s^.

-2-
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b. "Catalytic Converter" means the vehicle component or element ofdesign

known as the Catalytic Converter including any and all catalysts and any parts that are integral

to any converter or would necessitate converter replacement if it were to fail, such as the

converter shell,nipples, heatshield, andheaterandwarmup circuits.

c. "Certificate of Conformity" means a certificate issued by the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to Section 206of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7525.

d. "Consent Decree" or "Decree"means this Consent Decree, including any

Appendices identified herein.

e. "Day" means a calendar day. In computing any period of time under this

Consent Decree, where the last day would fall on a Saturday, Sunday, or Federal Holiday, the

period shall run until the close ofbusiness of the next working day.

f "Effective Date" of this Consent Decree is the date of its entry by the

Court.

g. "Emissions Defect Information Report" or "EDIR" means the report fi'om

the manufacturer to EPA as required by 40 C.F.R. § 85.1903 and Appendix B of this Consent

Decree.

h. "Emission-related Component" or "Component" means the design,

materials, or workmanship in a device, system, or assemblydescribed in the approved

Application for Certification (requiredby 40 C.F.R. 86.1843-01 and 86.1844-01,40 C.F.R.

86.098-22and like provisions of subpart A of40 C.F.R. part 85 and 40 C.F.R. part 86)

including complete engines.

i. "Emission-related Defect" means a defect in design, materials, or

-3-
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workmanship ina device, system, orassembly asdescribed inthe approved Application for

Certification (required by 40 C.F.R. 86.1843-01 and 86.1844-01,40 C.F.R. 86.098-22 and like

provisions of subpart A of 40 C.F.R. Part 85 and40 C.F.R. Part 86)which affects anyemission-

related parameteror specification as enumerated in Appendix VID of40 C.F.R.Part 85. For

purposes ofthis Consent Decreem "Emission-related Defect"doesnot include damage caused

by Owners improperlymaintaining or abusing their vehicles.

j. "Engine Family" means the basicclassificationunit ofa vehicle's product

line for a single Model Year within the meaning of40 C.F.R. § 85.2113(h).

k. "EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency or any

successor department or agency of the United States.

1. "Interest" means interest at the rate allowed on money judgments

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1961.

m. "Model Year" or "MY" means model year as defined in 40 C.F.R. §

86.082.2.

n. "Owner*' shall have the same meaning as "Ultimate Purchaser" as defined

by Section 216(5) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7550(5).

o. "Paragraph" means a portion of this ConsentDecree identifiedby an

Arabic numeral.

p. "Parties" means the United States and VWoA.

q. "Section" meansa portionofthisConsent Decreeidentified by a Roman

numeral and having multiple Paragraphs.

r. "SubjectVehicles" means those vehicles described in AppendixA.

-4-
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s. "VWoA" means Volkswagen ofAmerica, Inc., aNew Jersey Corporation,

t. "United States" means the United States ofAmerica, acting onbehalfof

EPA. .

III. APPLICABILITY

3. This Consent Decree applies toand is binding upon the United States and upon

VWoA, and itsemployees, contractors, agents, successors, and assigns. Unless approved bythe

Parties inwriting, anychange in VWoA's ownership orcoiporate status shall in nowayalter

VWoA's responsibilities under this Consent Decree. In any action to enforce this Consent

Decree, VWOA shall not raise as a defense the failure of its officers, directors, agents, servants,

contractors, or employees to take actions necessary to comply with the provisions ofthis

Consent Decree.

4. VWoA shall provide a copy of this Consent Decree to all officers, employees,

and agents whose duties might reasonably include compliance with any provision ofthis

Decree, as well as to any contractor retained to perform work required under this Consent

Decree. VWoA shall condition any such contract upon performance of the work in conformity

with the terms ofthis Consent Decree.

IV. COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS

5. VWoA shall enhance its system for monitoring and reporting Emission-related

Defects under 40 C.F.R. § 85.1903 with respect to vehicles manufactured or sold by VWOA

pursuant to a Certificate ofConformityby, within sixty (60) Days from the Effective Date of

this Consent Decree, establishingand implementing the protocols set forth in Appendix B

(Emission-Related Defect Monitoring and Reporting Protocols).

-5-
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6. Ifin the future VWoA identifies adesign or manufacturing defect that prevents

motor vehicles from meeting the appUcable standards of40 C.F.R. Part 86 by obtaining

information about Emission-related parts orsystems that have failed and the specific mode or

mechamsm ofthe failure, VWoA shall correct the defect as soon as reasonably possible for any

future production of motorvehicles in every Engine Family affected by the defect. The

obligation to correct the defect applies without regard towhether VWoA is required toconduct

a defect investigation pursuant to thisConsent Decree or to submit a defect report.

7. VWOA shall send a status report to EPA once a year which describes all actions

takenby VWOA to complywith the termsofthis ConsentDecreeduring the reportingperiod.

Status reports shall be submitted to EPA no later than January 31 and cover the immediately

preceding calendar year. The status report shall provide the following specific information, to

the extent that it is applicable and available:

a. Corporate name;

b. The name and title of the authorized representative to contact regarding

information in the status report;

c. A descriptionofeach investigationofan Emission-related Component

that VWoA commenced, continued, or concluded during the reporting period, including the

applicablepart number and a descriptionof the Emission-relatedComponent being investigated;

d. The status ofeach investigation VWoA commenced, continued or

concluded during the reporting period;

e. A description of the potentially affected vehicles, including Engine

Families, model, Model Year, and number ofvehicles manufactured;

-6-
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f. An estimate ofthe number and/or percentage ofeach class orcategory of

vehicles that have ormay have the Emission-related Defect, and an explanation how this

number was determined;

g. Whether an EDIR was filed and ifso on what date; and

h. If the investigation wasclosed or continued without filing an EDIR, the

reasons for such action.

V. REPORTING

8. Unless otherwise explicitly provided in this Consent Decree, EDIRs, status

reports, submissions, notifications to, or communications with the United States or VWoA shall

be deemed submitted on the date they are postmarked and sent by first class mail, overnight

receipt mail service, or by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested. Each EDIR,

status report, or other submission required by this Consent Decree or Appendix B shall be

accompanied by a transmittal letter referencing the appropriate paragraph or Appendix ofthis

Consent Decree.

9. VWoA shall, through a duly authorized representative having knowledge of the

contents ofthe EDIR, status report, or other submission, sign and certify under 28 U.S.C. §

1746 that:

I certify under penalty of law that I have examined and am
familiar with the information submitted in this document and all

attachments and that this document and its attachments were

prepared either by me personally or under my direction or
supervision in a manner designed to ensure that qualified and
knowledgeable personnel properly gather and present the
information contained therein. I further certify, based on my
personal knowledge or on my inquiry of those individuals
immediately responsible for obtaining the information, that the
infomiation is true, accurate and complete. I am aware that there

-7-
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aresignificant penalties for submitting false infonnation,
including the possibility offines and imprisonment for knowingly
and willfullysubmittinga materially false statement.

10. All EDJOR's, status reports, or other submissions required bythis Consent Decree

or Appendix B shall besubmitted to thepersons designated in Section XH of this Consent

Decree (Notices).

11. Thereporting requirements of this Consent Decree do not relieve VWoA of any

reporting obligation required by the Act or its implementing regulations, or by anyotherfederal,

state, or local law, regulation, permit, or other requirement.

12. Any infonnation provided pursuant to this Consent Decree may be used by the

United States in any proceeding to enforce the provisions of this Consent Decree and as

otherwise permitted by law.

M. RECORD KEEPING

13. VWoA shall maintain records regarding the Emission-related Defect Monitoring

and Reporting system described in Appendix B, in a form suitable for inspection, and which

shall be made available to EPA upon request, including infonnation gathered by VWoA to carry

out the requirements of this ConsentDecree. VWoA shall retain all such records for a period of

five (5) years firom the Effective Date of this Consent Decree.

14. AH information and documents submitted by VWoA to the United States pursuant

-8-
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to this Consent Decree shall be subject to public inspection, unless identified and supported as

confidential business information byVWoA in accordance with40 C.F.R. Part2.

VII. CIVIL PENALTY

15. Within thirty (30) Days after the Effective Date of this Consent Decree, VWoA

shall pay acivil penalty to the United States inthe amount of$1,100,000.00 together with

Interest accruing from thedate onwhich theConsent Decree is lodged with the Court.

16. Payment shall bemade byFedWire Electronic Funds Transfer ("EFT") to the

U.S. Department of Justice ("DOJ") in accordance with instructions to beprovided to VWoA

following lodging of the Consent Decree by the Financial Litigation Unitof the U.S. Attorney's

Office. Any EFT received at the DOT lockbox bank after 11:00 A.M. Eastern Time will be

credited on the next business day.

17. VWoA shall simultaneouslysend written notice ofpayment and a copy ofany

transmittal documentation (which should reference DOJ case number 90-5-2-1-08311 and the

civil action number of this case) to the United States in accordance with Section Xn. of this

Decree (Notices).

18. IfVWoA does not pay the civil penalty payment owed to the United States

within thirty (30) Days of the Effective Date of this Consent Decree, the payment is late. Late

payment of the civil penalty is subject to hiterest and Stipulated Penalties as provided below.

19. VWoA shall not deduct the civil penalty paid under this Section in calculating its

federal income tax.

20. The United States shall be deemed a judgment creditor for purposes ofcollection

ofthis penalty.

-9-
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Vm. STIPULATED PENALTIES

21. If VWoA fails topay the civil penalty required tobepaid under Section VII of

this Decree (Civil Penalty) when due, VWoA shall pay astipulated penalty of$1,000 per day for

each daythat thepayment is late. Late payment of thecivil penalty shall bemade inaccordance

with Paragraphs 16 and 17 of this Consent Decree. All transmittal correspondence shall state

that anysuchpayment is for latepayment of thecivilpenaltydue underthis Decree, or for

stipulated penalties for late payment, as applicable, andshall include the identifying information

set forth in Paragraphs 16 and 17.

22. VWoA shall be liable for stipulated penalties to the United States for failure to

comply with the requirements of this Consent Decree in the amounts set forth below.

a. For failure to establish the procedures to enhance VWoA's system for

monitoring and reporting ofEmission-related Defects required by Paragraph 5 within sixty (60)

Days from the Effective Date of this Consent Decree: $1,000 per day.

b. For failure to timely investigate possible Emission-related Defects,

timely file an EDIR, or for failure to file an EDBR. containing all available information, all as

pursuant to the requirements ofAppendix B:

For each violation Penalty

1st to 10th day $ 500 per day
11*to 30*^ day $ 750per day
After30*day $1,000 per day

c. For failure to timely file an annual status report that contains all available

information as required by Paragraph 7: $500 per day.

d. For failure to correct an Emission-related Defect in any future production.

-10-
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as required byParagraph 6: $250per affected vehicle.

e. For failure to maintain information or make such information available to

EPAas required by Paragraph 13: $500 per day per instance.

23. The stipulated penalties provided for in this Section VIHshall be in addition to

any other rights, remedies, or sanctions available to the United States for VWoA's violation of

this Consent Decree or applicable law.

24. StipulatedPenaltiesunder this Sectionshall begin to accrue on the day after

performance is due or on the day a violation occurs, whichever is applicable, and shall continue

to accrue until performanceis satisfactorilycompleted or until the violation ceases. Stipulated

Penalties shall accrue simultaneously for separate violations of this Consent Decree. VWoA

shall pay any Stipulated Penalties within 30 Days ofreceiving the United States*written

demand. Interest on any unpaid balance shall thereafter accrue from the date payment became

due.

25. The United States may, in its unreviewable discretion, reduce or waive stipulated

penalties otherwise due the United States under this Consent Decree.

26. Stipulated Penalties and Interestshall continueto accrue as providedin

Paragraph 24 duringanydisputeresolutionas provided by SectionIX, but need not be paid until

the following:

a. If the dispute is resolved by agreement or by a decision ofEPA that is not

appealed to the Court, VWoA shall pay accrued penalties determined to be owing to the United

States within 30 Days ofthe receipt ofEPA*s decision.

b. If the dispute is appealed to the Court and the United States prevails in

-11 -
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whole orinpart, VWoA shall pay all accrued penalties determined by the Court tobe owing

within 60 days ofreceiving the Coiirt's decision ororder, except as provided in Subparagraph c,

below.

c. If anyParty appeals theDistrict Court'sdecision, VWoA shall payall

accrued penalties determined to be owing within 15days of receiving the final appellate court

decision.

27. VWoA shall as directed by the United States in its demand, pay stipulated

penaltiesowing to the United States by EFT in accordance with Paragraphs16 and 17, or by

certified or cashier's check in the amount due, payable to the "U.S. Department of Justice,"

referencing DOJ No. 90-5-2-1-08311 and United States Attorney's Office file number C105-

00579, and delivered to the office of the United States Attorney for District of Columbia,

FinancialLitigationUnit, JudiciaryCenterBuilding,555 Fourth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

20001 with a transmittal letter referencing the civil action number of this action.

28. VWoA shall not deduct Stipulated Penalties paid under this Section in

calculating its federal income tax.

29. Subject to the provisionsofSection X (EffectofDecree/Reservation ofRights),

the Stipulated Penaltiesprovided for in this ConsentDecreeshall be in additionto anyother

rights, remedies, or sanctions available to the United Statesfor VWoA's violation ofthis

Consent Decreeor applicable law. Where a violation ofthis Consent Decree is alsoa violation

of the Act, VWoA shall be allowed a credit, for any Stipulated Penalties paid, against any

statutorypenalties imposed for such violation.

IX. DISPUTE RESOLUTION

-12-
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30. Unless otherwise expressly provided for in this Consent Decree, the dispute,

resolution procedures ofthis Section shall bethe exclusive mechanism toresolve disputes

arising under or with respect to this Consent Decree. VWoA's failure to seek resolution ofa

dispute under this Section shall preclude VWoA from raising anysuchissue as a defense to an

action bytheUnited States to enforce anyobligation of VWoA arising under thisDecree.

31. Infonnal Dispute Resolution. Any dispute subject to Dispute Resolutionunder

this Consent Decree shall first be the subject of infonnal negotiations. The dispute shall be

considered to have arisen when VWoA sends the United States a written Notice ofDispute.

Such Notice ofDispute shall state clearly the matter in dispute. The period of informal negotia

tions shall not exceed twenty (20) Days from the date the dispute arises, imless that period is

modified by written agreement between the Parties. If the Parties cannot resolve a dispute by

informal negotiations, then the position advanced by the United States shall be considered

binding unless, within fifteen (15) Days after the conclusion of the infonnal negotiation period,

VWoA invokes formal dispute resolution procedures as set forth below.

32. Fonnal Dispute Resolution. VWoA shall invoke formal dispute resolution

procedures,within the time period provided in the preceding Paragraph 31, by serving on the

United States a written Statement ofPosition regarding the matter in dispute. The Statement of

Position shall include, but may not necessarily be limited to, any factual data, analysis, or

opinion supporting Defendant's position and any supporting documentation relied upon by

Defendant,

33. The United States shall serve its Statement ofPosition within thirty (30) Days of
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receipt of VWoA's Statement of Position. The United States* Statement ofPosition shall

include, but may not necessarily be limited to, any factual data, analysis, or opinion supporting

that position and any supporting documentation relied upon bytheUnited States, The United

States' Statement of Position shallbe binding on VWoA, unless VWoA files a motion for

judicial review of the dispute in accordance with the following Paragraph 34.

34. VWoAmayseekjudicialreview of thedisputeby filing with the Courtand

serving onthe United States, inaccordance with Section XH of this Consent Decree (Notices), a

motion requesting judicial resolution of the dispute. The motion must be filed within thirty (30)

Daysof receiptof the United States' Statement ofPositionpursuantto the precedingParagraph

33. The motion shall contain a written statement ofVWoA's position on the matter in dispute,

including any supporting factual data, analysis, opinion, or documentation, and shall set forth

the relief requested and any schedule within which the dispute must be resolved for orderly

implementation of the Consent Decree.

35. The United States shall respond to VWoA's motion within the time period

allowed by the Local Rules of this Court. Defendant may file a reply memorandum, to the

extent permitted by the Local Rules.

36. In any dispute brou^t under Paragraph 34, VWoA shall bear the burden of

demonstrating that its position clearly complies with this Consent Decree and that VWoA is

entitled to relief under applicable law. The United States reserves the right to argue that its

position is reviewable only on the administrative record and must be upheld unless arbitrary and

capricious or otherwise not in accordance with law.

37. The invocation ofdispute resolution procedures under this Section shall not, by
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itself, extend, postpone, or affect in any way any obligation ofVWoA under this Consent

Decree, unless and until final resolution of the dispute so provides. Stipulated penalties with

respect to the disputed matter shall continue to accrue from the first day ofnoncompliance,but

payment shall be stayed pending resolution of the dispute as provided in Paragraph 26. If

VWoA does not prevail on the disputed issue, stipulated penalties shall be assessed and paid as

provided in Section Vm (Stipulated Penalties).

X EFFECT OF SETTLEMENT/RESERVATION OF RIGHTS

38. This Consent Decree resolves the civil claims of the United States for the

violations alleged in the Complaint filed in this action throughthe date this ConsentDecreeis

lodged with the Court.

39. The United States reserves all legal and equitable remedies available to enforce

theprovisions of this Consent Decree, except asexpressly stated inParagraph 38. This Consent

Decree shall notbe construed to limitthe rights of the United States to obtain penalties or

injunctive reliefunderthe Actor implementing regulations, or under other federal laws,

regulations, or permit conditions, except asexpressly specified inParagr^h 38.

40. This Consent Decree is not a permit, or a modification ofanypermit,underany

federal. State, or local laws orregulations. VWoA isresponsible for achieving and maintaining

complete compliance with all applicable federal, State, and local laws, regulations, and permits;

andVWOA's compliance with thisConsent Decree shall be nodefense to any action

commenced pursuant to anysuchlaws, regulations, or permits.

41. This Consent Decreedoesnot limitor affect the rightsofVWoAor of the United

States against anythird parties, notparty to thisConsent Decree, nordoes it limit therights of
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third parties, not party to this Consent Decree, against VWoA, except as otherwise provided by

law.

42. This Consent Decree shall notbeconstrued tocreate rights in, orgrant any cause

ofactionto, any third partynot party to this ConsentDecree.

XI. COSTS OF SUIT

43. The Parties shallbear their own costs of this action, including attorneys' fees,

except that the United States shall be entitled to collect the costs (includingattorneys' fees)

incurred in any action necessaryto collect any portion ofthe civil penalty or any Stipulated

Penalties due but not paid by VWoA.

XII. NOTICES

44. Except as otherwise specificallyprovided herein, when written notification to or

communication with the United States, EPA, or VWoA is required by the terms of this Consent

Decree, it shall be addressed as follows;

As to the United States:

Chief

Environmental Enforcement Section

U.S. Department ofJustice
P.O. Box 7611, Ben Franklin Station
Washington D.C. 20044-7611
Re: DOJ No. 90-5-2-1-08331

For EPA:

Director

Certification and Compliance Division (6403J)
Office ofTransportation and Air Quality
Office ofAir and Radiation

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1310 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
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Acting Director
Air Enforcement Division (2242A)
Office ofRegulatory Enforcement
Office ofEnforcement and Compliance Assurance
U.S. Environmental ProtectionAgency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Ariel Rios Building South
Washington, D.C. 20004

With a copv to:

Thomas M. Bail, Program Manager
Certification and Compliance Division
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
2000 Traverwood

Ann Arbor, MI 48105

Angela Fitzgerald, Esq.
Air Enforcement Division

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004

As to VWoA:

Norbert Krause

Director, Engineering and Envh-onmental Office
Volkswagen ofAmerica, Inc.
3800 Hamlin Road

Auburn Hills, MI 48326

With a copy to:

Kevin M. McDonald, Esq.
Associate Counsel

Volkswagen ofAmerica, Inc.
3800 Hamlin Road

Auburn Hills, MI 48326

45. All Parties to the Consent Decree may change the address for providing notices
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to it byserving allother addressees identified above with a vmtten notice setting forth thenew

address.

Xin. EFFECTIVE DATE

46. The EffectiveDate of this ConsentDecreeshall be the date uponwhich this

Consent Decree is entered by the Court.

XIV. RETENTION OF JURISDICTION

47. The Court shall retain jurisdiction over this case until termination of this Consent

Decree, for the purpose ofresolving disputes arising under this Decree or entering orders

modifying this Decree, pursuant to Sections DC and XV, or effectuating or enforcing compliance

with the terms of this Decree.

XV. MODIFICATION AND TERMINATION

48. The terms ofthis Consent Decree may be modified only by a subsequent written

agreement signed by all the Parties. Where the modification constitutes a material change to

any term of this Decree, it shall be effective only upon approval by the Court.

49. This Consent Decree will terminate upon further order of this Court at any time

after the fifthyear anniversary of its Effective Date afterVWoA servesupon the UnitedStates,

togetherwith all necessary supporting documentation, a Request for Termination statingthat

VWoAhas:

a. paid in full the civil penalties and any accrued Interest imposed by this

Consent Decree;

b. paid in full any stipulated penalties imposed by this Consent Decree; and
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c. completed all other requirementsof this Consent Decree.

50. Following receipt by the United States ofVWoA's Request for Modification or

Request for Termination, the Parties shall confer informally concerning the Request and any

disagreement that the Parties may have as to whether VWoA has satisfactorily complied with

the requirements for tennination ofthis Consent Decree. If the United States, after consultation

withEPA, agrees thatthe Decree may be terminated, theParties shall submit, for theCourt's

approval, a joint stipulation terminating the Decree.

51. If the United States, afterconsultation withEPA,doesnot agree that theDecree

may be terminated, VWoA may invoke Dispute Resolution under Section IX of this Decree.

VWoAshallnot, however, seekDisputeResolution ofany disputeregarding termination, under

Paragraph31 of this Consent Decree, until 120 days after service ofits Request for Termination.

XVI. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

52. This Consent Decree shall be lodged with the Court for a period ofnot less than

30 days for public notice and comment in accordance with 28 C.F.R. § 50.7. The United States

reserves the right to withdraw or withhold its consent if the comments regarding the Consent

Decree disclose facts or considerations indicating that the Consent Decree is inappropriate,

improper, or inadequate.

XVII. SIGNATORIES/SERVICE

53. Each undersigned representative ofVWoA and the Assistant Attorney General

for the Enviroiunent and Natural Resources Division of the Department of Justice certifies that

he or she is fully authorized to enter into the terms and conditions of this Consent Decree and to

execute and legally bind the Party he or she represents to this document.
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54. This Consent Decree may be signed in counterparts, and its validity shall not be

challenged on that basis.

55. VWoA agrees not to oppose entry ofthis Consent Decree by the Court orto

challenge any provision of theDecree, unless the United States hasnotified Defendant in

writing that it no longer supports entry of the Decree.

56. VWoA agrees toaccept service ofprocess bymail with respect toallmatters

arising under orrelating to this Consent Decree and to waive the formal service requirements set

forth inRules 4 and 5 of theFederal Rules of Civil Procedure andany applicable Local Rules of

this Court including, but not limited to, service ofa summons.

XVIII. INTEGRATION

57. This ConsentDecreeand its Appendices constitutes the final, complete, and

exclusiveagreementand understanding among the Partiesv^ath respect to the settlement

embodied in the Decree and supersedes all prior agreementsand understandings,whether oral or

written, concerning the settlement embodied herein. Other than the Appendices, which are

attached to and incorporated in this Decree,no other document, nor any representation,

inducement, agreement, understanding, or promise, constitutes any part of this Decree or the

settlement it represents, nor shall it be used in construing the terms of this Decree.

XIX. FINAL JUDGMENT

58. Upon approval and entry of this Consent Decree by the Court, this Consent

Decree shall constitute a final judgment of the Court as to the United States and VWoA.

XX. APPENDICES
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59. The following appendices are attached toand incorporated into this Consent

'Appendix A" is the Listof Subject Vehicles.

'Appendix B"is the Emission-Reiated Defect Monitoring and Reporting Protocols.

Decree:

Approved and entered this day of , 2005.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

For the District of Columbia

FOR PLAINTIFF, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

KELUfXjOHNSO^ , D.C. Bar # 431431714

ActingAssistantAttorneyGeneral
Environment and Natural Resources Division

U.S. Department ofJustice
10th & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

),C 20530

Dated:

Dated:

JERSQJZ. ELLINGTON, Colorado Bar # 9696
Senior Counsel

Environmental Enforcement Section

United States Department of Justice
999 18*^ Street,Suite 945NT
Denver, CO 80202
Telephone: (303) 312-7321

KENNETH L. WAINSTEIN, D.C. BAR # 451058
United States Attomey for the District ofColumbia
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ilTH \C3(10RGAN, D.C. Bar #422665
Assistant U. S. Attorney
Judiciary Center Building
555 Fourth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
Telephone; (202) 514-^66

Dated: 5 - \ VoS

LS'-orDated: ip
THOMAS SKINNER
Assistant Administrator

Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
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FOR DEFENDANT, VOLKSWAGEN OF AMERICA, INC.

NOpERTKRAUSE
Director, Engineering and Environmental Office
Volkswagen ofAmerica, Inc.
3800 Hamlin Road

Auburn Hills, MI 48326

FOLZ, ESQ.
Executive Director, Public Affairs,

General Counsel & Secretary
Volkswagen of America, Inc.
3800 Hamlin Road

Auburn Hills, MI 48326

KEMIN M. MCDONALD, ESQ.
Associate Counsel

Volkswagen of America, Inc.
3800 Hamlin Road

Auburn Hills, MI 48326

. sj
Dated

Dated:

Dated:-iMiOS
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Model

Year

1999

1999

2000

2000

2001

2001

APPENDIX A

Make Model Engine Family

Volkswagen Golfi'Jetta/New Beetle (Tier 1) XVWXV02.0222

Volkswagen Golfi'Jetta/New Beetle (LEV) XVWXV02.0227

Volkswagen Golfi'Jetta/NewBeetle (Tier 1) YVWXV02.0222

Volkswagen Golfi'Jetta/New Beetle (LEV) YVWXV02.0227

Volkswagen Golfi'Jetta/New Beetle (Tier 1) 1 VWXV02.0227

Volkswagen Golfi'Jetta/New Beetle (LEV) 1 VWXV02.0222
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APPENDIX B

EMISSION-RELATED DEFECT MONITORING AND REPORTING PROTOCOLS

Within the time-frame specified in the Consent Decree to whichthisAppendix B is

attached andmadea part,VWOA shall enhance its system formonitoring andreporting

Emission-related Defectsunder40 C.F.R. § 85,1903 with respectto vehiclesmanufactured or

sold by VWoApursuantto a Certificate of Conformity by implementing the following protocols

for investigating and reporting Emission-relatedDefects.

1. Investigation ofPotential Emission-related Defects.

a. VWoA shall commence an investigation to determine if an Emission-

related Defect exists within a given class or category ofvehicles or within an Engine Family

whenever VWoA has reason to believe that the number ofvehicles that may have the Emission-

related Defect is equal to or exceeds the following thresholds (with percentages stated as in

relation to the total number ofvehicles with the class, category, or Engine Family).

i. If the Emission-related Component is a Catalytic Converter,

electronic control module, or other after-treatment device: 2% or 2,000, whichever is

less; or

ii. If the Emission-related Component is something other than a

Catalytic Converter, electroniccontrol module, or other after-treatmentdevice: 4% or

4,000, whichever is less.
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b. In detemiining whether vehicles within agiven class, category, or Engine

Family may have apotential Emission-related Defect for purposes ofthe preceding paragraph

l.a.,VWoA shall consider information derived from records reflecting the sale and delivery of

replacement parts to dealers. In addition, a particularvehicle shall be deemedto havea

potential Emission-related Defect for purposes ofthepreceding paragraph l.a. if any of the

following has occurredwithin the particularvehicle's Useful Life:

i. A warranty claim foranEmission-related Component is paid by

VWoA pursuant to a warranty issued by VWOA;

ii. VWoA receives any other information from its dealers or Owners

indicating an Emission-related Defect may exist;

iii. An Emission-related component was repaired or replaced by a

VWoA dealer after its sale and delivery to the ultimate purchaser.

c. VWoA's investigation shall be prompt, thorough, consider all relevant

information which is available or reasonably obtainable, follow scientific and engineering

principles, ^d be designed to obtain the informa;tion which VWoA is required to investigate or

report.

d. If an Emission-related Component that has been determined to be

defective has been installed in or is present in other MY vehicles or Engine Families, VWoA

shall investigate whether such Emission-related Defect is in those additional MY vehicles or

Engine Families. VWoA shall include the results of such investigation as part ofthe Defect

Report.
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e. If VWoA terminates aninvestigation after determining that thenumber

ofvehicles potentially having an Emission-related Defect is less that the thresholds specified in

the preceding paragraph La., and VWoA subsequently acquires other information indicating

that the thresholds ofparagraph 1.a, may be exceeded, VWoA shall resume its investigation and

include theinformation from its earlier investigation to determine whether or notVWoA must

submit an EDIR.

2. Reporting Emission-related Defects.

a. VWoA shall submit an EDIR to EPA whenever VWOA determines,

based upon its investigation, that an Emission-related Defect exists in the number ofvehicles

withinthe class, cMegory, or Engine Familythat is equal to or exceeds the following thresholds

(withpercentages stated as in relation to the total number ofvehicles with the class,category, or

Engine Family):

i. If the Emission-related Component is a Catalytic Converter,

engine control module, or other after-treatment device, and the total number ofvehicles

within the class, category, or Engine Family is 2,500 or less: 25 or more.

ii- If the Emission-related Component is a Catalytic Converter,

electronic control module, or other after-treatment device, and the total number of

vehicles within the class, category, or Engine Family is more than 2,500: 1% or 500,

whichever is less.

iii. If the Emission-related Component is a component other than a

Catalytic Converter, electronic control module, or other after treatment device, and the
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total number ofvehicles within the given class, category, orEngine Group is2,500 or

less: 50 or more.

iv. If theEmissions-related Component is a component other than a

Catalytic Converter, electronic control module, orother after-treatment device, and the

number ofvehicles within thegiven class, category, orEngine Group ismore than

2,500: 2% or 1,000, whichever is less.

b. VWoA shallsubmit an EDIR within fifteen Days of the date that the

threshold criteria set forth in thepreceding paragraph 2.a. are met. VWoA shall sendtheEDIR

to:

Director

Certificate and Compliance Division

National Vehicleand Fuel EmissionLaboratory
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

2565 Plymouth Road

Ann Arbor, MI 48105

c. An EDIR shall contain the following information, to the extent that the

information is available:

i. Corporate name;

ii. An authorized representative ofVWoA for EPA to contact

regardmg the Emission-related Defect;

iii. A description of the Emission-related Defect including a summary

ofany engineering analyses and associated data;
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iv. Adescription of the vehicles that may have the Emission-related

Defect, including engine families, models, model years, range ofproduction dates, and

number of vehicles manufactured;

V. Anestimate of the number and/or percentage of eachclass or

category of vehicles or within an Engine Family that may have the Emission-related

Defect, and anexplanation of how this number or percentage was determined;

vi. Anestimate of theemissions impact, if any, attributable to the

Emission-related Defect, the basis for such estimate, and a summary ofany emission

data showing the impactof the Emission-related Defect; and

vii. A description of VWoA's plan forcorrectingthe Emission-related

Defect, or an explanationofwhy VWOA does not believe the Emission-related Defect

should be corrected.

c. VWoA shall continue its investigation until it obtains all information

necessary to provide a complete EDIR. Foranyitems notcomplete, VWoA shall promptly send

EPA an updated or supplemental EDIR when new or additional information is available.

d. Notwithstanding the above, VWoA shall not be exempt from

compliance with 40 C.F.R. § 85.1903, or anyregulation amending or replacing it. Until such

time that 40 CFR 85.1903 is amended or replaced, VWoA shall in accordance with 40 C.F.R. §

85.1903 file an EDIR with EPAwhenever VWoA determines thata specific Emission-related

Defect exists in twenty-five or more vehicles or engines of thesamemodel year.
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M'̂ icls Inventory Ccitiilcd p^c•o^^nv^J Twhuology rnyAvtJi Scarch am

o

Getting morefromless. Audipioneered TDI® cleandiesel engines to delivermoretorque, lowerfuel consumption andreduceC02 emissions^
comparedto equivalent gasolineengines. The resultofthis revolutionaiy engineering deliversremarkable performance, whileachieving increased fuel
economy.

Fuel for thought

{he power 'it dIc.H'l.

hnp7A\'\%'w.audtusa.com/techDoIogy/cfriciciic>'Adi[9/23/20IS 8:53:48 AM]
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Wc thoughtyoushould know:Dieselsportsa greaterpowa densiw than
traditionalgasoline.A\1iich means thata gatkmof dieselfuelhas about 15%more

energythana comparableamountof gas, andcombustsnmrccfTiciently in the
engine.

>' Download TDIS- brM:huK

The science behind the intelligent choice
riic iM't ol* rcllnvuiciU.

Gi>vn the understanding that a dropofdiesel has more inherent energy than the

same amountof gasoline,but they start as the exact same thing: crude oil. Take a

visual look at ho^v TDI^ cteao dicsel is xniarter.

hltp:/A^-\^'^%'.audiusa.com/lechnolog>'/e^^tcienc)-Adi(9/23/20l5 8:53:48 AM]

IliiiSiBSiliSBlB

^ y. v;
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How far will you go?

Selcctyournwdcl,ci^m and yourdn^ingbelavior lu conipin: thedifraence tKmien AudiIDIS cleandtCKlenginesandconiTntioiutgasolineengines.

* Dinlwci

Vehicle inndel

Available Engines

3.0 TDI»

2.o-n=si®

Your Driving Behavior

Approximate miles per year:

l^ojeeted years of ouiiership:

Qj Ci '̂ ^ Highvray Combined

Benefils of TDI® clean iliesd (vs. gas model)

BaKtl onHPAcsltmalesand assiunplions.Yoursavings,mileageand resultswillvaj>'.For key infoon fuel economyand assiifflptions, dkkhen.

Lo\\-er estimated C02 emissions

17%
to pci

Ilighivi^' Estimg

!rt vidJiltftii to jiSj!or /..iJ fuei crtTcjo.-h;y. CO" ciW'iMWii crt

Ilighivi^' Estimgtcd fuel cconomy

htlp:/Annv.auiiiusa.eom/kccIinology/cirieieneyAdi(9/23/20IS 8:53:48 AM]

-o
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Fc^xerestimated trips to the pump

^5%
Tr.v .Iw-i'i -.u.'-f. v '.vr^, •.n.x.Jn'iV >

Estimated fuel savings

Si

911
(''/v'l '.lu" ' -f "-r ^V»cvc! ^vu •:;;00-

Range Dinerencc

TDI»-729 6 miles/tanks

TFSI^-693 milei/tanks

Power

Torque

Accelerttion

Mtk« per g^iUon

240hp@ 3,500-3,750rpm

42« lb.ft % 1.750-2.250 ipni
0 to 60 in 5 5 sec.

25 City / 38 Ittghway / 30 Combined

The future can look brighter

httpr/Awnv.ftudiusa com/tochnoIog37efnctenc\'Adil9/23/2015 S;53:48AM)

Gasoline

Poner

Torque

Acrckratioa

Miles per gallon

252hp@ 5.000^.000 rpm

273 Ib-ft @ 1.600-1.500 rpm

0 to 60 in 6.7 see.

24Cit>- / 35Htghi^ny/ 28 Combined
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A cleaner future

Is now.

With the 1'DIX-cican diesel, Audi is pion««mig the way for the vehicles and fuels of lomonrow. 12% lower C02 «

than gasoline.TDIS> is kind to the planet sikI has superior fiiel efTiciency combined with more torque and ({uick

accelcratioa An unbeatable combination *

http;/A«^^-^v.audiusa.coIn/technoIog\7eflicienc>'Adi(9/23/20IS 8:53:48 AM)

Intelligent performance

Kirifiencv sljoul/la'l frol tfijs po'.vpifui.

Audi TDi t>clean diesel technology-is packed with low-end torque, giving you incredible acceleration and passing power.

So even though you feel the power kick in at higher speeds,the ingeniousTDIS>engine betps rcduccfuel consumption.
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AudiTDIS-•CleanDieselTechnotogv-1 AudiUSA

+20'3

There's more to a drop

F;icl den.Nilyi< fuel Ui'stiny.

With astonishing beneHts, TDI® exploits fuel, ensuring yougetmore from cdchdrop. Kach contains I5%more energ>' than
gasoline, innstaiing to 30%betterfuelcconomy and20%fewer tripsto thepump. That'stimeyougetbacktoexperience
atl of life's little luxuries.

bnp:/Av-mv.audiiiu.<»in/icchiKilngy/eiricicncyAilil9/23/20IS R:53:4$ AMI

Take back the horizon
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AudiTDIR-CleanOieiclTcchnolog)-1 Ai*liUSA

2014 TDI® model lineup

Withcveiything TDI&cleandteselhasto otTer, it'snogrander it'stheintelligent choice. It startsuith incredible
peifoimance, efficiency anda range second tonone. Italsoturnsoiuitcould nukethexwrld acleaner place—by cutting

! by 12%.

>' View TDIS model

hap:/At^>iv.audiusa.cam/technology/cfnciency/ldi|9/23'20l5 8:53:48 AM]

Kasy. v.illi nioro [|i;m 650 mile* per

With moteiMn650miles pertank. Audi TDI® cican diesel takes youfarther (haneverbefore. Drive from NewYork to
Chicago orDallas toAtlanta, it's allpossible onone lank. Going fonher has nev-er been more elegant Soyou can enji^
dri\-ing for 12hours—on one lank.
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AudiTDIS - Clcsn DickI Tcchnolog)'| AudiUSA

Videos

it*s time to rethink diesd

Undeniabletruths of TDI9 clean dieseldispel common

Riisperceptions.

http:/Av\>'\v.audiusa.com^hrK>tog>7e!11cieDcy/idi(9/23/2015 8:53:4$AM)

Audi chsllenges the status quo

The norm is nc\%racceptable.It is an opportunity'to

progress.

>' View video

Clean Diesel

Clean dfesd technology explained

Understandhowclean technology impacls fuel efftcienc}'and performance,\x-hile beinga

choice.

>' Eiplore dearly belter dicsel

Taking you farther—on less

From Chicago to New York. On one tank.

>' View video
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Audi TDI$>- Clean Diesel Technology | Athii USA

Models ofnote

A6 TDI®

Sl.n-tin:; ;ll J5'',50!l

h«p:/A»v\v.au<liu!u.ccm/lechnology/efi1cicn«7)>lit9/23/201S 8:53:48AM|

Q5TDI®

Sl.ii lin;; at

Audi TDI®—looking forward

The n>n»1 important thing pnivcml Audi TDI]C> clean

diesel is the future.
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Audi TDIS' -Clean DIcmITechnology| Audi USA

More Audi innovation ^ m-ktv"
y AudiTFSIS-

AS L TDI®

Siariini; at SSj.lOD

Explore more truth in csigincering.

> Audie-tnui^

>' LEDtedinolo^

* Oli«r taJnffictmi.2.2*tky V hisKway/Z?MmbumSn«« (2014Q»nx»«lc*a<lk«lwim dsbUipecdTipVMMt IrMimMiniind AhJItfuotot jtKwhed RPAotiaulo. Yiwndcace mil vvy.

Eiplorc Aurfi

> Hoinc

> Find a dealer

> AboulAudi

>Hetp

> Careers

> Disclaimer

> Privacy policy

> fnlercst based ads

> Audi colleclion store

hnp:/A«uw.auJiu».c(>m/technology/efIlciet>cyA4li(9/23/2015 S:53:48AM]
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AudiTDISI- CleanDieselT«hnology | AudiUSA

y Audi brochures

> Nei\:sT00in

Audicf Americt.AUrightsreserved.

OCoi^Sht20tS

http'7Avw>v^udiusa.coni/technobg>7efnciencyAd]{9/23/20]5 fttSVAB AM]

.# MS'
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VW Features - TDI Clean Diesel | Volkswagen
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Efficiency. Now
available without

compromise.
Hybrids aren't the only game in town. TDl®

Clean Diesel engines offer up impressive

efficiency numbers too. Take the Passat TDl

for starters. It can go up to 814 miles

uninterrupted. Now that's a game changer.

https;//web.archive.org/web/20150330110301/http:/www.v\v.com/features/clean-diesel/[9/23/2015 8:55:26 AMJ

mtM

V*

: •••••
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VWFeatures - TDIClean Diesel | Volkswagen

• Seven efficient models to choose from

• Efficiency from up to 29 to 46 hwympg

• Ranges from up to 594 to 814 hwy miles on a
single tank of fuel

Viewkey fuel efficiency and range info

Fun-fueled.

Feel the fun, torque-y, turbocharged power of

a TDI Clean Diesel engine and you'll almost

forget it's effieient. TDI Clean Diesel makes

sure you don't have to sacrifice driving

dynamics for mpg. Cake. Eating it too.

• Available DSG® dual-clutch transmission

• Torque-y and responsive

View key fuel efficiency info

This ain't your
daddy's diesel.
Stinky, smoky, and sluggish. Those old diesel

realities no longer apply. Enter TDI Clean

https://web.archive.org/web/20150330110301/http:/\vww.vw.coni/features/clean-diesel/[9/23/2015 8:55:26 AM]
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VWFeatures - TDlClean Diesel | Volkswagen

Diesel. Ultra-low-sulfur fuel, direct injection
technology, and extreme efficiency. We've

ushered in a new era of diesel.

• Engineered to burn low-sulfur diesel fuel

• "Common Rail" direct injection system

View key fuel efficiency info

Efficiency isn't just a
word. It's our

philosophy.
Our commitment to making vehicles that are

eco-conscious is part of bigger thinking.

Because by building efficient vehicles that

people actually want to drive, we're also

building a better future for all of us. It's how

we Think Blue®.

View key fuel efficiency info '

https://web.archive.org/web/20l 50330110301 /http:/www.vw.com/features/clean-dieseI/[9/23/2015 8:55:26 AM]
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VWFeatures - TDICleanDiesel | Volkswagen

GOLF JETTA

Sty!isti^ahd..spaeiousV"t^ -GolfT-Dt-eiearir'^fr

afking^ag'Jo:,594";highwa

EEn^TME-G.OI^F

levvKcV fuelseffTotinct

Get a load of what's coming
soon.

With an incredible range of up to 567 highway miles on one tank of
fuel, a 2.0L turbocharged engine, and 66.5 cu. ft. of cargo space with

the rear seats folded flat, the all-new Golf SportWagen TDI Clean
Diesel will be ready for you, your gear, and your next adventure.

https://web.archive.org/web/20150330110301/htlp:/www.vw.com/features/clean-diesel/[9/23/2015 8:55:26 AM]
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VWFeatures - TDICleanDiesel| Volkswagen

View key range info

© 2015 Volkswagen of America, Inc. Recalls ' Internet-Based Ads Privacy ^ Terms

https://web.archive.org/web/20150330110301/http:/www.vw.com/fcatures/clean-diesel/[9/23/2015 8:55:26 AM]
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V.

.•A« i 8 •$
£ ^ : K I
t i i j a -^-^r-'IN IHE CIRCUIT COURT OF KANAWHA COUNTY, WEST

2015 OCT-2 PH3:55

Plaintiff,

STATE OF WEST VIRGliNlA cx rcl. KA::..w:,a 0 COJP::
PATRICK MORRISEY, ATTORNEY GENERAL,

VOLKSWAGEN of AMERICA, INC., a New Jersey
corporation,

Defendant.

Civil Action NoA^^^O "T

Judge N '̂MTNOi
b

COMPLAINT FOR CONSUMER RESTITUTION,
CIVIL PENALTIES,

AND OTHER APPROPRIATE RELIEF

Plainlitf, the State of West Virginia ex rel. Patrick Morrisey, Attorney General ("the

State or "Attorney General"), files this Complaint asking the Court to permanently enjoin

the above-named Defendant, Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. ('-Volkswagen") from

violatmg the West Virginia Consumer Credit and Protection Act ("WVCCPA"), W. Va. Code

§46A-1-10I et seq.. and other applicable consumer protection laws and regulations, and to

enter a final order awarding the State all other appropriate relief as authorized by W, Va.

Code § 46A-7-108.
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1. PARTIES

1. The State, by and through ihc Attorney General, Patrick Morrisey, is
authorized to bring this action pursuant to the Consumer Credit and Protection Act, W. Va.
Code §46A-M01, et scq. (ihe "VVVCCPA").

2. Defendant, Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., is aNew Jersey corporation,
and ai all relevant times was doing business in the State of West Virginia by selling and

distributing motor vehicles through achain of distribution and dealers within West Virginia.

n. JURrSDlCTION AND VRNIfF

3. fhis Court has jurisdiction to hear this matter pursuant to Article VIH, Section

6of the West Virginia Constitution. W. Va. Code §51-2-2, and W. Va. Code §53-5-3.

4. Venue is proper in this court pursuant to W. Va. Code § 46A-7-n4 and

W. Va. Code § 56-1-1(a)(6).

in. BACKGROUND AND APPLICABLE LAW

5. Defendant Volkswagen is a wholly owned subsidiary of Volkswagen A.G.,

and is responsible lor the U.S. operations ofVolkswagen .A.Ci.'s brands Volkswagen, Audi,

Bentley, Bugatti, Lamhorghini, and VW Credit, inc.

6. Volkswagen is in the business ol distributing, selling, and financing motor

vehicles within the State of West Virginia.

7. The United States Government, through the Environmental Protection Agency

("EPA"), has passed and enforced laws designed to protcct United Slates citizens from

pollution and other signilicant risks to human health and the environment. Automobile

manutacturers must abide by these U.S. laws and must adhere to EPA rules and regulations.
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8. Ihe Clean Air Acl (••CAA") is a comprehensive federal law ihat regulates
different types of air emissions.

9. Ihe CAA was passed to "protect and enhance the quality of the Nation's air

resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the productive capacity of its

population." 42 U.S.C. § 7401 {b)(l )-(2).

10. The CAA requires, among other things, that vehicles sold in the United States

be covered by an EPA issued certificate of conformity, which certilles that the vehicles meet

applicable emissions standards for air pollution.

11. In 2008, Volkswagen introduced a new line of ''clean diesel" vehicles with

Turbo-charged Direct Injection {'TDP') engines.

12. Volkswagen advertised the TDI clean diesel vehicles as being environmentally

friendly, claiming them to be the ''most clean diesel vehicles in the U.S."

13. In May of 2014, the Center for Alternative F-uels, Engines & Emissions

("CAFF:E") at West Virginia University released a study on the in-use emissions of light duty

diesel vehicles in the United States. Ihe study conducted by CAERE produced evidence that

Volkswagen was cheating U.S. emissions testing on at least two Volkswagen TDI clean diesel

vehicles. CAKEE's results were later corroborated by the California Air Resources Board and

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

14. On September 18, 2015, based at least in part upon a study performed at West

Virginia University, the EPA issued a Notice of Violation ("NOV") to Volkswagen AG,

Audi AG, and Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., for failure to comply with the Clean Air

Act regulations in 482,000 diesel vehicics sold in the United States since 2008.
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15. As suggested by the CAFEE study, and as outlined in tlie EPA NOV.
Volkswagen purposely engineered certain Volkswagen and Audi diesel vehicles to cheat U.S.
emissions tests by equipping them with software thai detects when the vehicles are

undergoing emissions testing. The software used by Volkswagen allows emissions controls

to operate normally when avehicle is undergoing emissions testing, but suppresses emissions

controls to increase performance and fuel cconomy when vehicles are operating normally,

By suppressing the emissions controls during normal operation, the software allows

Volkswagen and Audi TDI clean diesel vehicles to emit up to 40 times the allowable levels

ofcertain pollutants, including nitrogen oxides ("NOx").

16. The CAA defines this type of software as a '̂defeat device."

17. It is a violation of the CAA to manufacture, sell, or install a defeat device in

order to bypass or render inoperative any emission control device.

18. Vehicles equipped with defeat devices will not be issued a certificate of

conformity by the EPA, and cannot, therefore, be sold in the United States.

19. According to the EPA NOV, Volkswagen installed its '̂defeat device" in at least

the following diesel models (the ".Affected Vehicles"): 2009-2015 VW Jetta; 2009-2015 VW

Beetle; 2009-2015 VW Golf; 2012-2015 VW Passat; and 2009-2015 Audi A3. Discovery may

reveal that additional vehicle models and model years are properly included as Affected

Vehicles.

20. Volkswagen's former CF.O, Martin Winierkorn, publicly admitted Volkswagen

installed the defeat devices in its diesel vehicles in order to bypass or render inoperative any

emission control devicc. Winterkorn resigned shortly after disclosing this conduct by

Volkswagen.
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21. Beginning in 2008, in order to entice consumers to purchase their TDI clean
diesel vehicles, Volkswagen advertised the TDI line of vehicles as environmentally friendly,
fuel efficient, and high performance. In fact, Volkswagen marketed the TDI clean diesel

vehicles as the ••most clean diesel vehicles in the U.S.," and advertised that the engines were
CPA certified in all 50 states.

22. West Virginia consumers responded lo Volkswagen's advertising by

purchasing TDI clean diesel models, expecting that their vehicles would be environmentally

triendly, fuel efficieni, and high performance, as advertised.

2j. ihe TDI clean diesel vehicles vverc sold at a premium above the cost of

standard gasoline engines. Depending on the make and options cho.sen by consumers, the

premium was between SI,000 and S6,855.

24. However, those West Virginia consumers who purchased Volkswagen and

Audi TDI clean diesel vehicles did not rcceive vehicles that would perform as represented to

them by Volkswagen. Specifically, the IDI clean diesel vehicles are not environmentally

friendly, and gain pertormance, fuel eillciency, and EPA certification only by circumventing

required environmental controls.

25. The EPA has ordered Volkswagen to recall the Affected Vehicles and repair them

so that they comply with EPA emissions requirements at ail times during normal operation.

26. Volkswagen will not be able to comply with the EPA order to make the Affected

Vehicles comply with emissions standards without substantially degrading their performance and

fuel efficiency to a level below that advertised by Volkswagen, and below that experienced by

consumers prior to. or when they purchased their vehicles.
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27. Should the AfTecicd Vehicles be repaired to make them comply with EPA
emissions requirements, the reduced performance and fuel efficiency, together with a
stigmatization of the vehicles, will cause a diminution in the value of every Affected
Vehicle.

28. According to the West Virginia Division of Motor Vehicles C'DMV"), there
are currently 2,684 diesel Volkswagen vehicles from model years 2009 to 2015 currently

registered in this state. It is likely that discovery will reveal that the number of Affected

Vehicles sold to West Virginia consumers is greater than the number currently registered

with the DMV.

29. At all limes pertinent to the case at bar, Volkswagen engaged in the sale and

financing of motor vehicles to West Virginia Consumers. Therefore, Volkswagen's business

practices are subject lo the provisions set forth in the WVCCPA, which is regulated by the

Attorney General pursuant to W. Va, Code § 46A-7-101.

30. The WVCCPA prohibits, inter alia, a merchant of goods from engaging in

unfair methods ofcompetition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in its advertising to

and transactions with a consumer. See IV. Va. Code § 46A-6-104.

31. Volkswagen engaged in unfair methods ofcompetition and unfair or deceptive

acts or practices in violation of the WVCCPA. generally, and W. Va. Code § 46A-6-104,

specifically.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Certifications, Benefits and Characteristics Not as Promised

VV.Va. Code § 46A-6-102(7) (B), (C), (E) and (G))

32. The State reasserts each and every allegation in Paragraphs 1through 31 of the

Complaint as if set forth fully herein.
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33. Vehicles sold in ,hc United States are required to have aeertifieate of eonformity
from the EPA.

34. Vehicles equipped with defeat devices will not be issued a eertiHcate of
conformity by the EPA, and cannot, therefore, be sold in the United States.

33. Nonetheless, Volkswagen equipped the affectcd TDI clean diesel vehicles with

defeat devices in order to cheat the environmental standards required by the EPA and trick the
EPA into issuing the required EPA certification.

36. By equipping it,s vehicles with defeat devices Volkswagen was able to artificially
inflate the fuel efficiency, performance, and emi.ssions data above a level possible if the vehicles

were operating with theappropriate environmental controls.

37. Volkswagen then marketed the TDI clean diesel line ofvehicles as EPA certified

in all 50 states.

38. Further, Volkswagen marketed the TDI clean diesel line of vehicles as

environmentally friendly, fuel efficient, and high performance when in fact, Volkswagen

intentionally and deliberately placed defeat devices on the vehicles to allow the vehicles to pass

emissions tests while producing illegal levels ofpollutants during normal operation.

39. Volkswagen's claimcd fuei efllciency and performance for the TDI clean diesel

line of vehicles was misleading because it was only obtainable on vehicles operating with

environmental controls intentionally and illegally turned off.

40. Volkswagen engaged in unfair or deceptive acts or practices in violation of the

WVCCPA by repre.senting that the TDI clean diesel line of vehicles were environmentally

friendly, fuel efficient and high pertbrmance, when in fact, the vehicles did not have those
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characteristics, benefits or qualities. W.Va. Code §46A-6-104 as defined by W.Va. Code §46A-

6-102(7)(B), (C), (E) and (G).

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Advertised Services Not Delivered, W.Va. Code §46A-6-104)

41. The State reasserts each and every allegation in Paragraphs 1through 40 of the

Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

42. Volkswagen advertised that it manufactures and sells environmentally

friendly, clean, turbocharged diesel-powered motor vehicles to consumers in West Virginia.

43. Volkswagen advertised that its TDI clean diesel line of vehicles delivered 30

percent better fuel mileage, "significantly more torque" and were "more fun" to drive.

44. Volkswagen also advertised that its "clean" diesel engine had "cleaned up its

act" and urged consumers to "find out how clean diesel technology impacts fuel efficiency

and performance, while also being a more eco-conscious choice."

45. Volkswagen's advertisements misrepresented to consumers that the Affected

Vehicles would be "eco-conscious," and "clean" while delivering the fuel mileage and

performance advertised. This advertising is unfair or deceptive as defined by the WVCCPA

because the Affected Vehicles are not clean or eco-conscious since they violate federal

pollution laws. W. Va. Code § 46A-6-104 as defined by W. Va. Code § 46A 6 102(7)(I) and

(N).

46. Volkswagen's advertising is unfair and deceptive, since it misrepresents the

true fuel mileage and performance of the Affected Vehicles once the defeat devices are

removed or disabled. Volkswagen failed to disclose the true fuel mileage and other

performance characteristics of its TDI diesel line of vehicles. Volkswagen never intended to
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sell the AfTected Vehicles as advertised in violation of the WVCCPA. W.Va. Code §46A-6-

104 as defined by W.Va. Code §46A-6-102(7)(I) and (N).

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(Volkswagen Cause Confusion and Misunderstanding

Through its Misrepresentations and Omissions,
V^.Va. Code § 46A-6-102(7) (L) and (M))

47. The State reasserts each and every allegation in Paragraphs 1through 46 of the

Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

48. Consumers were confused and misled by Volkswagen's advertising.

49. When consumers saw advertising for Volkswagen's TDI diesel line of

vehicles, they properly expected to purchase AtTected Vehicles that were environmentally

friendly and eco-conscious while delivering the performance and fuel economy advertised.

50. Consumers never expected to purchase an Affected Vehicle that was

environmentally unfriendly, and that polluted the atmosphere in violation of federal laws.

Volkswagen's unfair and deceptive conduct caused confusion and misunderstanding in

violation of the WVCCPA. W. Va. Code § 46A-6-104 as defined by W. Va. Code § 46A-6-

I02(7)(L).

51. Volkswagen failed to disclose that its TDI line of vehicles were not in

compliance w-ith and violated federal laws until it was caught by regulators. Volkswagen

intended for consumers to rely on its omissions so that it could sell its unlawfully polluting

TDI line of vehicles in violation of the WVCCPA. W. Va. Code § 46A-6-104 as defined by

W. Va. Code § 46A-6-l02(7)(M).
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FOURTH CAUSK OF ACTION
(F,xces.s Fees Violations, W. Va. Code §§ 46A-7-111)

52. The State reasserts each and every allegation in Paragraphs 1through 51 of the
Complaint as if set forth fully herein.

53. Volkswagen charged and collected e.Kcess money from West Virginia
consumers lor Affected Vehicles that cannot meet the advertised specifications without

violating federal law.

54. Volkswagen engaged in unfair or deceptive acts or practices by charging and
collecting more money than justified for its TDI line of vehicles due to its deceptive and

misleading advertising in violation of W. Va. Code §46A-7-I! 1and W. Va. Code §46A-6-

104. As such, Volkswagen is subject to civil penalties up to ten times the excess charge as

permitted by W.Va. Code § 46A-7-111(1).

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHERiiFORE, The State of West Virginia requests that this Court:

1. Enter an Order permanently enjoining and restraining Volkswagen from

engagmg in unfair or deceptive acts or practices in violation of W. Va. Code §§ 46A-6-101

and 104 in general and, specifically, from engaging in unfair or deceptive acts or practices in

violation ofW. Va. Code §46A-6-102(7), (B), (C), (E), (G), (I), (L) and (M);

2. Enter an Order permanently enjoining and restraining Volkswagen from

continuing to u.se unfair or deceptive terms in its advertising of TDI line of vehicles in

violation of W. Va. Code §§ 46A-6-104;

3. Enter an Order compelling Volkswagen to prominently disclose in its

advertising the true performance specillcations of its TDI line ofvehicles when they are in

compliance with federal laws;

10
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4. Enter judgment against Volkswagen and in favor of the Stale, ordering it to
pay appropriate restitution to West Virginia consumers for ail money paid to Volkswagen for
Affected Vehicles, including, but not limited to, full refunds of the premium West Virginia
consumers paid for their TDI clean diesel vehicles above comparable gasoline engine
models, for the diminution in value of the Affected Vehicles suffered by West Virginia

consumers, and for increased fuel and maintenance costs reasonably expected to be incurred

by Wesl Virginia consumers as aresult of the decrease in performance following any repair

of these issues by Volkswagen;

5 Enter judgment against Volkswagen and order it to refund all excess charges

that It collected from West Virginia consumers and for civil penalties in an amount often

times the excess charges collected from Wesl V^irginia consumers pursuant to W. Va. Code §

46A-7-1I1;

6. Enter judgment against and order Volkswagen to pay to the State of West

Virginia all its attorneys' fees, court costs, investigation costs, and all other costs associated

with the investigation and maintenance and prosecution of this action;

7. Enter judgment against and order Volkswagen to pay a civil penalty in the

amount of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) for each and every willful and repeated

violation of chapter 46A of the West Virginia Code that it committed, as provided in W. Va.

Code§46A 7-1! 1(2);

8. Enter an Order granting the State and its citizens all equitable relief available,

including, but not limited to, restitution and disgorgement; and,

9. Grant such other and further relief as the Court deems just and appropriate.
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Respectfully submitted:

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA, ex reJ
PATRICK MORRISEY,
Attorney General

By Counsel

_%las L. Davis (WV State Bar #5502)
Assistant Attorney General

Jonathan T. Osbornc (WV State Bar U11760)
Assistant Attorney General
West Virginia Office ofthe Attorney General
State Capitol, Building 1 Room E-26
Charleston, WV 25301
IOiia than. I.oshorne''V7jwva tio. uov
Telephone: (304) 558-2021
Facsimile: (304) 558-0140
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CAUSE NO. 2015CCV-62038-1

DANIEL TAMEZ, on behalf of himself § IN THE COUNTY COURT
and all others similarlysituated^ §
PLAINTIFF, §

§
§
§
§
§

yg § at LAW NUMBER 1
§

VOLKSWAGEN GROUP OF |
AMERICA, INC., a New Jersey f
Corporation, DEFENDANT. § NUECES COUNTY, TEXAS

TEMPORARY WF.STB AINING ORDER AND ORDER SETTING HEARING
• FOR PRELIMTNARY INJUNCTION

1. After considering Plaintiffs, David Tamez, on behalf of himself and all others similarly

situated, amended appUcation for temporary restraining order, the affidavit, the evidence, and the

arguments ofcounsel, the Court fmds there is evidence that harm is imminent to the Plaintiff and

to the public, and if the Court does not issue the temporary restrainmg order. Plaintiff and the
public vrill be irreparably haraied, because vital evidence will be lost, and sale of affected
vehicles may resume.

2. An ex parte order, without notice to defendant, is necessary because there was not enough

time to give notice to defendant, hold ahearing, and issue arestraining order before irreparable

injury, loss, or damage would occur.

3. Therefore, by this Order, the Court does restrain Defendant Volkswagen Group of

America, Inc., from changing, altering, deleting, over-writing, or otherwise tampermg with

potential evidence in this matter pertaining to or evidencing:

a.) VW's onboard software and its ability to detect or react to emissions test

conditions;

b.) VW's intent for the design of its onboard software pertaining to emissions;
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c.) VW's knowledge of the ability of its onboard software to detect or react to

emissions test conditions;

d.) The design and function of the alleged defeat device (software to detect

and react to emissions test conditions);

e.) The identity of vdtnesses, whether employed by VW or not, involved in

the design or testing ofVW's onboard computersoftware;

f) Any emissions testing for any diesel-powered VW and Audi vehicle for

model years 2009-2015.

g.) The reason for disabling or reducing VW '̂s emissions controls on any

diesel vehicles;

h.) The monetary cost or loss of sales associated with the marketing of the

subject vehicles without a defeat device;

i.) The issues of problems with the use, or use at emissions test levels, of

VW's emissions controls/NOx capture/catal>^c reduction technologies;

j.) llie effect of VW's emissions controls/NOx capture/catalytic reduction

technologies on vehicle performance, acceleration, customer satisfaction,

sales, or increased maintenance;

k.) Communications in whatever form with any person or entity involved in

the design of the subject onboard computersoftware or its defeat device;

1.) Communications in whatever form with any person, entity, agency, or

institution attempting to test or verify the performance of VW's emissions

control/NOx capture/ catalytic reduction technologies;

m.) Communications in whatever form wth the federal or any state

government, person, entity, or institution investigating the possible or

alleged use ofa defeat device by VW on diesel powered vehicles;
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n.) Evidence pertaining to the decision to recall or halt sales of any diesel-

poweredVW vehicles that have been alleged to containa defeat device;

o.) Evidence of the financial cost to consumers or purchasers of the affected

vehicles;

p.) Evidence of the additional pollution caused by the aJSfected vehicles or

alleged defeat device(s);

q.) Evidence of the health costs or any premature deaths in connection with

the affected vehicles or alleged defeat device(s); and

r.) Any and all electronically-stored information, data, or tangible things, in

their native format, including but not limited, to those items mentioned in

tlie preceding list.

4. Because much of the evidence in this case is electromcally-stored communications and

data, special steps will have to be taken to preserve the evidence. Electronic documents and the

storage media on which they reside may contain additional, relevant and discoverable

information, beyond a printed copy.

5. Therefore, this Court ORDERS Defendant Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., to take

such additional steps as are necessaiy to preser\'e the meta-data, drafts, change histories, file

fragments, attachments, and other potentially relevant information or data, in its native fonnat,

for the above described categories of documents which exist in electronic form.

6. This Court further ORDERS Defendant Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., to continue

its voluntary suspension of the sales of the following 2015 and 2016 models of the affected

vehicles, within the Stateof Texas, until fiirther notice. This Orderappliesto the 2015 and 2016

diesel powered models of Volkswagen's Beetle, Beetle Convertible, Golf, Golf Sportswagen,

Jetta, Passat, and Audi A3. If Defendant Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., wishes to resume

sales to continue its voluntary suspension of the sales of the 2015 and 2016 models of the
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affected vehicles, it must provide prompt notice to the Court, so that a hearing may be had prior

to resuming sales of these affected models.

7. The Court further ORDERS the Clerk of the Court to issue a Writ of Injunction pending

final hearing and determination of this case, enjoining and restraining Defendant Volkswagen

Group of America, Inc. or any of its ofRcers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys,

representatives, or anypersonin active concertor participation with it whoreceives actual notice

of this Order by personal service or otherwise from failing to take such additional steps as are

necessary to preserve the meta-data, drafts, change histories, file fragments, attachments, and

other potentially rele\'ant information or data, in its native format, for the above described

categories ofdocuments which exist in electronic form, and from failing to continue its voluntary

suspension of the sales of the following 2015 and 2016 models of the affected vehicles, within

the State of Texas, until fiirther notice. This Order applies to the 2015 and2016 diesel powered

models of Volkswagen's Beetle, Beetle Convertible, Golf, Golf Sportswagen, Jetta, Passat, and

Audi A3.

8. The Court further ORDERS the Clerk of the Court to issue notice to Defendant

Volkswagen Group of^^ejic^ Inc., that the hearing on Plaintiffs Application for Temporar>'

Injunction isset for ^ 2015, at .0 6 The purpose ofthe hearing

shall be to determine whether this temporary rescraming order should be made a temporary

injunction pending a full trial on the merits.

9. Bond is hereby set at $MP

This Order expires on _ , 20}6, : Od

SIGNED on
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